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PREFACE t;

This report was compiled for the National R&D Assessment Program

of the National Science Foundation to provide a basis for further research

into the area of technological Change and employment, and changes in worker

well-being. The specific assignment dealt with the knowledge of the types

of mechanisms which are available to workers to use in adjusting to tech-
..

nological change, what are the policy issues involved, arid what are the

areas ,w,here more research is needed.' This is'one of several related,

often overlapping, ptiileies funded by the R&D Assessment Program of the,

investigating the relationship between technological change and

social well-being.

The deepest gratitude and thanks goes to project research associate,

Mary Stevenson, without whoie participation the project would never have

reached a conclusion. Thanks goes also to my faculty associates for their

advice and'ilatience with my question's- -Steve Seninger, Garth Mangum,

Thayne Robson, and Chris King. The research assistants who, along

with Mary Stevenson, reviewed the mass of existing literature in the

field are Connie Johnsen, Margaret Redmon, Gail Shields, John Ammon,

Robert Ellsworth, Scot Stradley, and Robert Murphy:
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Appreciation is also strongly expressed,for the work of Jane Bradley

who edited the copy and to Linda Ewing and Mari Lou Wood who super-

vised the typing and reproducing of the report.

The many constructive remarks of Professors N. J. Sim ler, Robert

Aronson, Fret4.Masserik, James Stern, and Jack Stieber plus those of

Barbara Burns and Dr. Rolf Piekartz of the N.S. F. , are

the final draft of the report. Responsibility for the final

for all errors and omissions, rests ,with the author.
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INTRODUCTION
-*

The purpose of this paper is to consider the current literature

'dealrrig with mechanisms .which have been used, are used now or might

be used to assist workers' adjustment to technological change. which affects

their employment and earnings. These mechanisms may range' from

simply letting the workers. become unemployed and allowing the "market.'

to work as it may, to elaborate adjustment mechanisms set up by labor

,groups, management and/or governmental agencies.

A basic question of the study is what level of policy, if any, is

. needed in this area of economic activity. If the technological impact on

workers is very slight, or if the private sector is handling workers'

adjustment well, then no active government policy may be needed .beyond

aiding full'ei-nployment growth. If the private sector appears to be able

to handle the adjustment process adequately with the aid of better information,

the government policy might consist siinplx, of improving the flow of in-

formation. If problems do appear and persist as a result of technological

change, then active government intervention may bb called for in order

to maintain workers' ,Income- earning potentidIs and stability in the economy.

The study gives attention to which groups or types of workers are

reported as affected by technological change; what mechanisms, i any, exist

1/
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to aid the workers' adjustment; and which workers benefit mostfrora

/these mechanisms. Recommendations for changes contained in the present

"state of the arts" are outlined and criticized. The gaps in the knowledge

are discussed, with attention given to priorities for future research that
4

might close those gaps most -essential for poliCy making.

The report is composed of two parts:- Part I presents a discussion
4.*

of the conceptual impact of technolrigical change on the labor masket.

Knowledge of these conceptual relationships is essential in order to identify

gaps in the existing knowledge and to establish effective policy. Part II

contains the actual "state of the arts" study. It reviews tie current

literature, emphasizing the material published after 1965.. (The Natiorial

Commission on Techmilogy, Automation, and Economic Progress, 1966,

and other studies have covered the earlier literature ,quite extensively.)

Part IIconcludes wit commendations for future research in the area.

An attempt has bee made eview as much of the material relevant

to this report as time and funds w uld permit. However, it was realized

that many articles have been overlo ked in the process because of time

and funding constraints. The articles referred to are, hopefully repre-

sentative of all the work that has been done in t is are An effort to

NALLDI.r feria/ from all different areas and viewpoints was "Tnade in or\der

to keep the report as unbiased as possible.

iz°
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CHAPTER I

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND EMPLOYMENT

Technological Change and the Production
Function with Constant Input Prices

Technological change can be classified as being neutral on the
,

labor-capital ratio, labor saving (capital-using) or labor using (capital-

saving) in its impact on the production function. Using a basic two
,factor production function, -q=f(K,L), where q is output, K is, the capital

vector-_and L is the labor vector, a brief analysis df each type of teCh-
"ti

impact will be developed., A detailed analysis of l'dbor-capite

substitution resulting from technological change is contained in the N.S.F. R &D

Assessment Program study undertaken by New York University research .,

team.*

Figures 1, 2 and 3 demonstrate each type of technological 'Change

on the production function. Three types of produCtion functions are ihown

in each figure. A calculus type model with infinite divisibility of inputs

is shown under (a) in each figure. A fixed coefficients of production
:k

model is shown alder (b) with only one capital-labor ratio possible for

Fritz Machlup and George Bitras, Effects of' Innovation on Demand
for and Earnings of Production Factors.
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any given state of technology. A linear model with sry ral process rays

is shown tinder (c) which gives segmented straight lin= i oquants.*, In

addition, two different technologies are Shown in each ph, T1 and T ,
2

where T2 is the newer technology that has been introd to the production

process.

Figure 1 shows technological change which has. a eitral impact on

the capital-labor ratio. This ,shifts the isoquants toward he origin in

a parallel manner: r i . e . , on any ray from' the origin, th ratio of. marginal

products remains constant with the technological change: . , q=A2K L ,\
A. 6(KaLP )/(sK

.where Ai < A2, 11tis (mpk/mp0= 1

Ai6(10113 )/6
= cons' t, for 1K/L) =

constant. In this case of neutral change, if the input prs stay constant

then the total impact on labor is accounted foi by the gro h in technological -

efficiency for the given capital-labor ratio.

As shown in Figure 1, 214 workers will\ become une ployed unless

output increases enough to offs -t the efficiency iiprovement; i.e. , unless

there is a higher output under t e new technology that would require at

leaSt, 4 and K1 input .usage; or u less some comb .tion' of a. justment

are available- to- counter the employ ent impact.

Part of the needed output stimu ation should occu , even with c nstant

consumer demand, becuase of increased)productivity an

mechanisms that increase employ nt by L24. else here in the conomy

I

lower cost 1/4 .

*An isoquant is a line showing equ 1 output from vari us combinat ns
of capital and labor when production is be :.g carried out Under the beSt
possible technology that is currently avai able..

/6



Figure 1
K

1
K2

NEUTIpAL LABOR-CAPITAL RATIO TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 'L
1

/L2

L2 L1 L L2 L1 L

ASSUMING constant input prices and q = f(K1 L)/T

6

L2

Figure 2
K1 K2

LABOR SAVING (CAPITAL USING) TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE, /I_
1 2

L

L2 L1 L L2 L1 L

ASSUMING constant input prices and q = f (K. LI / T

Figure 3
K,

LABOR USING (CAPITAL SAVING) TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE,
1

(a)

L2

2/L

L1

ASSUMING constant input prices and q = f (K,IXT
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generated by the technological change. As firms react to the lower cost

and adjust to the new profit maximizing output level, this should mean

greater output and thus some increase in labor usage above the L2 level.

Figure 4 demonstrates this for a purely competitive industry, and Figure 5

for a firm in imperfect competition. It should. be re- emphasized Chat,

at present, the constant input price assumption is being used.

In Figures 4 and 5, the lower average cost, AC2, was generate

by the new technology , and this lower cost is shown as leading to a t igher

output at the profit 'maximizing point. This higher output would a

result under aver*: cost plus a constant percent markup pricing; and under

target return pricing. Thus, even with constant demand, part of the loss

in eniployment, L1L2, (as shown in Vigures 1, 2, and 3), ay be offset

by output increases brought about by lower cost, using th new technology.

This increase in output and employment, due to supply Aide adjustment,

should be allowed when discussing the amount of aggregate demand stimur

lation needed u to maintain full employment.

Figure 2 shows capital using (labor saving) technological changes. This

appears to be the type of change most often alluded to in didcussions

of automation and job loss since it "replaces men with machines." This

occurs in the dense that the capital-to-labor ratio is increased for any

given output level. The analysis in this case would be analogous to the.

earlier discussion of technological change which is neutral in its effects

on the capital-tabor ratio, except that now Ihe impact on labor usage for

/8
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Figure4

OUTPUT ADJUSTMENT AFTER TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN PURL COMPETITION
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any given output level is greater, due to the labor saving aspect of the

technological change. This means, of course, that to maintain employ-

ment greater outpui increases will have to be generated. This increase can

come from the combined effects of increased demand and greater output

due to supply adjustments brought ,on by lower cost--,- as discussed above,

Using Figures 4 and 5.
1

Figure 3 shows technological change which is labor using (capital

saving). This is probably the.least discussed of the three categories of

technological change, at least in the popular literature, since it results

in a decreasing capital to labor ratio and implies ."man replacing machines"

a process viewed as not very likely to occur. When it does occur, it

means that for any given output level the effects Of technological eange are

\frelatively greater on capital usage than on labor -as compared to the neutral

and labor saving cases. This type of change tan still, lead to legs employ-.

ment at any given output level, and therefore can create problems for

workers, as shown in 'Figure 3; however, after output adjustments for cost

reductions have been made, this labor-using, type of change, should require,

less demand growth (or perhaps none) to maintain employment level0.
-

These three types of fundamental shifts in the production relationship

due to technological, change, and the resultant cost changes rising from the

shift in the isoquants are the basic, building blocks of knowledge fop policy

in the technological and labor areas. The following sections will explore

aspects of these changes and their implications in mUch greater detail,

1 20
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as we focus specifically on our topic of current knowledge about actual

adjustment mechanisms available for workers who are affected by tech-

nological change.

Technological Change Accompanied
by a Change in Input Prices

In this section we will briefly look at the possible effects on labor

usage of combined technological changes and a stilt in the relative input

prices ,brought on by the .change. These price changes might result from

one or more of the following: a new capital price as qualitatively, new

capital. items arc introduced; wage changes generated by a change in the

labor skill mix required by the new technology; wage changes (or job

requirement :changeS) resulting from 'unions' reactions to the technological

change (or, expanding the model, from resultant changes in the input

requirkients and relative prices of any other input, e.g., energy and

raw-111 )
.44

These input price' shifis have two effects on labor usage. The first

effect is shown in Figure 6, with the use of technological change that

is neutral on its impact on the capital-labor ratio. as shown in Figure '1.

The analysis can easily he shifted to capital.-using change, Figure 2, or

to capital-saving change, Figure 3. This first effect is to increase or

decrease the labor usage for a given output level, after adjusting the

capital-labor ratio for the factor price changes. This is-demonstraied

Figure 6 for the calculus type production model, 6 (a), and for)lic.!

1



Figure 6

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE ACCOMPANIED BY INPUT PRICE CHANGES USING
NEUTRAL CAPITAL LABOR IMPACT

11
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linear type model with alternative processes possible, 6 (c). The fixed

coefficients-of-production model, as shown in Figures 1 (b), 2 (b), and

(b), is not affected since it offers only one capital-labor ratio to use.

The inipact of a relative decrease in the price- of capital is shown'

by shift from A.4: to B, with the resultant greater employment decline

from L2 to Lb. The impact of a relative increase in the price of capital

(labor becoming relatively cheaper) is shown by the movement froln A to C

which, at least, partially offsets the employment impact of the technological

change by increases' in labor from L2 to Lc. It should be noted that in

the case of the' linear model, Figure 6 (c), a price change of significant

proportions may be necessary to shift the optimal input combination off

a.given kink in the isoquant.

An often expressed fear is that not only do machines replace men

because of purely technological improvements but also that the machines

become relatively cheaper to use than men, and thus the employment

problem is magnified, i.e., a L2 to Lb type move. Clearly this must

be a concern for policy makers, since cost changes May increase or decrease

the employment impact of a change in.technology. In anticipating the impact

of cost changes, some very difficult estimates must be attempted. First

a cost of capital needs to be defined in a manner acceptable for production

decisions; that? is, in some sort of machine hour or other flow measure.

"rr'A. is the input combination that would result if the input price
ratio had remained constant.

g
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Second, the reaction of unions and their resulting wage and fringe benefit*

demands must be anticipated and some estimate of the actual wage cost

settlement made. Third, even if no wage rate change per -type of worker

is anticipated. the, actual wage cost of labor may vary due to the necessity

of changing the skill mitrix of employees to meet the ,requirements of the

new technology.

The third factor, mentioned above introduces another type 9f impact

on workers that will be developed in a later section, but which deserves

mention here; that is, as technology changes and relative input prices are

altered, the mix of worker skills needed by the firm may vary. If this

change in skills is significant then the old set of workers may not satisfy

the new requirements. This would result in a large amount of labor turnover

and the loss of robs for some of thc'riginal workers. This skh-mix

. change and labor turnover could 'affect the firms cost function and output,

and as a consequence, employment, by changing such costs as pension and

retirement plans, training programs, severance pay, etc.

The second effect that a change in input costs may have on employ-

ment is shown by returning to Figures 4 a d 5. This effect involves changes

in the output level rather than simply cha 's in the capital-labor ratio

for a given output level as discussed aboVe. In order to calculate the

additional employment impact. in this case, an estimate of the change in

The cost to the firm and to society of other types of adjustments
due to union reactions will be discussed in later chapters.

. ZY-



At.
the cost, function needs to be made. If the average /ost and marginal

cost curves are lowered, as shown in Figures 4 And 5, then the profit

maximizing firm or a firm ushig some sort of cost markup pricing would

be expected to increase output from q1 to a higher level and thus increased

employment:

It might be assurried that, in general, technological change would

lower cost and promote .higher output since this would follow profit'maxi-.
0

mization and market'share maintenance concepts; however,- it is.possilie

that a new technology would caus a lowef optimum output level if the same,

or even higher prOfit-sales atio and profit-to-capital ratios,,were generated.

An example off.this is shown in Figure 7 for a profit maximizing firm.'

Here the average markup at q2 under the second average cost curve is

greater than the average markup for q under the first cost curve. If

the cost of capital involved in establishing cost AC2 it significantly below

that required for AC1, then the rate of return on capital will also be

greater and 'the firm will be induced to switch the technology in use and

establish the plant with AC2.

The second technology does substantially reduce the firm's flexibility

in production, since it is much more expensive at higher output levels.

In this case, additional output to meet expanding demand would have to

come by setting up new plants not.by expanding output within the original

plant .
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TECHNOLOGICALLY INDUCED COST SHIFT
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TechnolOgical Change Accomp ied by I ei and Shifts

The act of changing the type of technology may, in itself, shift -,,

16

_

the demand curve (higher orJower) for theProduCt, by changing, buyer
I

perceptions of the quality of the produce.* This product variation may

be "real" (i.e measurable in some sense) or purely; a perception on

the part of the Juyers. 'Thu the product variation may arise from actual

.1

changes in --the physical makelip of the product (e.g.., wallboard rather'

than plaster) or simply from Consumers belief that the new production

process is better or worse -than the old process. These perception effects

uld result from belief that ithe product is better due, to automated quality

-control, or belief that, the prdcludt has been cheapened by reducing the amount

of lkilled craftsmanship used in producing. It.
vt,

. _

If the. effect is td reduce demand for the product at all 'Alec levels

-or to' increase the demand at all price levels then, ceteris pari

the output produced, and 'hence'the level of employment would, be decreased

increased, respectively. .0; shift in demand, howeer, need not be in
e

the same direction at all ,price levels., Figure 8 demonstrates al case

where demand has increased at lower price 'levels but decreased at higher

or

price levels..

*This topic- explored in depth by do other N.S.F., R&D
Program projects: 1) "Techn.ologidal Change, ProductProliferation,
Consumer Decision Processes, Principal ,Investigator, Francisco M.
University of California-Berkeley, School. of Business AdMinispratio
and (2) "Diffusion ..of Product Iiinoyations", Principal. Investigator/
Gort, National Bureau of EConomic ReSearch.

Mr,

Assessment '
and
Nicosia-,

n,
Michael
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Figure 8 e

DEMAND SHIFT BASED ON CHANGE CONSUMER PERCEPTIONS OF .

PRODUCT.QUALITY DO4O TECRNOLOGY CHANGE IN PRODUCTION

D1

Q
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One possible explanation for this reaction would ,be that at a low

price the "new" product ia.,purchased by a'-great number of towel- income

families because of a perceived greater durability and/or greater, number
4.7

of uses (I e , more versatility a,nd hence suMtitutability for a greater

number of other goods), At .the higher. price levels however the good

.

is too high prided for most lOw income' groups and is not purchased.

Higher income groups may perceive the "change in the product. to be

a lowering of its "quality" '(perhaps because the product has less appeal

as astatlis good, has -less refined lines 'orbs 'less delicate in its composition);
a

thus, legs is purchased by higher inectine groups at 411 price levels.

At lower price le-veIS, the increase in demand by lower income groups

hmore than offsets the decrease in deman y g er income groups, to

,give a greater total (lei-nand than befoie the percthved product change

(as shown in Figure 8),. At higher price levels, however,

5

er income

groups leave the market., as is nbrmal, and the reduced de and by higher

income groups is great enough to cause the total demand to be even less.

Obviously the impact on output and*e-rnployment in the example 'shown in

Figure 8 depends on the new price, level that is established for the

qualitatively t, , new product. Cost considerations ,(as developed in the, two

preceding sections) would,. of course, enter into the decision making for

\this new price.

In addition to changes in dernarti for- the produce whose production

O.

is ;directly affected, technological change. can also affect . the demand for
,

/



other' goads,, substitutes and complements. As the rice and quantity
A

of a good sold change (1) due to its dbmand. curve sh. itng because of

perceived quality change, or (2) due to cost changes brpught on by tech-

their pricesnological change the sales .of other goods will vary and

will probably also change-. These output and price changes may have

feedback effects ,on the good whose sales and price were originally affected

by technologiEal change, and these interactions may also cre te further
.

reactions in the economy as the need for a new general egaili iiim is
. .

generated. Technological change in one industry can- affect th- output of

other goods in the economy and hence affect employment in othe

through' the substitute and complementary goods relationships.

industries,

rough

feedback into the general equilibrium of the economy, the employment in

original induStry may be affected further, as may employment .in even

seemingly unrelUted inclUStriets. .

Technological Change and the ,Labor
Skill Vector Requirenients,

_

The first three sections, have dealt mainly

nological. change on the quantity of labor, (i.e. ,

used before and after the technological change).

the

with the impact of tech-

the number of employees

This section will deal

with possible effects on the composition: of the work force. Total employ-

ment may show little' change; but as a result of the change in technologies,

the skill,-mix of the work force may change significantly. The skill-mix
AO

may also be affected by changes in the relative input prices resulting from
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the technolOgical change as discussed in an earlier section. The skill-

mix may be changed also as a result of bargaining agreements resulting
.

from technological change which establish 'new job requirements and work

rules. This last effect will be discussed in more detail in n-a later,

chapter..

A change in the skill-mix means, of course, a..,-change in the occu-t

pational requirements; and this may result in a change in the personnel.

employed. This displacement of workers is a much discussed' pro lem;/t3

for many people it appears to be the major problem encountered riperiods"
. )

of rapid technological change. If a change in skills occurs, it may mean

a change in the relative use ofi different types, of wormer or the complete

etimina n of certain jobs.,

Figure 9 demonstrates a shift in the skill-mix in use in favor of

-moref-skilled workers. Here labor. is simply divided into two types--skilled

S, and. unskilled,. U. The original skill-mix is Shown by line M; but

after;, the state of technology has been changed, the skill.-mix is represented

by line M2. With M2 the ratio of skilled to unskilled workers has increased;

'e.g., for S1 the shift fromfA to B causes 'unskilled 1

employment to decrease

from U1 44122. Thus, even if total employment in the industry stays

constant (e.g., with a shift from A to C,. where Ui, + qt. = U3 + S2) some
.

workers, (amount U1 U3) may lose their employment because their parti-

cular jobs are eliminated.:-. 4

It

A
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Figure 9
SHIFT IN THE SKILL MIX

U U' U
2 3 1.
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Figure 9-preserits" the view that automation or technological change

causes a shift in the needed skill-mix, to relatively higher 'requirements..
,

The opposite, however, may occur. In the state, of the +arts section, some

evidence and arguments stressing how technology lowers the average skill

requirement, anti, perhaps, eliminates' the need for"tome .high-skirl trade's

will be presented. In Figure 9 this would ,represent a shift in the "M"

line to the right of MI. this reduction of skill requirements tot/lows the

concept of the assembly line, with workers each doing more 'and more

"specialized" jobs until each worker does' only one extremely simple job

repeatedly cover the .working day.

If any policies are called for, these Mc opposite effects of technological

change obviously call for vastly different ones. Much of current policy

and policy proppsa.ls tend to view the effects of technological change as

skill upgrading. Even if the apposite effect is occurring in only a few

occupations or industries , these current. policies will be of 'little value

and may be the source of additional problems. Skill downgrading or up-
-0

grading may be related to technological change occurring in the form of

more autot4ted 'assembly lines (downgrading?). versus the development o?

automated factories (upgrading ?).

33
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HAPTER 2

OWORKER "ADJUSTM NT TO TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Dis ced Workers: Reabs3' tion Relocation Retrainin
Unemployment, and Labor orce Participation

The preceding tha er reviewed ways in-which workers may become

displaced because of lo ered employment levels or becadse of shifts in

Skill requiremen s re ulting from technological change. These displaced
,

workers must ithe withdraw from the labor force, becbme unemployed,
,v

or move into an her job, (e.g.; undertake some form of labor mobility--

_industrial, occupational, and/or geographical). A more detailed analysis

of labor mobility is presented in the report on "Manpower Forecasting

and Technological Change" developed. by Alan Fechter of the Urban

Institute for the N.S.F., Assessment Program, so only basic

concepts will be presented here.

One basic mobility pattern that requires attention' is that of intra

plant, and Interplant job transfers with the same firm . Workers who solve

4,
their employment problems in this manner will not require any special

policy considerations, unless the change involves a lowering of wages or

other hardships which affects the 'worker's well-being. This transfer may

be to ad like job, or it may be to a job that is very similar and requires
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\ .only a slight retraining for the worker. This- retraihing could be of an

informal, on- the -job kind, or in formalized programs sponsored by the

firm or union; in either case it is a private sector adjustment that may

call 'for fio public policy involvethent% Finally, the worker could make.
4 `6-

a, sign cant job change within the firm which requires considerable re-

training, again with the training spohsored by the union or firm.

_)For those who ecome unemployed at one firm but regain employment,

two basic reactions are possible.. One, they found work in the same

-occupatlorr industry and region; or two they stayed employed because of

some type of labor mobility (i.e. , employ.ment in a new occupation,

industry, and/or region). Again, no substantial public policy may be needed

to aid in these. situations . In cases where employment is 'maintained in the

same firm or elsewhere an analysis of the socio-economic and demographic

characteristics of those workers who are able to adjust as compared to

those who are not may provide useful information. This analysis would

4 ,have to include material on successful and unsuccessful job transfers,

on the type of skill levels involved, on the, type of industries involved

(age, sex, ethnic group, marital status)' and the geographic locations in-

volved (region, urban, suburban, rural).

As mentioned above some or many of those who successfully change

jobs are aided in this move by some sort of retraining process. Here

the conceptual issues are (1) how many workers and which workers.henefitted

from company or union training and relocation programs, and what percent

35
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of the retraining was, of an infoimal rather than a formal nature; and

(2) lift many workers and which workers bene tted fro-ur public-funded

retraining or relo programs. ,Both of these issues will be addressed

in the state of the arty section of this report; however, the basic policy

questions center on what programs.' are available and for whom, and how

can the piograms be improved, quantitatively and qualitatively.

The general state of the economy will obviously' affect the ability

of displaced workers to find re-employment.' The ability of various sub-

roups to find jobs at various stage's of the business cycle' has been re-
.

ii'
. c' . . ...$ cl

I

searched to a considerabte extent Over the last ten to fifteen years. 1

These studies provide information that must be considered in analyzing.

the labor market reactions-of workers displaced by technological change.,

As indicated above, some of those who lase their jobs will simply

withdraw frorri the 'labor force rather than become long-term unemployed.
, ) .

this represents a contraction of t labor supply, and it leads to under:
"Srestimates of the number Of paople ffected if only changes in the official

unemployment rates are used to measure displacement. That is, the

unemployment ratio = (number unemployed)/(number in the labor force).

I
See , for example, P.): G. Lips , "Structural UnemPloy.ment

Reconsidered," in A.' M. Ross (ed.), Employment Policy and the. Labor
Market,- -Berkeley, Calif..: University of California Press, 1965, pp. 210 -55.
Herbert S. Parties, ."1.,abor Force Participation and Labor Mobility,"
A Review of Industrial Relations Research, 'Vol. 1,, I.R.R.A. Madison,
Wisc.: 1970, pp. 1-77; and, L.E? Gallaway, Manpower Economics, Homewood,
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc . , 1971, Chapters 3,4,5,8 -14.
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To be counted as unemployed and as in the labor force the, person' must

be actively seeking employment; thus those workers who drop out are nat
.

counted. This ',points out why examining changes in employment is usually mOre..-

inkrmative than examining changes in-unemployment or unemployment rates.

Many of the displaced workers who drop out of the labor .force

are probably part of "the hidden unemployed" who would like to 'mirk and

would reenter the labor force i they felt sufficient job opportunities

were available.2 The considerab e amount of evidence developed in this

area shows that the more marginal workers [teenagers, elderly, females

(no head of 'family)], show considerably higher labor force -participation rate

elasticities with respect to job opportunities; thu4-.61) logs due to tech-
\ "q

nological change would be expected to have a relatively greater-impact

on the labor force participation of these groups. This impact would be

further strengthened by higher cyclical unemployment levels.

'The concept of "hidden unemployment" is, however, a slippery

one: If a person voluntarily ,*ithdraws from the labor force. it means

the best wage offer available to him (possibly zero), is below his

reservation wage. One way of interpreting the labor force behavior

of so-called "marginal workers" is that on average, they have "better"

2See Seyiiour Goldstone and Dennis Schiffel, "Changes in*Labor Force
Participation, Employment and In-Migration in Sub-National E.conomies,"
Report fOr the Economic Development Administration, U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
COntract N. "7-35384, Battelle Memorial Institute, COlumbus Laboratories,
Columbus, Ohio, 1971.
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nonmarket uses of time and thus have relatively higher reservation wages

than other workers. If -so, it is not clear that they should be singled '

out for any special policy consideration.*

In addition 'to the possibility of. creating hidden unemployment, tech-

nological change may create underemployment. The underemployed are N:

persons who are displaced and can find only part-time emplo,yment,

(thoug!' they might prefer full-time jobs) plus persons arnployed at jobs ,

ts,
,

requiring much lower skills levels than they possess (e.g., engineers sacking

groceries). Both of these repriresent loss of output to the totall economy,

and probable loss of individual welfare due to loWer income levels and/or

lower job satisfaction.

Employment at a less than optimal skill level is more likely to

occur in the event of technological change which lowers the average needed- .

skill level. If this reduction is occurring generally throughout the economy,

then it presents an extremely difficult problem; it means acceptance of the

fact that there has occurred excess investment in human capital development

for which costs there exists no means of recovery.. Even if this-under-

utilization of skills is only t\mporary, it ha` longer run implications when-
,

skills are dulled by non-use and/or' new techniques are not learned.

As indicated. at the first of this section. there are many studies

stressing this displaced worker problem as the main problem created by

technological change 'rather than stressing the problem of generally higher

The author wishes to thank Prof. N.J. Simler for pointifig.out this argument.,.

38
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unemployment. This was the argument expressedly the deficient - aggregate

demand proponents in the early 1960's an'd endorsed by "The Report of the

National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress."3 ,

The early manpower programs were advocated on this basis, and the

original Manpower Development and TrainingAct was designed to retrain

family heads who bad become unemployed as a result of technological-

change or as a result of shifts in the structure of demand for goods and services.

The actual impact that manpower progr.ams have had in aiding the

adjustment of technologically displaced workers is covered in, this study in

. the state of the arts material; however, the.growth in the teenageand female

proportions in the labor force over the last decade deserve special/ mention

here, since these are considered, on average more marginal, loWer-skilled

workers and (or more likely to be confined to low-ikill jobs), us more

susceptible to displacement by automation. This assumes automation hits

lbw skill jobs harder: an assumption not accepted by all researchers in this

field. Table 1 shows the growth in the labor forci; of these o groups. The

displacement problems that technological change creates f these workers

and for older workers and ethnic minorities needs special attention; they

suffer in general, higher hnemplOyment rates and greater adjustMent problems.

. 3National Conarrtig..iiOn on Technology, Autobiation and Economic Progress,
Technology and the American Economy, Vol. 1, Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1966.
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,Table 1

LABOR FORCE PA'RTICI?ATION 1960-1970

. .

1970
Total 'Percent

Number of Total

1960
Total

Ntitriber

Total 'Population. 82,897,433
Females 30,820,770
Teenagers (14-19) 7,050,314

up
37

9

69,877,476
22,404,756
4,970,045

Percent
of Total

lrD0

32
7

Source: U.S. Census of Population, 1970, Washington *D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office.

Otber Private Adjustment Mechanisms

fp addition to in-firm transfer, labor Mobility and public and

private retraining programs as mentioned above, a variety of other adjust-
.

ment mechanisMs appear, at least conceptually, to be feasible methods

by which to aid workers displaced by technological change. hi the private

sector these can be 'brbken down into the broad categories of job protection,

work sharing, income securities, re-reMployment aids and bargaining

procedures.

1. Job Protection

Seniority systems and attrition schemes appear to be one way of

reducing the displacement of older workers. Because older workers have

greater problems finding new employment and have fewer years to recover

the costs of geographical moves and/or retraining; it may be appropriate
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attempt to Take:these workers 'more secure in their_ employment.'

The seniority systernis of Ina imum`benefit to the older Worker w

extends over all plants owned by the firm. Systems which include

workers within a single- sectil of the plant 'or 'across the single pl

id not aid Vie older worker if the section .or plant is eliminated b

technological change.

en it

only

t a

Attrition schemes let the reduction in employment levels oecur

through normal retirements, job quits' and transfers rather-than through
'

layoffs. Attrition obviously protects jobs for all workers, 'nett only older

workers, and .reduces the oeler-younger worker fractions that might occur

under seniority systems where olde'r workers can transfer in and "bump"

younger workers. . Also; under 'attrition achemes, if demand for the output

grows and thus the derived demand for workers increases, the firm has

a trained- work foice. present: 'Workers do not have to switch employers.

and occupations, thereby losing skill experience and seniority rights and

incurring job turnover problems.
; =4

Also of did, in maintaining the employment of younger workers are

early retirement programs w reby sgifor workers are induced (IDribed)

to Avithdraw from the work force at an 'earlier than usual rage or after

employment of some specified num r years in the induAtry..- 'these.

retirement programs can be payments for pen:participation in'the industry

or for complete cessation of labor force participation. Ear+y retirement
,

programs would .ha.ve(to 'rniake non-work attractive in order to be effective,
I
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,. '. unless a mandatory retirement age /or makimum years of employment,'

were established. To be attractive;` the early retirement= program Would

31

have to maintain -income at a satisfactory level, insure. no -great loss;- in

Social Security benefits and provide adequate health insurance coverage,

'that is often lost at retirement at an age too 'yourig for Medicare coverage.
. ,

..One practice to protect °jobs that has:been attempted and discussed

since at least the _beginning of the factory and mplementation of machines

is the use of job requirements or work .rules., or -"featherbedding and
, -

work slowdown" as it is 'referred to by opponents Here the practice

involved either an informal work slowdown or the establish,in-e-nCof formal
1k 4 0

job requirements detailing the actual 'duties of .each particular job and the'

nurnbe of employees, necessary, to engage in any pa:kticulaF work activity.!

'If technological change threatens jobs, then these practices elp maintain

jobs. This type of job protection has received a great deal of attention

and haS been attacked as inhibiting technological change productivity

improvements and cost reduction: In this vieVi'featherbedding" is parti

cularly harmful to the long run growth. and Welfare,.: or the economy.,
a

Workers and union spokesmen counter that the individual's, welfare is of

first priority, and loss of a job can be disastrous to the individual and

,phis family. Other jobs are not readily available (the-classical full-

employment model is unacceptable), and job change.irs expensive. 'Further=

more, many job 'rules are defended as being necessary in order to insure,

11
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the woliker's health and safely and to keep the job from becoming de-
.

timpani ed due to excess demands on theworker.
> '

e opposites of the rigid work requirements systems are the

various Ijob flexibility concepts. Here the workers or their unionspolces-
.

men al ow the firms more' flexibility in job assignments and worker tasks
z .

in the exkectatip that- this flexibility will produce cost reductions, resul'ting

in greater o9tput and helping to maintain employment. Job flexibility "can
.

.,

also be uded by the .compan,y; that is, the. new work tasks created.

by the technological change can be broken up into more` elementary functions
-

which will al ow the use of lower-skill workers. This helps imaintain ,

`
employment for the low-skilled and may save the firm ,n;ioney by:reducing

, the deed. for high-skille'd, high paid-wo.rkers\and by reducing possible

labdr problems and workstoppage8.
1

One of the obstacles to union endorsement of job flexibility and

job transfers is the workers' feat of sizeable cuts in their' paygrades

6 as their job assignments vary. One way to minimize this is to establish

a maximum on the number of paygrades a person may be lo wered when .

he is'ttansferred or when his job duties are redesigned.

Management may also aid in protecting jobs by their choice of the
la*

type of innovation (i.e. technollogy) to implement or by their timing of

the introductibn of the; new technology. Union-management cooperative

actions may affect this choice of type and timing of the innovation as may

the threat of union resistance to any change that greatly affects employment.
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This choice of type of innovation may affect the labor-skill mid required

and thus affect the employment of various groups. Also the choice of

type of innovation may affect the new optimum output .level for the plant ,
.11.

(see analysis_ used pin Figures 4, 5, & 6). which affects total employment

If innovative changes in production are timed so as to coincide with eco-

nomic growth periods, then the employment impact Will be greatly reduced;

and any workers displaced in the change -will -have a 'greater chance

of finding re- employment.

The state of the arts section will discuss the impact of union re.sis-

) tance to technological change; but obviously, management must anticipate

these reactions and calculate, the extra cost- involved. If the technological
, - .

change will ;still give a reasonable rate of return after, adding in the

cost

it.

of this potential labor unrest, then management

If the potential labor unrest makes the expected

the investment too great, then management would be expected to give up,

the venture and either to switch type. of technological change,soort
:-

more acceptable to labor or to keep the old procpss, If this is Oiewed

should proceed with
a.

rate cif return

as damaging to economic growth and society., some form --Of public involve-

ment may be called into- action.>

Two union action's by workers appear as likely methods of aiding

in the preservation of their jobs. First, in firms where- workers are

organized in several separate unions (along 'a craft, department or plant_

basis), the creation of a single union (e.g. , a multicraft union), may aid



in retaining job's,

since they present

0

,
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This movement makes the workers potentially stronger,

one united front to management.; also , it means that the

firm cannot get around any one separate union by simply eliminating that

total, craft, 'department, or plant. This latter approach of choosing a

typc:tf technological change:-wbich eliminateS all workers in a union is,

conceptually4at least, a method by which management may overcome union

problerns, connected with technological change. The multieraft union

makes this much more difficult, 'if not impossible. The mUlticraft union

allows for a wider seniority base and more possibilities for job ransfer------1 k$

and intrafirm "relocations (as discussed 'earlier).

The second, union movement tobe digttissed is 'the growth. ,of white

collar/ and professional unions. Part of the growth may have resulted

from the impact of automation which has eliminated jobs or drastically-

altered the work activities and satisfaction of white collar workers. If

^ technological change instills a growing fear among white collar workers

of being phased out, unionization, may appear attractive as a method of

preserving jobs. Technological change may create white collar alienation

and lower white collar workers' feelings of being "company men", thus

making unionization more attractive.

Many of. the discussions concerning job protection iinplicitly or

explicitly touch On the concept of workers' property' rights to their jobs;

that is, the relation between the employer and employee may be viewed

as something beyond a simple payment for labor servides rendered and

4.5(
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paidcfor as needed by the employer. The view has and is being expressed

that the worker has a right to his job. In our society where d4ptribution

is based on income and most income is received by providing labor services,

it is essential to the worker's welfare and his family's welfare that his

stream of Wage or salary income not be cut off. Implicit or explicit

41 this is the belief that the economic system does not offer full employ-

ment opportunities to all, or at least not at the same skill and earnings

level

While technological change may benefit management, capitalists

and society as a whole .through greater productivity, the individual worker

who becomes displaced and suffers a loss of earning has few or no'

alternatives available to him to maintain his well-being. This is clearly

' not a. Pareto optimal solution for society. If society has no policy to maintain

the 7vvorkei's well-being when he is threatened by technological change, the

concept of a worker's having a property right to his job may be advocated.

The relationship between employer and employee then becomes a social

contract, giving the worker a source of income and a guarantee of a

continuous income stream during his working life. The implications of

this concept on economic growth and social well-being will be discussed

`further in the last chapter of Part .1 of the report.

2. Work Sharing

One method of easing the employment impact oflechnological change

is to share the remaining work load by reducing the hours worked by eacV
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employee.. Historically the increase in worker productivity has been used

jointly to increase workers' earning and to 'reduce the number of hours

. worked. This type of adjustment is still being advocated by many unions

and other researchers and writers in the field. It has been used in many

instances over the las few decades as a method of combatting layoffs

and unemployment in unions and industries. The thorny issue

'his whether` or, not the reduction in hours worked is to be accompanied

by offsetting wage increases to maintain old earnings levels.

The. average weekly hours of work haS dropped little since 1929

(when it was approximately 40 hours per week); however, the reduction in

actual hours worked over the year has continued through the introduction

of more holidays and longer Nrction periods. This approach is also ad- ,

vocated as a method of easing any worker displacement generated by tech-

nological change. The state of the arts section will discuss some recent

uses of this technique. Because holidays and vacation time, are normally
4

paid time, it means the worker does not suffer any cutback in his earnings

while he does increase his leisure time. This approach would seem

to be a most faVorable one as far as labor is concerned.

Three othew methOds of sharing the work are attrition policies,

early retirement, (both discussed above), and reduction of overtime.

Attrition and early retirement both affect the continued employment of those

already at- work in a firm or plant. Reduction of overtime ,may also aid

in continuing the employment of those already at wo'rk by spreading the
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work to more people. Employees who are displaced from one department

may find work in another department which had been using considerable

man-hours of overtime, but which with the reducti i o elimination of

overtime, now needs more employees.

The reduction of overtime on an industry, occupation, or national

basis may, in addition create more jobs in total, thus' aiding aggregate

employment: (Potentially-, early retirement on a large _enough basis could

do the same thing). The total amount of employment generated would

depend on (I) management's expectations regarding how long the.extra

work .will last and (2) the cost of hiring and training the additional workers

versus the costs of delaying production, distribution, sales and/or servicing

the the firm. That is, if management is to hire additional personnel

L

to meet output' and sales requirements rather than to use existing employees

on an overtime basis, the extra cost involved must not exceed the expected

gains in revenue.

Figure 10 may be used to demonstrate part of the process involved
4

in the additional hiring decision. Initially the demand for labor is at rr,

as based on the expected demand for the final product. This gives employ-..

ment of L' for the going wage rate of W'. W' is the hourly wage cost

when the, worker is assumed to stay on with the firm over the long run.

Demand for labor then increases to 0" because of an increase in the

demand for the final good or service.. The question is how long will

demand D" hold up. If it is expected to be a long run phenomenon
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then the old hourly wage cost, W', may be used in hiring additional workers

and employment J" will occur. If, however, theihighei'demand, D ",

is, expected to last for only a short period.tlie cost. of, additional

workers goes up, since the firm has less time in which to recover training

and hiring cost and they must pay'for any change in theit.unemployment

fund tax brought on by fluctuations in'their empl9yment levels. If the

increased demand is expected to be extremely short in duration, 'then wage,

cost maybe the appropriate level ,which raises the supply of laborkto

351." . S' to the firm; this results in -no increase in employmen t. if any employ-

0

e,

rpent increase is to occur. then the Increase in demand must be viewed

as occurring for a long enough time'period to reduce the wage cost

to below the W" leel (i.e., lowers the of labor below

After this decision has teed' reached and extra employment is

viewed as feasible, then the gains from this approach versus the.gains

from just-letting extra demand queue up and filling it as slack prOdUction

time becomes available and must be 'considered. Only if producing the

additional- output now is found to be the optimal approach will additional

workers be hired. It can be seen, then. that the reduction of overtime

by itself is no guarantee of increased employment opportunities.

A

3. Income Securities %,

. "
When it becomes obvious that fewer workers are to be employed

byo the firm, the workers and their union representatives next fall-back

position is likely to be some sort, or sharing of-the increased profits
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through a supplemental unemployment benefits arrangement (S.U.B.),

,
, guaranteed' annual wage (G.A.W.), or through a p ofit-sharing arrangemant

The guaranteed annual wage might be thought of as a job 'proteCtion scheme;

however, the employee is paid the wage whether he works or riot.

The G.A.W. or S.U.B. payments are usually established for workers

who have been with the firma minimum number of years and who meet

other eligibility requirements. The S.U.B. payments are paid for a given

number of weeks of unemployment, while the G.A.W. may be paid over

a co`' siderable numbox of .years or even until normal retirement. Both

measures are attempts to ease the worker's shifts to unemployment and

allow him adequate time to find another acceptable job or to be recalled

by'the original firm. As discusSed at length earlier, these measures
O

are based upon the assumption that the individual worker should not suffer

because of a technological change from which the firm and socictriat-

large benefit. .If the worker is to be a risk-taker, then he is entitled

to pait of the profits as a reward for this.

Profit sharing is, of course, ,m ost beneficial to those workers

who remain employed with the firm. It is ofte n implemented in 'connection

with union acceptance of greater managerial flexibility in setting work

standards and job tasks, and in introducing technological improvements.

For thosit workers who become unemployed during the process, the share

Plus the possibility of early retirement programs as discussed 4

earlier.

.

o
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or profit rights they have earned up to that time are viewed as an 'additional

source of income, if needed, auring their period of unemployment and

adjustment. Thus profit-sharing may be used as a supplemental unemploy-
.

merit benefit, but at the discretion of each individual worker.

Kelso and 1-ietter4 have developed an interesting theory related to

the profit-sharing concept. Under their system everyone--workers and

non-workers-- would become stockowners in corporations. The initial

step would be Co make all workers stockowners in their own firms.

ownership process would be facilitated

be paid off through the stock earnips.

The

by a system of loans which would

Other measures, such as climi-
.

nation of the corporate income tax, are involved as well. Kelso and Hetter

believed their system would promote production, demand, productivity

improvements! and employment and that it would eventually eliminate poverty.

Everyone would be an owner of capital; and this "universal capitalism"

would turn the work ethic.; into a broader "production ethic"

benefit all of society, collectively and individually,

Early retirement plans have been discussed earlier

improve employment opportunities for, younger workers.

Of the income security features contain

older workers are threatened with job

hich would

as a means to

A discussion now

in early retirement plans. When

isplacement they face a difficult

task .in .finding re-employment; and theyy may expect gains from retraining

4 Louis 0. Kelso and Patricia lietter,, Two-Factor Theory' The
Economics of Reality, Vintage Books!, New York, 1967

1)
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or_relocation to be quite loW: Older w' rkers have fewer years left to

recover the cost of human in' estment; and relocation may be, psychp-
,

logically and emotionally, a very, painful experience. For these reasons

the possibility of early retirement with a guarAnteed income may be an

attractive alternative. The attractivene.ss of early retirement is enhanced

. if Other fringe benefits are maintained. These include the availability of

.medical insurance until Medicare eligibility is reached; and the continuation

of payments into the Social Security system until age sixty-five, so that
,

no loss in Sbeial Security benefits occurs.
.. ..

One of the problems encountered by older wbrkers when they
,

contemplate a job change is the loss of pension rights they have accumulated

in their present position. This' wotild,j,4ppear to be a restricting factor

in the labor. mobility of older orkers and a factor, which would lead

older workers to attempt to.,Maln

rules,

in their jobs through restrictive work
. .

wider seniority units, iattriti

obstacle to labor mobility various meil-itzd$ of
\% 3,

of workers have been advocated.

etc. To overcome this

vesting the pension rights

Severance pag plans have been establ'ished in vari'ou's fields as

a .method of maintaining workers' income .aftet\they have .been laid off. .

Unemployment compensation .(tor, those eligible)' doe.$ not maintain earnings

at the workers'vold ,income levels.;, therefore, those f)iksmoting\severance

pay systems argue that .the extra funds allow the worker th,e time and
\

money needed to seek re-employment in a job requiring simita,vskills
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with wages in line with his past earnings. It gives the worker a means

of paying for" geographical relocation or perhaps for retraining, if ails is

necessary or desired. Also, a sizable severance pay may be used as

a method of compensating workers displaced by technological Change in

return for worker acceptance of change.

4. Output. Prices, and "Protected" jobs.

6

4

The last three sections have introduced various "adjustment mech-
. .--

anisms which involve agreements between empldyers and employeeswhich

go beyond the wage rate. These various proposals involved some sort

of employmerit guarantee such as the guarante'ed annual wage, restrictive

work rules, attrition plans, etc. One obviotis question is the impact

these plans have on resource allocation, prices, output and, ultimately,

on employment. Norman J. Simler5 has exploredthe imps of twb types

of work rules (or "featherbedding" as view by some.) Professor Simler's

arguments are summarized and, commente d on below.

The first type of situation exploredis that in which a'minimum

number of employees are required to be carried by the firm. This would

be the case in the guaranteed annual wage systems or under the attrition

formulas. Figure 11 shows the production functions under these conditions.

Assume LM is the minimum amount of labor required under the ,labor:

A .

5Norman J. Simler, "The Economics ,of Featherbedding," in
Featherbedding and Technological Change, ed. by Paul A. Weinstein,
Mass.: D. C. Heath and Co., 1965, pp. 55-65:

Boston,
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MINIMUM REQUIREDEMPLOYMENITAND THE 1390DUCTIONFUNCTIONS.
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i,management agr ement or contract and the soquants show the efficient

labor-capital combinations for various output levels under a new technology.
A r

With this new technology and the present labor and capital prices, the

coSt-,sifininiiiing methods of producing any given output are shown by die

expansion path 0AgCE; but with the minimum labor requirement, the arfal

expansion path becomes I.,mDCE. Thus, for any output below q3, the
%O.

optimal capital-labor combination is not being used and the total cost of

producing any 6utpilt levels below q3 is higher, (e.g. , Pt. IS versus Pt. B ,

for q . )

Figure 12 presents the effects of this labor requirement on the cost

curves for a monopolist; Figure 13 presents the effects for the purely

competitive industry.' Because of the non-cost minimizing capital labor

ratio below the q3 output level, the total cost of production. will be higher

in this range, and so the average cost will be higher, (AC" >AC' below qg output
,

in Figures 12 and 13). A kerfacto'r, however, is the shift in the marginal

cost Curve. Since LM amount of labor is required, labor cost up to that

level is a fixed cost and imposes- zero marginal cost from an output of.

zero up to q3; so changes in capital usage (and in other non-labor inputs

in general) are the sources of marginal costs below output q3. These other

inputs would be used in lower amounts with the fixed labor than without it;

thus ,the capital to labor ratio is than n along the optimal expansion

path. It can be assumed therefore, that the marginal product of capital is

greater when expanding along the Lml5C path rather thain along the °ABC

path; thu the marginalcost is less. MC" is less than MC', as shown in

6
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Figures 12 and 13, where,MC" represents the marginal cost associated with

expansion path LmDC.*

At the firm level the reduction in marl-Thal cost means that the output level

i --,..)zt-and the employmencare both increased for profit maximizing' firms if the optimum ,

-"-output is below q3, (i.e. , within the -area where the minimum labor requirement'

is binding). This increase in emplOyment at the firm level occurs both in

monopoly, (see Figure 12) and in pure competiti see Figure 13).

At the industry level, however , quite diff .rent results occur. In monopoly

the firm is the industry; thus the effect of a guar nteed annual wage or attrition
O

could be an increase in output, a reduction in price to consumers and an increase

in employment. (However, if the monopolist was using average-cost pricing
°

techniques it probably would, result in less output, higher prices and less employ-

ment.) In pure Competition the increase in average cost must be passed on to
. a

the consumer in the form of a higher price; thus with a static demand thihigher

price (P" P' in Figure 13) results in less quantity sold in the industry. This

means that enip-19yment in the total industry must be reduced by frrms going out

of business. As would bdexpected, in pure competition a minimum,la r, re-

quirement creates less efficient production methods which lead to high T

consumer prices, fower output and less employment at the industry lev 1.'

7 The econd type of work restriction considered bY Professor Simler

is one in which the capital-labor ratio is fixed ae a maximum. This would

correspond to the case of strict, lexible job requirements being

'*Let q=f (K,L), thus wit, the fixed lqpor requirement q=f (K , Lm).
C' = PKK +PL ADL and C = PKK

LLM PKK+a where C" represents, the cost for
OUrPtit sandLm is 'a bindin: constraint. Thus, MC' =dC 76 q =13.1((d K/ 6 q)-1-11(61 /6q)
while MC" =6C"/ 6q I L p '(6,K /6q L )(+0 and MP

K M- K=6 9/6 K ILM >6 q/6 K for'LM >12,

when Li' is variable., us MC' = 6 C'/ dq >d C" /6q = MC" for L > L under C'.



Figure 12

MONOPOLY -4: COST CURVES, OUTPUT, AND PRICE

UNDER A MINIMUM LABOR USE REQUIREMENT
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-PURE COMPETITION COST CURVES, OUTPUT, AND PRICE UNDER A MINIMUM LABOR USE REQUIREMENT'

Industry Firm
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maintained through a technological 'change.. Figure 14 illustrates the

production function, with a fixed capital-labor ratio shown as OD. Again,

this leads to a misalloca.tion'of resources as far as cost minimizing is

concerned: F versus B for q2, if the required capital-labor ratio, OD

is to the right of.the optimum expansion

If the optimal expansion path, OE

path, OE.

js linear, as shown by PrQfessor

Sim ler, then the forced expansion path, OD, will generate a higher total

and average cost and a higher marginal cost.

,C' = PKK + PLL = PKK + PLB K where 13K = L for expansion

path pE

C" =P
K

K +P-LL =PKK+P K where aK = L for constrained
capital-labot ratio OD.

Thus, 6C' /6 q = MC' =6 lc/ 6q(PK + ) for =

and, 6C"/8 q = 6KA q(P
K

);

)4where, an for a binding' capital-labor, ratio constraint.

Therefpre, MC" > MC'.

.

rl

'V

If theexpansion path is non linear, then S. will vary also, giving

6C/6g = (PK + PLS )SK/(Sq+ PLK(N3 q)

If the non-linear expansion path becomes more capital intensive, K/L

increases, then MC">MC' still and in fact, bet miles greater. However,

if the value of f3 increases along OE , thus MC"> MC' may not hold over
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Figure 14

PRODUCTIOR FUNCTION WITH AN EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE

AGREED UPON CAPITOL - LABOR RATIO - OD.

K
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..qome output levels along OE (i.e., if 13>a occurs, then the constraint

is not binding).

When the marginal cost for the constrained capital-labor ratio,

OD, is greater than that for the optimal expansion path, the output will

be lower and the price higher for both monopoly and pure competition in-

dustries; that is, for profit maximizing firms. Outputwill be less and

price higher _for firms using average cost pricing, regardless of the

relative position of the marginal cost curves. If q2, in Figure 14, is the

optimal output, using tl-je cost minimizing input combination at B, then some

lower output than q2 is very likely to occur with the imposition of the lower

capital-labor ratio along OD. The lower output will mean less employment

only if the reduction in employment due to the lower output is more than

the gain in employment caused by shift from the optimal expansion, path,

OE, to the constrained capital-labdr ratio, OD; thus, the employment

effect in the case of a maxirriumcapital-labOr ratio agreement is uncertain.

It has been shown that both labor use restrictions lead to a non-

optimal capita1,71/abor ratio if the restrictions are binding, and thus., to

less cost efficiency in productioh. Another efficiency criteria is also

affected in the imperfect competition sectors. This is the resource al-

location efficiency concept of optimization where price equals marginal

cost. It has been shown that both the price and marginal cost arc affected

by the use of 'restrictive labor policies. If the differential between price

6/
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and marginal Cost is narrowed' (widened) in imperfect' competition, then

c. resource allocation is closer to (farther from) the optimum 'level.

5. Re-employment- Aids

When lay-offs for some workers are required, various procedures

may be imposed by unions and management to aid the displaced workers

in finding new employment. Among. these procedures are layoff notification

placement and referral systems. If die firm gives empl=oyees notice of

layoff several weeks before actual termination, the forewarned--wOrker may

begin to seek re- employment, prepare to undertake retraining and/or adjust

his expenditure pattern to accoinmodate a temporary break in regular

earnings. By setting 6 job placement, and referral systems, employers
o

can provide- labor market information to displaced workers and provide .

workers to employers who have job vacancies calling for the workers'
qa,

skills. It is hoped that the worker will be able to shift more rapidly
O

to a, new job, and a better worker -job ,match will result.

Another method of aiding the re-empLoyment of displacedilpkers is

to place them on a preferential rehiring or hiring list. Thosc,last laid

off are the first recalled by a firm under the preferential rehiring system.

Preferential hiring arrangements allow displaced workers to have first

choice at new, similar _Lobs at other plants operated by their old employers

.i, or at other firms in the industry.

This system is attractive to workers, because it allows them a

better chance of remaining in their old employment or regaining similar
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employment. By regaining employment with his old employer, the worker

may continue to be eligible for the pension rights he has built up in the
t

past: By continuing to work in the same industry with Other. his old
) ..

firm ox a new -firm, the worker does not have to change occupations and,

perhaps',' unions. It may alsd be attractive to firms if they lay off workers

in an order inversely related to their marginal products and then recall

first those who were laid off last.*
w

Critics of preferential hiring or rehiring point out that the system

causes workers to become immobile; that is, they wait for re-employment

at their old place of employment rather than seek employment elsewhere.

This represents a lessening of the resource allocation functioning of the

labor market and may reduce efficiency in the system .

As discussed earlier, the vesting of pension rights may-incredse

the speed by which a displaced worker seeks and finds re-employment

in a different job, since he is not tied to his old employer through the'

pension fund. Early retirement funds may also aid the displaced worker,

\c-j; since he may retire temporarily from the labor force if employment op-

c

portunitie.s appear slim at the time unemployment occurs. Thus, the

early retirement funds may work as supplemental unemployment .benefits

and permit displaced workers to search for re-employment on a non-crises

basis.

The author wishes to thank Professor N. J. Sim'er for drawing
.attention to this point.

63
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6. Bargaining Procedures

The type of adjustment mechanisms available to workers and the

specific impact of technological change can be influenced by the type of

labor-management relations in use in the industry. Where' labor unions

and management are cooperating, attempts are made to allow management

to introduce technological change with maximum flexibility in setting job

requirements. This is allowed bymnions in return for various aids to

workers who are displaced such as supplemental unemployment benefits,

attrition schemes, ,wider seniority, and relocation, preferentia\ l hiring, ,

early retirement, minimum payg.radc cuts, etc: For the remaining workers,

shares in the increased returns from the technological, change may be

established by such things as'higher. wages,, profit sharing. etc.,
fa

When labor-management relations are non-cooperalive, the results
,

may be work stoppages, restrictive work rules, restrictions against tech-

nological change and manftement effort, totally to cliiminate the jobs of

the troublesome union. members. When. this uncooperative' attitude develops

between workers and employers, and it threatens to harm the economy

and society, the use of third-party arbitration may .1c)e.advocated. Hopefully N

the third party will bring the sides together acid help to show how cooperation

wall be beneficial to each groupv,

0

6V-
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Other Public Sector Adjustment Mechanisms Including
Education and Training Implications

In addition to the private adjustment mechanisms used by workers

public programs and policies may also_permit oil- enhance the success

of workers' adjustments to technological change. The various public

programs and policies may be classified into five broad groups: Aggregate,

labor demand policies, labor market information programs, education and

training programs, work and incomes opportunities and union-management

relations policies.

1.. Aggregate Labor Demand Policies

The employment impact of technological change is obviously less

in an economy experiencing full employment growth than in one suffering .

o

from slow-growth- or no-growth problems. During strong economic growth,

chances of being displaced are lessened, since most firms undergoing
ti

technological.change would have expanding demand for their products or

services. This increase in demand could partially or totally cancel out

any reduction in employment involved in the production fUnction change.

For workers who becaine unemplOyed, a rapidly expanding economy

means more job vacancies and thus, a greater likelihood of securing re-
/

employmenk without suffering a long period of unemployment or without
n

having to undertake retraining or relocation activities. In the state of the

arts section, reference will bp made to several reports and to 'writers

who feel that a full employmLknt growth policy is essentially all that

65f
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need be implemented by. the. public authorities to insure adequdte adjustment

of workers displaced by technological change.

Full employment policies involve 'a blend of fiscal policies, monetary

controls, and income (i.e. , wage and price) policies. 6 The impact of

various combinations of these policies on the employment of different
Ss

1

worker groups' (by occupation, industry, age, sex, ethnic group and region),

would need to be analyzed in relation to the amount of worker displacement

likely td occur within each group, before any projections'of re-'employment

could be made.

Regional, urban and rural policieS may be iced- as the basis for

implementing aggregate damand pplitieS, or theys.may,,be' instituted as

complementary policies to ,aggregate programs. In either caSe., these

more localized programs can take special prObiems of thc.fir areas into

greater consideration'than can national level programs. This meads

(conceptually at leaSt) that the characteristics of the local labor force,

especially those threatened by technological displace,ment, can be more

closely identified and specific programs established to handle these potential

labor-adjustment problems.

.rBesides the financial problems often discussed in establishing regional-
,

urban-rural planning systems, a very serious prbblern -is how to integrate

and coordinate various' local units. If each local, unit goes its own way,

OSorne author's artUe that manpower programs fir in one or more of
these groups. See, for example, Manpower Programs in the Policy Mir, eil.
by Lloyd Ulmann, Baltimore, Md.: John Hopkins, University Press*,, 1973.
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the general equilibrium of larger regional units and of the national economy

may be overlooked.? The danger is that lOcal units will be forced, by

lack of control over the larger economy and by their own self interest;

to develop.labor programs (education, retraining, relocation, etc.) and

industrial development programs that are specific to the needs of their

area. These may lead to a retarding of labor mobility at the national

level and to general imbalances in supply and demand at, the national

level . 8

When other aggregate policie' s (fiscal , monetary, and income) fail

to maintain full employment, the use of pkIlic employment programs has

been advocated and was implemented in the 1930's and again in 1971, through

the Emergency. Employment Act (EEA). These programs have, perhaps,

suffered in the public view due to being labeled "make work" or "government

as the employers of the-Mast resort" type programs; however, the EEA

program provided monies for "real" jobs to meet local needs, and most

of these jbbs appeal' to lave bec.sn in traditignal areas of police and fire

protection, sanitation and clerical work. Six mqnths after the enabling

?See, for example, Charles L. Leven, "Establishing (foals for
Regional Economic Development" Chapter .29 in Regional Development and
Planning, ed. by John Friedmann and William Alonso, Cambridge, MasS.:
M.I.T. Press, 1964.

The recently passed Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.
(CETX) will give.othe "fiscal federalism" concept the test since it consolidates
all Department of Labor manpower programs into one package and gives the
planning responsibility and financial means directly to the local governments.
(for communities ove ,100,000 population) and to the separate states.
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legislation was passed, 140,000 workers were on the payrolls of state and

local government, under EEA, funds. _Federal Reserve- Board studies suggest

that public employment programs such a:8 1EEA, may have twice the effect

on reducing unemployment within a year that any ether federal spending

or tax cut program has. 9

,Finally, government legislation can affect the aggregate demand for

Labor (in terms of men not man-hours, by establishing basic work -week

hours and retirement age requirements. Legal requirements for the .pay

of overtime for over forty hours of work per week may promote more

employment,, as May laws .outlawing working more than some maximum

number of hours per week. On the other hand, these measures may have a

stifling effect; e.g. , laws requiring payment of overtime for more than

eight hours work per day may affect decisions as to tly use or the four-
.

day/ten-hour day production schedule. GoVernments as the employers
4

of about one-sixth'of the work force can help..esto,blish regional and national

trends by changing their normal work week and vacation. policies. By

reducing the work week and enlarging the vacation time, 'the aggregate

demand for labor may be enlarged.

By changing the requirements for Social Security benefits and by

. varying the actual benefits .paill, the federal 'government can attempt to
t

9
See, Public Employment Polickes and Priorities, National Manpower

Policy Task Force, 1819 11 Street, Washington, D.C., December 1972, and
Emergency Employment Act the ?E-P Generation;*ed. by Sar A. Levitan and
Robert Taggart, Salt Lake City, Utah,: Olympus Publishing Company, 1974

.
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;

affect the labor-force participatiOn of older workers an,d perhaps increase

the dernan131tor younger worker-S. Also,- governments can influence private

policies toward retirement by their mandatory age requirements for

government workers and by changing the benefits of government ,employee

retirement programs.

. Labor Market Infdtmation Programs

DI4placed workers Tay laCk good ,information of the current state

of the labor market; that is, Workers may -not know what type of jobs at

what pay levels are available in v rous regions' of the economy. The

vernment fin. Erriploymen Sdcurity Offices serve as information

sources for jobseekers and employers with job yagancies. °This service.

if effective, can reduce the search time for a person seeking employment

and pro vide a better job match from both the worker's and the employer's

9

viewpoint. Better job matches should result in fewer job turnovers from

voluntary quits and dismissals. An active labor market information program

should have current information on technological trends- in various industries

and be prepared'to handle the re-employment problems of workers likely

to become displaced. This information service could include counseling

prOgrams to provide workers with current labor market information,

with, testing services, and with direction toward retraMing programs

available. The informatidn Service should also- make available information.

concerning the potential for rettpploymentthrough relocation.

r t
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3. Skdll Development Programs, Education, and Training Implications

If technological change eliminates the or certain skills 'hi

economy, then some workers whose hu an c consists mitnly of .those

Skills may need retraining in order-to regai employment at a similar

wage. The Manpower _Development an Training Act of 1.962 an the piiblic
.

employment program established Linder the EmergenCy Employment Act
. ,

of 1971 §pecifically mention workerg di laced by technological change as

'being among those eligible for fun . -, Public fui\ded retraining- and

relocation has been discussed earlier, but sore additi 1 issues will be

mentioned in this section.

One question is Whether the present .manpower programs are of

much value to displaced workers; that is, resent manpower programs

are geared trrore to supplying basic skills and ithproving the work habits

of the disadvantaged, can they be-of much value to'experienced.worker

displaced by tefhnological change? ,If the integration of displaced work .rs°

into programs setup for the disadvantaged is not feasible, then how can

the technologically displaced be serviced? Are there enough displaced

workers in .a' region to permit special programs ton be developed for them

locally or should they be brought together at a national training center?

Should an individualized system be established, utilizing home study, .private

tutors, apprenticeship, and/or existing vocational and general education
4

facilities?

4'
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A second quettion is more basic and relates not only to retraining

programs but to all vocational and general education programs as well.

The question is whether greater emphasis should be placed on the development

9 ob-specific skills) the development of the ability to adapt to changes

in the work and leis ire environment dnringa lifetime? If the future is to be

one of accelerating rates
.

change, with the -Continuous elimination of need

for some skills and jobs and the development of new work activitites with

new skill Combinatlens, .then training in only certain specific skills may be

of value to the trainees only over the short run. Many, studies which hold

that the rate of technological change is accelerating emphasize the role of

training and education programs in enhancing the individual's ability to adapt

to his environtnentand to accept and adjust to change .10

Another part of this continuous technological change issue concerns

the value of the actual skills being taught in skill training programs. Are

these kills currently needed in the econ-Ohry? Will these skills be needed

over a period of time or are they likely to be the net victims of tech-

nological change. his is the subject of fie project for the N. S . F. , R&D
, .

Assessment Program developed by Alan Fechter of the Ur4n Institute. That

project details the problems encountered in attempting to foresee manpower

needs as technology changes.-
..,

'10
See)See) for example, Alyin Toffler, Future Shock, New York, N.Y.: Bantam

Books," 1970, and Report of.the Cbnferende on Educational Priorities; "The Lear
.r Society:. Institution to Integiate Work and Education, 7 Chapter 11 in The Future of.

Work, ed. by F'red Best, Englewood Cliffs, 'N.J.:. Prentice lHull, 1973.
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4. Work and Income Opportunities Policies

4 .The passage and enforcement of.equal employment opportunities legis-
,

Jation may help the adjustment problems of some groups facing discrimination

in the labor market, (e .g., Minorities, females and the aged whb are suffering

employment problems because of technologicaly displacement). If technological

displacement has a relatively greater impact on the employment of specific

groups who encounter hiring bias, fair employment legislation may help in

two ways. First, it may increase the number of job opportunities available to

them; second, it may help make them more secure in theit present employment.

The second effect would occur Where the legislation outlaws discriminatory

layoff procedures and enhances. everyone's chances, of receiving on-the-job

'training and promotion. The legislation could also he p 'Maintain the employment '

'oppoilunities of all groups by prohibiting discriminatory union practices

Which could maintain a dual labor market favoring one chosen group of

worke4s over others.

Unemployment benefits partially maintain an unemployed worker's

income stream and help to provide for needed family expenditure while the ,

individual seeks reemployment. The use of extended re-employm nt paym'ents

(EB) during periods of cyclical economic downturns and recession provide for

further support to the laid -off worker and his family during periods of high

unemployment and fewer job opportunities.

Proponents of the use of unemployment benefits to aid the adjustment

of laid-off workers argue for wider coverage of workers, higher benefit

t

111
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payments and-longer and more fl
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ble use of,extended benefits payments..

It argued that the longer payrOnt periods and higher payments will, allow the'
.1-,)

recipient to maintain his accustomed level of,living and pay debts outstanding
9 \ -

(mortgage,- installment loans, etc.) without his undergoing severe hardships,

and this will allow him to more adequately search the job market /for a ',
/

satisfactory job-utilizing his skill and experience. This should provide for a

longer term, more productive work experience and less job turndver than if

the unemployed person had to accept some job hastilybecattie pf present

financial hardships. Proponents argue that the payment of higher iienefits

/
for longer time periods also aids the aggregate economy by providing a floor

to consumer spending which acts as-an automatic stabilized during Periods

of slow or no economic growth.

Opponents of higher and longer uneiriployment fits (or in some

cases of any benefits) argue that the payment, especially at high levels, may

impede the efficient functioning of,the labor market. The worker .receiving

high payments may not aggressively search fOr new employment, tilt ria.y

nsimply wait to be recalled to his old job. The worker may hold on to artifi-

cially high wage expectations and/or job expec\tations and keel searching

the market rather than taking a more realistic view.ilAlhe worker may not

IfSee, for example, Hirschel Kasper, "The Asking Price of Labor and the
Duration of Unemplyment," Review of Economics and Statistics, May 1967,
XLIX, 165-172.
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The worker; may not accept relocation 'as readily as he might have, even

in the face/ of long-run declining employment opportunities in his present

labor .market 'area.

Much of the-,4rgument stems from the leisure-work tradeoff concept.

Using the traditional approach, utility is a 'function simply. of income and

leisure, U = F(Y,L), and income is derived from work, Y
W' and nonwork,

YN' sources, Y = Y
W

+ Y
N

. The tradeoff then concerns time used for

work to produce income versus time use' for leisure. The availability

of nonwork income may cause a readjustment of the leisure-work time

tradeoff. Opponents fear the nonwork income (unemployment benefits)

may cause an option for full time leisure over work. This is shown in

Figure 15.

Line AT represents the various income leisure time tradeoffs

available to the individual given the wage rate he can command in ihe

labor market.* With these possibilities/ he would choose 'point E1 with

Y income, all from work, and LL amount of leisure time. T represents

the total time (in hours) available during the time period used for the ,t

analysis (a day, a week, ete.) If opponents of high unemployment benefits

are correct, the implementation of a nonwork income such as Y2 by means
.14

*A represents the income the individual could earn by working 100%
of his time and is equal to the wage 'rate -he ckin command, r times T or
Y = rT at A. In' general if W is hours worked and L is leisure time, then
T = W+L or W=TL, and total income Y = YN + Yw = YN+ r(T L). So -r

is the slope of the income-leisure availabilities line AT.



Figure 15
WORK - LEISURE TIME TRADEOFF1

WITH PRESENCE OF NON WORK INC ME.
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of unemployment benefits could causle the individual to opt for position

E2, which has all leisure time, zero work, but higher -satisfaction for

the individual involved. Thus, higher and longer duration of unemployment
-

benefits could cause individuals to prefer leisure over work and reduce

their job search efforts to the. minimal necessaq to retain the unemploy-

ment compensation.

Proponents of the use of higher payments for a longer duration

may counter in several Ways. Firs, the actual choice between work and

leisure will be affected by the slope of the indifference carves so tha,t the

unemployment benefit, as long as it is somewhat less than work income,

need not be more attractive (this would require redrawing of Figure 15).

Second, the unemployment payments are not "forever"; and as an attractive

dob,becomes available, the rational worker would be expected to take it
o

in order to maximize his long-fun satisfaction. Third, the utility function

in this traditional approach 'gives zero utility frbm work itself and assumes,

no disutility (disgrace) frOrn'the continued 'receipt of nonwork income.

The "puritan work ethic" would involVe positive utility (satisfaction) from

work itself, and disutility from nonwork income. This extension- gives

stronger preference to work over leisure than is :s4wn under the traditional

approach\ Opponents, however, would counter that disutilitjr from work

is. very possible (dissatisfaction. with the job); and it is possible that for

some individuals, at least, there could be positive utility, gained from
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1.
the receipt of nonwork income which would give more preference to

leisure than to work.

Finally, the proponents of unemployment benefit payments would .

point out that the traditional concept is a static analysis which makes

rto--a-llowance for lack of good labor market informat on or for lack of

adequate job opportunities at the present time. Th t is, the suddenly

displaced worker needs time properly to search the market to find out

what is available in order to make 'a rational job choice. This search

is costly in terms of direct costs involved in looking for a job (trans-

portation, etc.) and in terms of needed expenditures that have to be

maintained during the period of unemployment. If the economy is 'in a

period of sluggish growth, no jobs may be available and some form of

income maintenance would seem in order.

Of possible aid to. displaced workers are the .various income main-

tenance programs and proposals. These programs can be a short-run

aid to adjustment, the income maintenance: programs can work much as

unemployment compensation; and it can be argued that one-.income maintenance

system encompassing the unemployed would he more efficient- to administrate.

Income maintenance programs also offer long run compensation to the

displaced worker and his family who simply cannot .find re-emplOyment or

who need fairly. long retraining programs. For the older worker whose

skills are no longer needed because Of technological change, some form

of income maintenance may be the only answer. If private income

77
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maintenance programs are missing of viewed as inefficient, then public

programs may be the begt alternative.

A problem with income maintenance programs of the guaranteed

income type is the effect on the individual's work-leisure tradeoff; that

is, under certain conditions the guaranteed income payment may lead to

the individual's choosing full-time leisure (as shown in figure 15). Figure

with Y2 income as the guaranteed income, shows an income maintenance

system where cad' dollar earned results in a.dollar less in payinent.'

This type of program is the most criticized as promOting non-labor

force participation.'

To promote workfare" over "welfare!' by giving incentives to

Seeking employment, various° negative income tax schemes, such as President

Nixon's Family Assistance Plan, have been proposed. 12 Essentially all.,

these proposals involv'e a basic guaranteed income at a fairly low level

plus a payment which varies from a maximum according to the level of

income earned. Normally the income maintenance payment varies by some

percent of income earned, (e.g., a loss of 5Oct of paympnt for each dollar

earned until all of the welfare payment has been eliminated). In this.
manner the individual receives more total income by working than by

full-time leisure.

12See, Poverty Amid Plenty, The American Paradox, The Report of
the President's Commission on Income Maintenance Programs, Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, November, 1969.
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Figure 16 demonstrates the negative income tax 'approach to promoting

work actijty. T again represents the total time available during the

given time period used in the analysis. Line AT represents the income

leisure tradeoffs possible' without any income maintenance prograins.

Line Y2N represents a guaranteed income approach and results' -in the in-

dividuals choosing; full-time leisure at point N. Line ABN represents the

income-leisure combinations available under a negative income tax system

with a floor support of Y2 and a maximum supported income level of YB .

The income equation here is Y = Yw + (Y2 aYw) for incomes below -YB

levels, where 1>a> 0 and a, is the percent of the income maintenance payment

lost for earned income In Figure 16, the negative income tax leads

to an equilibrium position at E where satisfaction is.. greater than with

100 percent leisure at N, (U2 >U1).

Of course, a negative income tax system can also lead to full

time leisure. This would be accomplished by shifting the utility curves.

.. to a greater (absolute) slope, so as to give the highest utility curve along

line ABN at point N.13 As discussed earlier, the utility and disutility

'For incomes below YB' i.e., where income maintenance is being
paid.

13See, Office of Economy Opportunity, P4liminary Results of
- the New Jersey Graduated Work Incentive Experiment, U.S.G.P.O. , 19 0
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Figure 16
NEGATIVE INCOME TAX'IN THE WORK - LEISURE TRADEOFF.
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from work, itself, and for receiving nonwork income subsidies have not

b ,en a coufited .for , in this presentation .14

The special importance of income maintenance programs in aiding
\

the adjustment of older workers displaced by technological change Has been
.

discussed seveCal times in this report. The existing type of public

retirement program, , the Social Security system). can aid older

workers to the extent that workers are covered, that fhe age requirements

allow retirement and that the income support levels make possible- an adequate

level of living by the recipients. This would need to include health care

insurance as well as income and income-in-kind payments.

Lowering the minimum age of eligibility for optional, retirement

under the Social Security system would give more older persons the choice

of retirement over attempting to find re-employment after being displaced.

Raising the benefits paid and broadening the coverage of medical insurance

would also make the programs more attractive and would provide for a

better level of living for ,older workers forced out of the labor force.

A possible problem' here is the same one encountered in the unemployment

compensation'and income maintenance programs: older individuals, for

whom regular employment still exists, may opt for full-time leisure and

withdrawing from the labor force. Another policy issue in this area

is whether special social security and retirement systems should be

14For a study of the attitudes of low income families tioward work,
see, Leonard Goodwin, Do the Poor Want to Work? The Brookings
Ifistitution,. Washington, D.C., 1972.

'0/
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continued. if a negative income tax program is establiShed, or if the nega-

tive income tax program 'should also encompass the older workers and

retired citizens as well.

A final topic for this section on public policies for work. and income

opportunities, is the possible use of minimum wage legislition to-aid in

. worker adjustment to technological change. Minimum wages might be

advocated in the case where technological change is eliminating high

skill-high, wage jobs and creating lower skill jobs, and when technological

change is creating unemployment which could depress tPiewage rate in the

competitive sector. This would give those who remain employed a better
1.

income. security and make them -more(feeeptiire to ,the idea o4-technological

change which disrupts old job assignments and requirements. ..Fgr those

who are displaced but gain re-employment, minimum wages helpMaintain,

earnin s closer to theft. old

The .oader policy issu.: is whether minimum wage laws significantly
Ca

affect employment opportunities an inflation. The impact of minimum
)

wage legislation depends on the level at which the minimum is .established:

kl on the fraction of the work force covered. The higher the basic wage )

set the greater is the number of jobs directly" affected. Also, if any
r` 4

wage pyramids or differentials are based on the minimtim wage, then the

higher the minimum the greater the relative pyramiding of wage increases

throughout the economy. If the full work force is covered by.the legislation

',..then the displaced have only two choices: remain unemployed Mills.:
4)
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waitinefor employment to increa4, or drop out of the labor force, If

uncoveredis n segment of.the\ economy then -a--ficird choice may

exist: accept employment at lower .IyaOS';',
... w**

,
It If the minimum wage is set abo the equ.ilibrium level in the

.

'competitive sector of the esonony (as shown ira,,Figure l7), (then leSs- labor
e ..

employmearesul'ts, -aSsuming a cegeris paribus derivrd demand for labor.
. .

The higher wage level for the remaining w rkers may however affect -the

aggregate demand for goods aud services .w1-cli increases the derived
$1*'

demand A-r Labor to; 9s.ay DIDI, which as drawn,,. restores employment to
1

the 'old leve of LE. but still leaves some involuntary unemployment, AB.
.

Both impact of minimum wage legislation must b`e_ebrisidered in estimating
°. J..

the employment impact of the law.

.In the imperfect CoMpe,tition /seetor,

A

the s me, impact of minimurh

Wage legislation mu'st be analyzed, including the possible existence -ofe a.

discontintious labor demand curvesfor -which no change in. labor demand '4

.

'would occur. - Tha,t is,
.e fir has 'a digContinuitALin its marginal

., lo

ci.evenue ftinction:. because of a 'k iked demarid curve, or a discontinuity
- ,:. 7,

. -'4 v

in its marginal productivity of labor, fuhction because of a linear .production

,

1 ..... : e

, 4 ' ' dnithettion or capacity prottueylo t the firms derived de
.

d for, la d(-,

, , 4 . \
'-.C7':..-:' °

. ' .

, ,
, .% ,

i wage anfunctiono is discontinuous over4 a, age range .and. result , in constant demand
f %, 1 ,

°, tforilabor ever this range regardleSs of the wage level (see
,

Figt- .re 18).

leVel with higher wage rates

, (Wm' WO, and thu ,. probably greater consimer spending and. a shift
a

`

)'

t
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Figure,17

MINIMUM WAGE IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT
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Figure 18
DISCONTINUOUS DEOVEDDENIAND FOR-LABOR
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in aggregate demand and thus, in the derived demand for labor (as shown

in Figure 17).

The shifting oftiminimum wage levels may lead to higher unit labor

costs which are passed 4n to the consumer in the form of higher prices.. \.

thus partially or wholly negating the real effect of the minimum wage

change. In industries using average cost markup pricing (such as price

increases based on cost increases as under the _price control boarld), the

higher wage could result in price increases greater than he wage change

dde' to the pyramiding of price and cost markups from manufacturer

through the wholesaler and distribution channels. to the retailer.

Increases in minimum wages may benefit individuals who keep
ICSO

their employment or find re-emplo
IP

t, depending on whether or not the

higher wage produces relativelyskreater price increases; also, the higher.

minimum wage May decrease or increase employment opportunities -61e.pe

largely on the effect the higher wages have on consumer spending and

aggregate demand. If the minimum wage leads to a significant inflation

of prices, this may create other economic problems and hardships which

must be faced bi the policy maker...

5. Public pOlicies toward Union-Management Relations

T chnological change may necessitate a change in government policy

toward/ union-management relations and collective bargaining procedures.

Additional government int rvehtion may be necessary if Collective bargaining.

/breaks down in attempting to (iandle technological change and severe work
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stoppages occur. Intervention may become necessary if the type of
.,

arrangements being reached, ip private collective bargaining are .deemed

to be detrimental td society's welfare in the short run or long run (e.g. ,

the stifling of economic growth).

Three possible forms of public intervention )into the collective'

bargaining process are public representation, legislation covering bargaining

areas, and Compulsory bargaining. If collective bargaining is breaking

down in .,the face of technological change, then perhaps public repi-esentatives

acting as mediators may bring _about agreements , 'or perhaps, compui.

bargaining with no or limited work stoppages will have to be implemented.

If collective bargaining is arriving at agreements viewed as less than optimal

the total- ecdnomy and society, then maybe the presence ,of public

representatives at the bargaining session will read to more satisfactory

results: maybe .legislation detailing the limits of collective bargaining

agreements will be needed.

Legislative acts have greatly facilitated and shaped the development

of union-nianagemcnt relations over the last few decades. In terns

related directly to labor adjustment to technological change, the two points

made earlier concerning public involvement in the bargaining process can

be made more specifically, First, is collective bargaining. functioning

well in aiding the labor adjustment problem? If not, can some sort

cif public representation, new -legislation or corppulgory bargaining 'change

this prCocess so it does Work better as an -adjustment tool? Second, if

67
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I
the collective bargaining is functioning as a labor adjustment mechanism,

is it the best approach from the viewpoint of the. individuals who are involved

and from society's viewpoint? If not, can public involvement produce

better results or will ,it just prove a further source of strain and discord

which hampers the adjustment process?

$0.



CHAPTER 3

OTHER RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN WORKERS

AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Impact of the Supply of Labor
on Technological Development

In the prece'iing chapters, the impact of technological change on

the supply of labor has been discussed. In particular the impact of

technological chartge on skiq development, training and education require-
.

ments for private and public\ programs was discussed in the preceding

chapter. The purpose of thi section is to reverse this causality and

look briefly at how changes the supply of labor can affect.the rate of

technological development. 1

The rate of technological change may be slowed because of lack

of workers having the skills needed to implement the new innovation in

production. If this occurs the employer .must decide whether it will

pay him to also-undertake the cost of training the needed workers or
t

1 Material in the, first part of this section is drawn heaVily from
R. R. Nelson, and E. S. Phelps , ."Investment in Human,wTechnelogiA.1
Diffusion and Economic Growth", American Economic Review, May, 1966,
pp. 69-75, and F. Welch, "Education in Production", Journal of Political
kponomy, Jan/Feb. 1970, pp. 35-59.
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whether it is better to put off the investment at' least for the present.

If the training involves a substantial time period or if the innovation is

put off because of lack of skilled workers, then a differential exists between

the level of technology known or in existence and the level of technology

In actual use. This technology gap can be closed or narrowed if the

proper sleill mix or a better skill mix is developed. Thus changes in the

supply of Gabor may affect the rate of innovation by allowing new technologies

to be brought into use.

Welsh, and Nelson and Phelps have pointed out that the impact of

the labor supply on the rate of technological change may be more than

just the restrictive impact discussed above. The quality of workers may

also influence the rate of technological innovation by their ability to

promote and adapt to change. That -is, part 'of the better quality embodied

in a more educated worker may be the individual's ability to adjust quickly

to change and to introduce innovative Changes himself. More educated

workers may more quickly make Opc of presently known but unused tech--
11.

hology and may also help cause the rate of technological- change to ac-

celerate.

Welch points out that more educated workers may be much, more

valuable during periods of rapid change when good inf6rmation concerning

the mos efficient production methods is scarce, because they can pick

t the more efficient methods faster. "If educated persons arc more adept

at critically evaluating new and rePortedly improved input varieties, if

q
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they can distinguish more quickly between-the systematic and random.ele-

ments of productivity responses, then in a dynamical content educated

persons, will be more productive. 2

From the ,, policy maker's viewpoint two basic issues appear. First,

as adjustment mechanisms work better (e.g. , better labor pla&ment,

better retraining, better education), then the rate of technological change

may acelMrate due eo the technology gaps being ciosed and due to better

workers prothoting further technological, growth: Second, if more tapid

technological change does occur as a>.result of better education and training,

and if technological, change is creating subStantial labor adjustment problems,

then this educational upgrading may be amplifying the problem, at least

in the short run. The creating of better labor adjustment mechanisms

may generate problems for more people andonecessitate greater relianCe

on adjustment mechanisms.

A second way in which the supply cif labor may possibly affect

the rate of technological cliange in a firm or industry is through the impact

. of unionization. If unionization brings with it higher wages, this, in'

static economic analysis,. will lead to a substitution of capital for labor

over the long run. The question of concern in this study is what influent) ,

if any; does the higher wage rate have on the rate of technological change

in those industries. It may be argued that the higher wages spiir a more

2A,Welch, Education in Prod., p, 74.
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rapid rate of technological change for two reasons: First, in order to

compete and make a reasonable profit when faced .with higher wage costs,

the firms may attempt to increase produriyity and lower unit cost, by

improving the quality of the capital and the efficiency with which the inputs

are combined in the productive process. Second, the higher wages will

allow the firm to attract a more skilled, better educated work force

or perhaps persuade the firm to upgrade the present work force via

on -the-jyb training ), which may then accelerate the rate of technological

growth as" discussed above .

Impact of Technological Change on Worker Attitudes,
(Psychological, Sociological, Familial Consequences).

The preceding material has concentrated on the economic aspects

of the relationship between technological change in jobs and worker adjust-

ment. First, discussions of the possible effects technological change can

have on the production function, cost function, output level and hence, on

labor demand, were developed. Next, conceptual discussion. of various
4.

private and public funded or aided worker adjustment mechanisms were

presented w c main concern in adjustment was economic matters

(e .g. , jobs, income, skills and education for work). The adjustment

mechanism chapters contain the basic material for this xeport and were

given the most detailed attention. The preceding section reversed the

procedure and distusscd how the quality of the labor force could affect

the rate of technological change and thus the economy.

1 qz

.
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. in this section brief mention is given of how technological change

can affect workers, their families and society's welfare in other than

purely economic ways . How does the Worker react sociologically and

psychologically to technical, change and any disruption brought along with

it ?' How does his attitude and outlSok on life change? What happens

to the relationships Within the family, and how does this feedback on the

worker's performance , job search, etc . ? These matters can obviously have

strong economic implications as they affect the worker's performance on

the job, his attitude toward work in general , and his attitude toward
9

collectiye bargaining..

For the displaced worker who becomes unemployed for a long, du-

ration, questionS concerning the impact on family relationships are of vital

concern when measuring changes in individual and societal welfak . What

happens when the household head no longer is the "breadwinner.' and other

family members take over the incOme-produting roles or welfare becomes

a way of life? How is the individual's emotional stability affected:- How

does the family readjust to the new situation, and What are the sociological

implications of these changed and, perhaps, strained relationships?

FOr those displaced workers who find re-employment, what does the shock

of the adjustment to a'new job. and maSrbe to relocation do to the worker
*-7!.

and his or her family? If the new job carries a lower wage, how does

"A more detailed study of worker alienation related' to technological
cha.nge iS being conducted by Barbara,,Qurns of the N.S. F. , R&D Assessment
Program staff.

13
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it affect the family, not only economically but emotionally, as they have

to adapt to a new lifestyle and maybe develop a new peer group? If the

family moves what types of strain does this produce, and how are .the

children affected by the uprooting and forced changing of schools and

friends? How are the family's feelings of security-<:iffected over the long

run by the loss of a job by displacement? Do they now live with greater

fear of re:curring job loss: and income interruptiohs; if so, what does this

do to' their mental and emotional well-being2 A question that is directly

related to our study concerns the impact on these various problems of

different types of adjustment mechanisms. `Are some adjustment -mechanisrits

more favorable with regards to their psychological and Sociological results?

.1f the technolocially redesigned job or the new job found after

displacement is considered to be less desirable and/or less interesting,

what effects will this have on the worker's social Well-being (i.e. , the

mental and emotional effects). "...The only happy people I know are

the enes 'who are working well at something they consider important ... 113

"Especially healthy fiand stable self-esteem (the feeling of worth, pride,

influence, importance, etc.) rests on good, worthy work to be introjected

thereby becoming part of the self."'"

3Abraham M,a5low,. "A Theory of Human Motivation: The Goals of
Work,",p. 26; Chapter 2 in The Future of Work ed. by Fred Begt,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:. Prentice-Hall, Inc., .1973.

t

p. 27.
a
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These Psychological effects are important from the narrower economic

1viewpoint since they rhay result' in increased worker a.liena 1 'on which

lowers worker productivity, affects the quality of the gooalor service produced,

and may affect union-management- relations. Many writers are concerned

with technology's being used to implement more and more machine controlled

tasks without- regard to the effect' on the worker. It is "...necessary
.

to recognize the primary of the whole human being, to adapt the work to

the man ... human psychology reacts directly upon: productivity. When the

worker feels that he is in a hostile environment and in an economic

system opposed to his interests, he will not work.. .with the same ardor

and skill. 4 If technological change and the resulting adjustment mech-

anisms establish basically more boring, uninteresting jobs which increase

worker alienation, then economic growth and production may be affected

and social welt-being lowered economically, psychologically and sociologically.

Thus labor adjustment mechanisms which help maintain the job. status and

respect for the worker may- enhance the gains from technological change

by overcoming- potential labor alienation problems.

Collective bargaining and other labor-management relations may

be affected by the mental and emotional reactions of the workers to

technological change. The state of the arts Section will review 'several

authors' views of the relationship between technology change and attitudes

tacques "Misused TechnolOgy: .humanity as a Cog in the
Machine, pp. 125-26, Chapter 15 in The Future ,of Work, ed. by Fred Best..



toward collective bargaining. One basic view is that the change is- des-.

troying; unionscby destroying workers' interest in their pits, joy making'
*k.,

them Less secure in their jobs, and by creating friction between leaders

anti members and between oldet and younger menibers. Another and

-somewhat opposite view is 'that more militant worker reactions will occur

(e.g. , more wildcat strikes and greater demands for work rules) as

workers seek greater securit through union action. Both views, however,

see unionLmanagement relations changing because of psychological as

well as economic impacts of technological change.

A view expressed by many "futurists" is that technological change

will lead to an economy of abundance,5 where the amount of wprk time will

be greatly diminished, leaving more and moire hOurs of freedom. flow
°

will individuals and society adjust to shorter hours of work for fc!!wer'days

per week, to greater amount§ of vacation time and holidays, to more years

of retirement? Will work' become a more important or less important

aspect of our lives.?

The values surrounding work ,Vhich in the developed areas have evolved
over centuries, may emerge into a new flu4 and Once again become

. controversial sources of problems within a society and for many .individuals.
the ideologies,tbat surround work and give it justi ication and value, in
'individual and-social terms, nay becorne strengtl e inef1 in support of what
remains of wOrk;,on the other band, they may inc easingly conic into

- ddubt and becemy the ollects of reaction, and rebel ion. b

5These "abundance" cOnceptS may he in the process of review given the
current energy problems and in light of such-studit as, 'The Limits to growth,
Donolla IL M4dows, et. al., New.York, N.Y.: iverse 13ooks, L972,

6Herman Kahn and Anthony Wiener, "The -Future, Meaning of Work".
Some "Suprise Free" Observations," p. 145, Chap. 14 in The Future of
Work, ed. by Fred Best, Englewood Cliffs, N.L.: Prentice Hall, Inc. , 197:3,,

(16 ti
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The consequences of these types of changes would depend on the

types of benefits people derive from the work role ". . . status; sense

ir71of striving; 'feeling zof productivity, competency,. and 'achiemement; and

relationships with others and advancefant in a hierarchy, whether organi-
.

The,,Wpe of adjustment mechanisms advocatedzational or professional.

and adapted obViously, ca. greatly affect this potential problem, since

shorter hours-and early retirement haVre been commonly discussed adjust-

ment mechanisms. As pointed out above, other types of adjustment mech-

anisms would also affect the role of work and its benefits to the individual.

Finally, mention should 'be given to those people who feel the whole

concept of enhanced technological growth for greater economic growth of

material output with a resulting magnification of the corporate structure

and corporate man is wrong, that it is lessening well-being for the indi-

viduals and' society. The suggested alternative "adjustment mechanism" is

to reject the trend as they foresee it and to accept an alternative lifestyle
1.

based less on income levels and less on working in a large organizational

framework. This is the counter culture ideal which sees freedom coming

from other directions than those now present in our economy arid society.

4 '

Ibid., 151

7See,
fot'jnstance, Charles Reich, The Greening of America,

New York, New York: Bantam Press, 1970. '.
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"They don't want to work at meaningless jobsproducing junk or shuffling

a corporation's bureaucratic papers in order to buy, more stuff. . . They

want to be free men anti women. And to that, they are willing to be
1

poor: to drop out. . . and instead try building up a lifestyle that will

suit therm . 8

This alternative adjustment or "revolution" sees much of technological

progress as being illusory. According to this school of thought technological

change has often been harmful to the individual and society psychologically,

physiologicaltyl, sociologically and, over the long run, economically. They

feel a4l innovations need- to be subjected to close 'scrutiny before being

"unleashed on humanity. If a new device contributes to the ugliness,

impersonality, dirt, heat, .noise, garbage and air pollution of the world,

we 'ought to reject it ."9

f

8 Ernest Callenbach, "The Counter-Culture Thrust: Living Poor With
Style," p. 162, Chapter 16 in The Future of Work ed. by Fred Best.

9Ibid., p.' 166.



CHAPTER 4

1DJUSTMEN MECHAN1S MS AND SOCIAL WELL-BEING
. ,

The .objective of this chapter is to, use the tools of Welfare

cs to present some. general* relationships between the various types

stment mechanisms discussed in earlier, chapters and the level of

al welfare. The purpose of policy is assumed to be to increase

being in general, snot only in one dimension such as economic welfare.

means that qualitative judgements must be made and weighed along

h quantitative judgements for all possible factors associated with social

11-being. It is .hoped that this discussion will tie together the various

oncepts, discussed in the preceding sections of this report in such a way

that readers contemplating and/or advocating policy making to aid worker

adjustment to technological change.will broaden their perspective to take

in the widest possible view.

Welfare economics includes ethica\ or value judgements (or'

"qualitative judgements') as stated, abave), And this emphasis on more than

only objective, 'technical concepts is of vital concern. To attempt to redu

the basis of welfare economics or policy making to measurable, quantitative

relationships only, would dehumanize the pro::ess by ignoring malty of

99
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the real factors which affect individuals' feelings of well-being. 'Thus,

this opening statement may be taken as a reminder that our decisions

concerning what is the best 2ombination of adjustment mechanisms for society

to use will be laden with value judgements that must be dealt with and

not, igno ed. "Getting rid of value judgements would be throwing the

baby away with the bathwater. The Subject is one about which nothing

interesting can be said without value judgements, for the reason that we

take a moral interest in welfare and happiness*. I
The policy advocates' scope of reference must take into c nsider-

ation the external effects of private adjustment mechanisms and the mpact

that public adjustment mechanisms have in facilitating or hindering

'improvements in social well-being. The uSe of various adjustme t mechanisms

may decrease the level of uncertainty concerning the welfare eff cts of
Ito

technological change and thus increase individuals' willingness tc accept

change . The introduction of new adjustment mechanisms may however ,

change old social institutions which are sources of utility 'for some individuals

and affect well-being in another dimension.

Technological Change, Work and Welfare

We can begin with the most basic type of assumptions, such

as, that society -is producing on the production possibilities frontier

(i.e., no unemployed resources) and, before the technological change,

11.M.D. Little, A Critique of Welfare Economics, 2nd vd.,
London, Oxford Univeriity Press, 1957, p. 80

boo
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that it is producing that combination of outputs° which is, maximizing total

welfare. A technological improvement occurs, shifting the production

A

possibilities curve outward (i.e., more output attainable from the same

set of inputs). Under the most simple optimizing assumption society

would move in a Pareto optimal manner to the new productions possibilities

frontier and have more output and a higher level of welfare (i. , a move

in which at least part of society is better off and no one is worse off).

Now many of the simplifying assumptions will be dro,pped as we discuss

the reality of the possible changes that occur in output and welfare as

technology varies arta different adjustment Mechanisms areqised in the

labor market.
.

Any move due to technological change from one output combination

on one production frontier, to a new output combination on a new production

frontier, means the production function for one or more products has been

changed. This means that possibly the skill mix needed in production

has varied or that the content of many jobs has been altered. If either

or both of these events occur, then the welfare of some workers may

be diminished, even though they remain employed.

Worker well-being may be lowered because of decreased

earning povber after the change due to a shift in demand for various

skills. If occupations are changed then absolute real earnings may be

changed with some iworkers beconiing worse off and some better off.

If this occurs, then the increase in output under the new technology,

/0/
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could not be proved w have increased welfare witholit some sort of weighing

of the improvements of the gainers relative to the losses of the losers.

Allowing "the market to work" could easily give this result; and if it

is corr ctly forecasted by the potential losers, they may work to stop the

chan or delay it (with inflexible work rules, attrition schemes, etc.)

Basically a shift of the type described above gives a windfall

logs in the return to human investment for these individuals whose incomes

re reduced and may require further retraining costs for a new occupatiOn

/while giving windfall gains to others . For society these' windfall gains

and losses may balance out in favor of the gainers and be a plus to net ,

economic welfare; but, for the individual, the windfall gains and losses

not cancel out because an individual does not have an extensive portfblio

of investments in human capital. However, one type of adjustment mechanism--

`edu ation and training which aids in accepting and 'rapidly adjusting to

chan --may help provide an "investment hedge" in himan capital.

The techn logical change could increase output but leave society

off the areto opti 1 contract curve. He're Pareto optimal moves to the

contract -urve re possible within the context of the new real incomes of

the indiv' s. Private adjustment mechanisms may or may not facilitate

a rapid mo e to the contract curve, because of poor information, mis-

conceptions of what the move would entail, etc. Public programs then

might bring about a more rapid movement to the contract curve, somewhat

improving the welfare of each individual; however, this type of Pareto



optimal move is within the context of the new state of techno ogy and reveals

nothing about the equity or welfare of the final real inco distribution
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as compared to the one that existed before the techn ogical change occured.
6

In addition to changes in welfare due to s ifts ins real earnings

of workers, technological change may also -iange workers' welfare by

changing job' duties and activities.

(or dissatisfaction) from work itself,

job content may cause workers'

then

, if workers receive satisf ction

technological change which *ries

welfare to vary. In this case worker

well-tieing could be lowered, even though the purchasing power of 311:

individuals is increased, because of changes, in job activities "...it in

often better to weigh up any improvement or deterioration in his position

as a consumer against any deterioration or improvement in his position
2as a worker... (At this point we are still assuming independent utility

functions; i.e., no interpersonal comparisons or relative status.) Utility

derived from work itself would rule out utility based solely on the amount

of income received, since welfare is (more realistically) based on moil

than ability to purchase goods and services

I

This relation between actual job duties and welfare means that

welfare studies based on the neoclassical view of the production function

as .an engineer's view of the best technical efficiency standards 3
must

2Little, Welfare Economics, p. 46.

3 For example see, Tibor Scitovsky, Welfare and Competition, revised ed.
Homewood, Ill.; Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1971, pp. 480-1.
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be discarded. Meaningful welfare .analysis can be developed only if worker

satisfaction from his actual job duties is incorporated into the model; thht

is, the external costs and benefits to the workers of any production technique
.

must be considered along with the internal. costs and benefits-to the firm.

Recent experiments by the Swedisli auto makers Saab and Volvo in team

construction of a complete auto have been based on the belief that worker

dissatisfaction with the assembly line technique has become so great that,

perhaps, it has.actually'lowered worker productivity below that possible

with the use of the team- construction technique.

Two more points relatfve to technological change can be made in'reler-

ence to welfare analysis based on the use of the basic Pareto optimizing and

production frontier concepts. First, as pointed out in the section on

"technological.change and demand shifts" in Chapter 1, the actual shift in
.1.nalt

Methods used in producing a good or service may cause the consumer's

perception of the quality of the product to vary. This would alter the

utility functions of individuals and the welfare functions and could cause

a decrease (or increase) in feelings of well-being in the society. Second. a

substantial change in job activities, earnings, consumption patterns, etc. ,

brought on by technological change may alter a person's tastes or utility

function. This would further complicate the analysis of the change in

society's welfare, because the shift in each individual's utility function must

be allowed for in the analysis before any comparison of net gains and losses

in welfare for society as a whole can be attempted.

Nit
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Technological Change, Efficiency, Employment, And Growth

At this point, the assumption that no interpersonal comparisons are

made by individuals when calculating their welfare will be dropped. This

appears to be a more realistic approach since "... comparisons of real

income must be, in part at least, of mental states or changes in mental

4states. as Professor Little points out, mental states are affected by

interpersonal comparisons which must be expected to occur.

Thus, the distribution of income may shift as technology changes and

a higher production frontier is reached. This shift in relative income

shares may then cause some individuals to feel worse off (have a, lower

level of welfare). This can occur even if the absolute level of income has

increased for everyone. If one group has not received as proportionately

large a share of the increase as another group has received they may feel

they have not received their fair share.ifhese individuals might feel they

have been left behind in the. growth process and are now on a relatively lower

scale in society. This may well induce feelings of decreased well-being

or welfare. Proposed adjustment mechanisms may flounder becguse in-

adequate attention is being given to the relative share of the gains going

to the different groups of worker's, even though the mechanism improves

the abkAute real income level of all workers. This is an iinportant consi-

deration since one of the often expressed goals of labor unions is to get

a fair share of the income for labor.

4Little, Welfare Economy, pp. 55-6.
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The introduction of interpersonal utility comparisons allows for the

possibility of society's not being able to reach the new production frontier

and still be maximizing welfare. Here the welfare optimizing process may

lead to unemployment of economic resources or to "inefficient" combinations

of inputs and olyup. Several other ways in which technological change

may lead to unemployed resources will be discussed later in this section.

The "inefficiency effect': is shown in Figure 19 as developedxby

J. de V. Graaf? in a discussion of the presence of external effects in

consumption. These external effects may arise from the interpersonal

comparisons of income or earnings (as discussed above). T is a production

transformation curve for input X and output Y. BB is a welfare surface

without interpersonal comparisons which .gives a welfare optimizing point M

for society where all the normal marginal equalities hold. Curve B1B1

represents a welfare frontier which may occur if interpersonal comparisons

are allowed for in the analysis. Here an infinite number of optimum positions

are possible, only one of which is on the production frontier, all others are

"inefficient" combinations in technical possibilities terms. Thus, for the

existing methods of distributing the output gains, it does not increase

welfare to increase output from a given levels of input usage,

This is 'another possible reason to explain the use of adjustment

mechanibms such as inflexible work rules, attrition scbemcs and others

5J. de V. Graaff, Theoretical Welfare Economics, London; 'Cambridge
University Press, 1967, pp. 58-9.

06



Figure 19
WELFARE OPTIMIZATION WITH INTERPERSONAL

COMPARISONS OF UTILITY
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which appear to restrict output below its potential by.not.allowing the

"best technical" combination of inputs and outputs. Policy makers may atteknpt

to alter this type of outcome by generating adjustment ,mechanismg which
0 6

maintain workei- welfLe while allowing for greater output from existing

inputs; that is, to more fully utilize the output potential present'in existing
I

tennological knOi,At,how. As will be discussed later, however, individuals

may draw welfare irotn the actual form of social orga zation; and to

change this social orga.nization with new government interventions and/or.

changed labor-ntianagement relations may decrease the welfare of some

members of society.

Tlie type of adjustmenrmechanisms used by labor and management 'and

int'roduced by government obV,iously may have s'igni1ficain impacts on the
. .

increase in the production Possi#Ilities in the short run and in the direction

and the rate thf growth df the prodUction frontier over the longer run.

Early retiremek attrition scl emesN seniority, guaranteed annual wages,'
. I 0 i

supplemental unemployment b neffts, changes Jn hours of wor\c,. yelocaLion,
\

retraining programs and work rules all affect the quantity of manpower

and the quality of manpower available in the economy. (regionally, and by

industry and occuPat on), whichaffects the level of productivity and the

composition of outpult in the short run and long run. 'These adjustment

-mechanisms, then, determine or infiukunce, the actual output in relation

to the technically pbtential production fiontier in the shoit run and also

9.
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influence the growth of the production frontier over the longer run by

affecting' the pe of manpower inputs available ,(skill levels and mix)
o

and the expected tes of return on investment.

Normally it is a sumed that increases in output and,- hence, in

' real economic, income are de a1D1 e ; that is, inoreases in economic output

are usally assumed to bring about greater levels of welfare in society.
r

Thus, acijustment. mechanisms winch threaten to stop or slow economic

growth may need public attention. However, as shown in Figure 20 and

discussed aboye, economic growth may not increase welfare. In Figure 20

the welfare contours form- a hill' which peak at M; thusAhe maximum level

of production which could Optimize welfare is shown by the. production

frontier PIPIt would ,N in this example, decrease" social welfare due to external

effects of extra production. While there appears to be a high correlation

in most economies between levels of output and feelings of well-beingl,
,

it should be remembered that the relationship may beAan inverse one at

times.

Related to this discussion of the growth of the production frontier

44--1 is the effect' to lr °logical Change coupled with various types of adjustment

mechanisms have on the work-leisure tradeoff and thus, on production

poSsibilities. The production frontier is based on a given amount of in-
,

puts , (including labor) being combined in the prodUction process,' using

a given level of technol
k

however, the amolint of labor available may

change as technological changPresults in changes in, the relative wage

/09
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rates,. and hence, in the -attractiveness of various occupations anda

leisure. Adjustment mechanisms which affect earnings and non-work
.

income may alter the work-leisure tradeoff decisions'. As 'choices of

relative- occupations and wqrk time versus leisure time vary, this will

affect the rate and direction of growth of the production possibilities,
surface .

At this point, another step towards a realistic model can be taken

by introdticting the possibility of unemployment existing in, the system.

'Technological change may l,..1,444 to increased unemployment in at least some

occupations, industries , or regions. Immobility of labor, inability.
, ,..,

, . . ,

adapt to change and get retraining, discrimination, Monopoly power and

income distributions leading to insufficient purchasing power may all result

in the economy operating off the production frontier (i.e. , with some

unemployment)'. Technological- change may increase the problem in some

areas . If welfare is maximized by attaining an -equilibriuin on,the pro-.

duction frontier, 'as is normally assumed, then failure to reach the

duction possibilities` surface also implies non-attainment of the rioten--

tial welfare frontier.

Since all the institutional imperfections do .exist whic h make

attainment of the competitive equilibrium on the welfare frontier impossible,

J. cle V. Graff argues that the loLs of

welfare positions society can reach,

present, should be thee surface of :'most immediate interest. This locus

points which represent the actual

given the institutional constraints

/II
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of welfare positions he terms the "efficiency locus. ,i6 Ch nges of various

kinds in the system may' shift the welfare frontier and eff ciency locus

in the same direction or in opposite directions , or may i ist (change the

slope of the curve) one or both of the curves. "For ins Dance , an invention

a which sifts the frontier' outwards may confer on the in vators monopoly

power so great the efficiency locus is given a twist, or even shifted in-
7Wards . In a like manner , adjustment mechanisms ay improve (shift

Outwards) the efficiency locus or they may cause the l cus to Shift inwards

by giving one group more at a considerable real cost to others in society.

The presence of imperfect institutions on the roducer side and
,

in the labor market destroys the competitive .efficiency arguments on

which attainment of the welfare frontier through market mechanisms rests.

To reach a maximum efficiency position in this environment, Sci.tovsky

argues that bargaining between labor and management is needed. 8

Thus , the development of private adjustment mechanisms based on labor-i

management agreements is seen as being required in order for efficiency

to be reached in an imperfectly competitive economy. J: de V. Graff

has presented similar arguments which would support the "efficiency

of adjustment mechanisms, public and private, even if the mechanisms

created situations in which the real price of labor was not equal to its

el. de V. Graff, Theoretical Welfare Economics, p. 76.

7Ibid., p. 85.

8Scitaysky, Welfare and Competition, p. 472.
co
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marginal pro'duct. "It seems fairly clear that the conditions which have

-to be met before it is correct (from a welfare viewpoint) to set price

equC7al to marginal cost in a - particular industry are so restrictive that
yb

they are unlikely to be satisfied. in practice .9

If the private adjustment mechanism(are keeping the acnial, welfare

below that possible , then government policy such as legislative constraints

on the terms covered hi private agreements , compulsory bargaining, and/or

public representation may be beneficial to society. The policy makers

...can consider the further question of altering institutions in 'a

way which will improve the allocative efficiency of the economy so as to

make the efficiency locus approach closer to the frontier. "10

In situations where technological change has created substantial

unemployment, the usual assumption that it is best to select those production

techniques and projects which get the most output from the least input

may be discarded as nonoptimal from a welfare viewpoint. Private adjustment

mechanisms such as attrition schemes, guaranteed wage systems and work

sharing, and public programs to promote employment may help push the ,

economy to a higher level of welfare. In this situation the greater employ-

ment would be seen as a benefit to society because of maintaining incomes ,

maintaining work values, etc. "Given this judgement, ... it is possible

to prefer a certain project B when it requires the same amount of all

9J. de V. Graff, Theoretical Welfare Economics, p. 154.

101bid. 85.
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inputs as A. but more of labour. Thus A may be technically more efficient

but B may be preferable."11

.Policy Making and the L vel of Welfare

The preceding sections have outlined several reasons, in relation

to technological change, which reject the idea that our economy can move

in a Pareto optimizing fashion (at least one person better off, no one else

worse off) to an eq librium position where the community welfare frontier
. .

is tangent to a producti n frontier. -These reasons included interperSonal
1

utility comparisons_ , utility serived from _work ,itself, monopoly power in

business and labbr, and unem oyment resulting from imperfect factor

mobility and improper distribution of incomes to maintain aggregate demand.

All of these lead to the possibility, in a realistic model on which

public policy must be based, of changes occurring in the economy which

make-some individuals better off and soi e worse off. Thus, the policy

6. maker may often be faced with the dilemma of facilitating technology change

and adjustment mechanisms which requires weighing the gains in welfare
49

for some members a society against the losses in welfare for other

members of society. One method by which this issue may perhaps be

overcome is the compensation principle. "...We might try to evade this

judgement on welfare distribution by tie conservative principle of compen-

sated adjustment. We must suppose, ... ," that any degree of welfare
4

1 K. Sen, "The Role of Policy-Makers in Projeot Formulation
and Evaluation, "U.N. Industrializaticn and Productivity Bulletin, #13, p`.' 26.

_
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redistribution is feasible, and on this principle, redistribute in order that

t, 12no one is left worse off , though some are better off, . private

adjustment mechanisms appear to be based on this approach (e.g. , supple-

mentary unempl)yment benefits, vesting of pension rights, profit sharing,

guaranteed a.nrli,a1 wages , shorter workweeks with no loss of Melanie,

early retirement, etc.). Where these private adjustments appear to be

working in the best interest of the public at large, the government policy

may- need largely to consist of measures to improve -the speed at which

these agreements are 'reached. In areas where private mechanisms do

not appear to be working well, the public policy may attempt to compensate

potential welfare losers (e.g. , vhth extended unemployment benefits, re-

location allowances , retraining and income maintenance programs). When

compensation is impossible, then the difficult task of anal sing and summing

net changes in an- individual's welfare is required.

Attempts to compensate adequately or to estimate net changes in

community welfare when compensation is impossible are loaded with prob-

lems . No quantitative tools are available by which changes in welfare

for all members of society can be weighed and summed in order to get

n.definitive answer. "Each individual may mean something descriptive by

saying that the community is happier, but no one individual can -observe
0

the whore community, and each will inevitably take different facts into

12E. J. Mishan, Welfare Economics, 2nd edition, Random House,
New York, 1969, p. 14.
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account.13 Thus, we are back to the value judgement as the core on which

policy must rest in the area of social welfare. No two men can be expected

to have the same exact views of what is best.. Each may have dl erent

sets of information available, different peer. groups to be concerned about,

arid different time horizons. "One, looking a'certain distance ahead, may

favour a change which' in his view will make every member, of society

-better off ; another looking still further ahead tray regard the same

change with disfavour, .... The 'grouk- whose welfare the two men are

estimating are estimating are not the same. There As no reason why their

estimates should coincide 14 So private and public adjustment mechanisms

grind and slide along, increasing or impeding the community's welfare ac-

cording to different observers' viewpoints. The policy maker should be

particularly concerned "4ith the flows of information used in reaching ad-

justment agreements. Technical information, expert opinion and views

of at concerned parties may, perhaps, be improved by having better channels

of communications.

Decision making lased on what appears possible leads to "...what

Professor Samuelson calls the feasibility locus. The feasibility locus

tells us how well off it is politically feasible to make any one man, given

the levels of well-being enjoyed by the others.".." We move along it

[ the feasibility locus] by whatever means are for the moment regarded

13Little, Welfare Economics, p. 75.

14J. de V. Graff, Theoretical Welfare Econ. p. 96.
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as feasible, changing the institutional set-up as we go."15 Thus, society

moves the existing efficiency locus closer to the welfare frontier by move-

ments along the current feasibility locus. Proper government programs

in training, counseling, information, education and in curbing monopoly

power increase the potential that technological change may result in im-

proving the actual efficiency and feasibility locus position relatiye to the

welfare frontier.

In contemplating or advocating compensiation and redistribution pro-
,

grains and other moves along the feasibility focus, it must be remembered

that the actual form of the social organization involved may be an input

into the community's welfare function; that is, the institutions which are

used to generate- end results, for the system may be ends in therinselves.
. -

"The market-mechanism itself prbvides a good example. A man may feel

that its decisions Ire in some sense impersonal and unbiased, and he

may p a4e prices determined and income distributed by it rather

than by some. bureaucrat, at whose hands he may feel victimization. r.;'16

So movements to improve welfare along what is viewed asrily. feasibility

locus will have to take into consideration any gains or losses in welfare

generated by changes in the social institutions and the- mechanisms set

up to handle compensations. "The question what distribution of income

I5J. de V. Graaff, Theoretical Welfare Econ., p. 79

161b1d. p. 120.
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would maximize happiness, is partly independent of the question how income

ought to be distributed." 17

Welfare Decisions and Uncertainty

The final topic for this chapters is the possible effects that imperfect

knowledge and uncertainty may have on the worker's view toward technolo-

gical change and on his preference among adjustment mechanisms. No

individual nor any group has access to perfect knowledge concerning the

final outcome of technological change on welfare. Even if individuals

6can agree on what are. the proper goals for society, they may disagree on

the usefulness of different mechanisms to reach these goals, on the likeli-

hood of certain events occurring, and on the impact of these events on

different individuals. "....They may disagree on the probable consequences

of the event,, or on the order of likelihood of those consequences--either

because their own estimates of the situation differ or because they evaluate

differently the reliability of the estimiite of others. "18
*Ij

Differences may result from different individuals' preferences to

handle or allow for uncertain outcomes. Some may react in a risk-taker

approach expecting or hoping to gain; others may be extreme risk-averters,

fearing calamity from any change in work tasks and opportunities brought

on by technological change. Others may prefer a %lit and seeattitude

17I.M.D. Little, Welfare Econ., p. 66.

I8. de V. Graff, Theoretical Welfare Econ. p. 119.

//8
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retaining as much flexibility as is possible in order to adjust when better

knowledge does become available. "Even if they agree on the probable

consequences and their ordering, they may disagree on the 'proper' way

to allow for the uncertainty. involved--on whether to prepare for the worst

.or gamble on the hest. "la

Private and public adjustment mechanisms which include better infor-

mation flows and more research concerning probable future events resulting

from technological change may help bring about more agreement on' what

arc proper adjustment mechanisms. "...most people would want to know

what effects a certain change wduld have on someone's happiness before

they would be.xepared to say whether that change would he good or not."2()

No system can provide perfect. knowledge about the future, so uncertainty

must be allowed for in any policy or planning system. "Anticipations and

the confidence with which they are 'held...enter quite directly into the

determination of welfare. air hopes and fears for the future should

enter our utility functions quite explicitlyfor they ctrtainly affect our

choices."21

The establishment of mechanisms (e.g., income maintenance, wider

seniority, relocation and retraining programs) which would 'guarantee

compensation from unforeseen ftiture' event.s.might help reduce fears

19J. de V. Graaff, Theoretical Welfare Econ., p. 119

MLitt le, Welfare-Econ., p. 82 .

21J.' de V.. Graaff, Theoretical Welfare Econ., p. 120

//9
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arising Thom uncertainty and aid in reducing the implementation of adjustment

mechanisms which hinder change and growth. As pointed Qut before, the

changing of social institutions required in order to establish these compert7a
14

sation guarantees may in itself cause a decline in welfare for some or

many individuals, including those who would be eligible for the conipensatiOn.

Conclusion

To conclude we may summarize the topics:covered in relating tech-

nological change and adjustment mechatithms to the promotion of social

welfare. The inclusion of the external economic effects into the analysis

means that when discussing the maximizing of economic welfare, more

than just private, individual decisions concerning economic ventures

(including technological changes and adjustment to change) must\be considered.

"The objective of the commercial,, profitability analysis is to maximize the

nominal profitability of investment, while that of the social benefit cost

analysis is to maximize national economic profitlibility as represented

by the appropriately weighted sum of the net benefits accruing to different

national objectives embodItd in the national plan."22

The analytical framework must be xpanded to a point which
4

allows social welfae to entail much more than simply economic factors.

The ceterus paribus assumption used in analysing economic changes is

an inadequate base on which to build policy. "It is important to remember ,

22A. K. Sen, "The Role of Policy Makers...", p. 25
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that we can never conclude that Something ought to be -done, from the prop-.
s,.

osition that economic welfare,,,,has increased. The means of increasing

economic welfare may decrease welfare in general."23

A lengthy discussion was devoted to reasons for not assuming that

society will always be able to use Pareto-optimizing paths to equilibrium

on the social welfare function. Prjvate and public policies established to

aid in maintaining and enhancing welfare.,- while technology varies, encounter

numerous problems such as the following: "measurement" and cpmparison

pf net welfare changes based on value judgementS;.,handlins of interOrsonal

utility comparisons; allowing for utility directly from Airork and from social

institutions; dealing with uncertainty; attempting to predict the effects of

various adjustment mechanisms on the rate and direction of growth of the

production,possibilitieS surface over time,' sand hence, also on future occu-

pation needs and satisfactions from work..

0

.t

2s3.Little, Welfare Econ. , p..82.
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ABSTRACT

OF

MECHANISMS c OR AIDING WORKER ADJUSTMENT

TO TEC1 NOLOGICAL CHANGE

This report attempts to establish the current knowledge or "'state of the

arts" concerning what mechanisms are available to aid worker's adjustment to

technological change and the level of use of each of these mech isms. A

basis is provided for further research into the area of technological change

and employment, and resulting changes. in worker well- eh*. Part I of the

study gives attention to ,the coneptual issues invo iti the relationship

between technological change and employment. Part II presents the current

"state of the arts" in the literature: This includes the impact of technological

change on workers, the adjustment mechanisms used by workers, and the

policy recommendations contained in the literature.

.1Chapter One of Part I divcusses how technological change might affect

employment by altering the production fuktion; by changing the cost-minimizing

infant combinations; by altering the labor skill mix; by varying the demand for

various goods and s rvices; and by changing the input prices. Chapter Two

reviews the issues in olved in t 13 e various adjustment mechanisms used by

I workers in minimizing'the impact' of technOlogical change. This includes the
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adjustment mechanisms developed in the private sector and those -deve

in the public sector of the economy. Chapter Three of Part I contains a brief

\analysis of hOw the quality of the labor-force marl affect the rate of technological

change and how the technological change may affect workers' attitudes. Chapter

Four, places the adjustment mechanisms within a theoretical welfare economics

framework. Knowledge of these conceptual. relationships and issues is essential

in order to identify gaps in the existing knowledge and to recommend effective

policies.

The review of the literature, whia is the basis of the "state of the arts"

study in Part II of the report, emphasizes material published since 1965. ,

Other studies have adequately reviewed the literature published earlier.

The literature includes empirical studies, "thitik-pieces," speculative articles

and articles written to support the views of special interest groups.
0-007;

Chapter One of Part II presents a summary of the findings on worker

displacement because of technological change and adjustment mechanisms;

analyzes the policy recommendations* in the literaturerand points out needed
$

research to close the gaps in the existing knowledge. Chapter Tivo presents

the detailed "state of the arts" study on the impact of technological change

on workers and jobs in the aggregate economy; 'in the skill mix; by age,

ethnic and sex groups; and by occupations and indtistry. Chapter Three

contains the detailed review of the privately developed adjustment mechanisms ,

and publicly developed adjustment mechanisms used to aid workers, and

reviews which workers benefit the most and which workers benefit the least
k

from these adjustment mechanisms.
VP
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Risking overstatement's, several generalizations from the existing

literatufe are developed. By far the most confmon view in,the literature

(but not ,Inanitilous) is that technological change has affected job opportunities

and altered needed skills somewliat, but that full employment with good

job-information prOgrams and privately developed adjustment mechanisms

can handle and has handled the worker adjustment problems quite well in

the vast majority of the cases. This is viewed as especially likely to 16e

true if advanced notification of change and labor-management cooperation
Yyy

and planning are used. S worker groups, such as older workers,

minorities, females and, perhaps, younger workers and unskilled workers

especially in non-union areas, may encounter more severe problems from

technological change and need additional help in adjusting to the change.

The private sector has detloped a large number of adjustment

mechanisms for workers affected by technological change; and these private

sector programs have, evidently, aided a great many workers in adjusting

to change. Much of the impact appears to be handled by the non-glamorOus

adjustment mechanisms of or-the-job retraining and upgrading, and/or

in-plant transfers, 'with more formalized retraining by companies and unions,

attrition, wider seniority and some relocation. For those who become

unemplciyed, the use of severance pay, counseling and placement aids

appear's fairly common, while supplementary unemployment benefits and,

especially, guaranteed annual wages and work-sharing are used relatively
.

'little as adjustment mechanisms. Considerable use of pay incentives and,

ig9 *S.
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to a much lesser extent, profit sharing appears in the literature as means

to compensate workers for accepting technological change. Moreover,

many, perhaps a large majority of workers seem willing iq accept new

technologies because they believe this will lead\ti higher earnings. Little

use of third-party representativ.es or other aids to labor-management

. negotiations was found in the literature: '

Full employment policy is the most beneficial public policy, and it

,
is basic to allowing the effective use of private adjustment Mechanisms.

Public retraining and, especially, public employment and public relocation

assistance have been used sparingly as aids for technologically displaced

workers.

Much of the literature reviewed either explicitly presents policy

recommendations for aiding worker adjustment to technological change or

strongly implies policy directions. The policy recommendations can, in

general, be grouped into three general views: Those who see the impact

of automation and mechanization as having drastic effects on skills and jobs

naturally tend to propose policies which call for major changes in the

system. Those writers who see, little impact on skills and jobg'obviouslY

call for little additional policy beyond full employment, policy and basic

laborrmanagetnent cooperation. Finally, those writers' and reports which

were grOuped into the "middle view" in this report call for extension of
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present activities and some development of slightly broader-based adjust-

ment mechanisms but not for major revisions of the system.
%

The middle view represents the vast .majority of those writers

recommending policy. Most of these writers, who advocate continued

use of collective bargaining and labor-management cooperative planning,

spill out specific p ivate adjustment mechanisms. they feel .will be beneficial.

The use of vario training/transfer, seniority -an& attrition programs in

the private sector receives considerable attention. Thus most writers

are calling for the continued and expanded use of the type of programs

which appear to have been used the most as adjustment mechanisms in

the past.

When employment must be reduced due to automation, one recom-
ti

mendation is to use normal attrition and early retirement programs to

reduce the work force . Private counseling, placement and referral programs

are recommended for displaced workers. These programs are also -recom-

mended in order to reduce anxiety in workers undergoin retraining and

job transfers .

Several writers have pointed out that management can greatly reduce

the impact of technological change if the rate of introduction and diffusion

of the new technology is gradual rather than sudden. Wage incentives are

recommended as a method of compensating workers in order to achieve
.

better acceptance of technological change and to get workers to accept

education and training which will create greater flexibility for change.
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The 'public policies- advocated include the needs for full employment

and for cooperative labor-management planning. There'll some dispute

as to how to pro 11 employment programs, A large amount of literature
,

advocates the expanded use of public retraining and relocation assistance

programs and the expanded use of public education to aid workers adjust-
-6:-

ment to technological change. This is probably the greatest divergence

found in the literature' between mechanisms actually in use and those

recommended. In the area of general education the picturesis still somewhat

clouded. A great many authors call for more education in order to allow

greater worker flexibility -to change, but there nis no consensus concerning

the, type of' education this requires..

As pointed out- earlier, the basic private and public adjustment

mechanisms discussed above are thought to be all that is needed to aid

most workers in adjusting to technological change; however, 'special additional

aids are recommended for sped groups of workers in our economy. -This
_)S

extra help is usually assumed to be public programs in the areas of

retraining, relocation; public employment, basic education, income maintenance-

and urban-regional development. Most authors see little use and need for

work rules of the restrictive or guaraiBed-numbers-of-jobs nature.

To summarize, most of the literature concludes that policies of full

employment and labor-management 'cooperation, including advance planning

for change will handle the vast majority or worker adjustment problems.

Private adjustment mechanisms should include a multiple number ofadjustment
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optiOns to give workers alternatiyes to best fit their own needs and preferences.

Public adjustment mechanismsinclude a recommended expansimi of retraining

and education fOr adaption to technological change; however, just what type of

training and education- -broad, narrow, etc .--that Will best aid worker -

adjustment is not clear. Public,adjustment programs also need to be expanded

to aid particular groups in the.work force including minorities, women, -older

workers and the unskilled.

A single comment concerning the general "state of the arts" in this area

would have to stress the almost complete lack of any solid research'that

examines a representative sample of the labor force. The existing literature
44-e.

is limited, almost entirely, to relatively narrow inquirreg which therefore

have only limited general implications.
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CHAPTER I

SUMMARY, POLICY IMPLICATIONS ,

AND RESEARCH NEEDS

Iritroduction

Part II presents a review of the literature which outlines and

critizes the ptiblished knowledge qnd opinions concerning the .private

and public adjustment mechanisms used by workers in adaptingo to tech-

nological change. Time and financial constraints, limited the study to the

literature published from 1965 through 1973. Other reviews have summarized

the earlier literature. Chapter I summarizes the findings, reviews the

various policy recommendations that are contained in the existing literature;

and points out gaps in the existing knowledge which need to be closed

or narrowed in order to make more enlighterke4olicy recommendations

in this area possible. Chapter II discusses which workers have been

affected adversely and which favorably by technological change. Chapter

III discusses the various adjustment mechanisms that have been used

and what workers appear to have benefited the most from these mechanisms.

In these chapters the "existing knowledge" is criticized on the basis of

its theoretical content, speculative, discussions and the empirical evidencq

it presents.
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The "findings" presented here are drawn from many diverse articles
J

of varying quality, including good and mediocre emPi-rical research,

"think-pieces," futuristic speculations, and, the 'perspectives of special

interest groups. A noteworthy comment on the general 'state-of-the-arts

in this area is the almost complete lack of any solid research that examines

a representative sample of the labor force . The existing literature is

limited, almost entirely, to relatively narrow inquiries ,which therefore

have oily limited genera,' implications.

Summary of Worker Displacement and Adjustment

The extent that technological change has affected skill requit'ements

and jobs and thus threatens to displace workers may be divided into three

general views . The most radical view is that technological change has

had a great impact on the skilL-mix requirements and on jobs in the economy.

The view of adju-stment mechanibms as expressed by the majority of
.

this, group is that they have been inadequate . Private adjustment mechanisms

.

are largely lacking in the non-union sector; and good .adjustment mechinisms

are lacking in the unionized sector, because the rate and imPact of tech-

nological change has destroyed union powers to resist and/or to aid

workers. Some authors' who concluded that technological change had been

rppid and very signIficant in its impact on jobs found many privath adjust-
A

ment mechanipms to be working well and greatly aiding worker transition
a a

to change.
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The opposite view is- expresed by-writers whb conclude that tech-.

nological change has had relatively little impact on skill requirements
0 h,

and thus' on jobs . These authors naturally believe little attention needs

to be given to adjustment mechanisms except in, a few isolated cases:-

Full-employment policies by the government and blsic Minimal off-the-job

n '
'retraining- and, perhaps, transfers to new jobs With similar .or identical

,
skill requirements are all that are required, according to this View.

Someb of the advocates of this "little impact" view conclude that employers

may create more employment problems than need be with technological hang

by unnecessarily' increasing skill requirements for entry into jobs.

The third and by far the most common view or Position is that

technological change has affected job opportunities and altered needed

skills somewhat, but,that full employment with good jobzinformhtion'pro-

grams and privately developed adjustment mechanisms can habdle and have

handled the worker adjustment problems quite well in the vat majority

of the eases . This is viewed as especially likely to be true if advanced

notification of change and labor-management cooperation and planning are

used.. For special groups who encounter more severe_problems from

technological change, such as Older workers, ,minorities ferruiles and,.

perhaps , younger
i

workers and, unskilled workers bspecial141. ttubn-union
6

areas, additional help may be needed. This extra help- is usually apsumed

a) be public programs in the areas of retraining, 'relocation, public

employment, basic education, income maintenance and urban-regional
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development. Most authors of this "middle view" se& little use and'need
,

, .. 'v It
for work rules of the restrictive or guaranteed-numb'ers-of-jobs nature.

In fact, the use of these 'Provisions may eve decreased over the last

two decades. Even where job secity rovisions have been ised, very-,

littletrefarding of the rate of technolb ge has occurred, according

to the evidence put forth by these write

The review of the literature on the actual adjustment mechanisms

,used tends to support the "middle view' concept of technology and worker

displacement. The full employment Policy is the .most beneficial public

policy, and It is basic to allowing the effective use of private adjustment

mechanisnis. Public etraining and; especially, public employme,nt and public

relocation assistance have been used, sparingly as aids for technologically

displaced workers. ,

in the private., sector, ornuc of the impact appears to be handled

by the non-glamorous adjustment mechanisms of on-thelob ,retraining and

,up-grading, and/Or in-plant tran fer,s, with more formalized retraining

by companies and unions, attriti n, wider seniority and some relocation.

For 'illoselto become unemploye , he use of severance pay, counseling

and ,placernrt aids appears fairly comnion; while supplementary unem o

,ment behefits and, especially, guarnaltal wages and work-sharin

are used retatively;little as adjustment mechanihms. Considerable user of

pay \incentives and, to as much lesser' extent,, profit sharing appears in the

literature- as, means to -compensate workers, for accepting technological.
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Change . Moreover many; Derhaps, large majority of workers seem

willing to 'accept, new technologies ,because they believe this will lead to

higher earnings. Little use of third party representatives Or other aids

to labor-management negotiations was found in the literature,

It dbes appear that unionized workers have more alternative 'adjust-

. m9nt me0anisms available to them than do non-union workers;" hoWever,

it should be 'remembered. that some writers, felt unions were not particularly
_

effective in establishing adjustment mechanisms-. The reasons given for,
this were either, that there was a fack.of_concern by union leaders, or ,

more of

force
s

that' there was leigS,union power due, to the reduCed work-

and reduced union meriibership brought orvby,technologieal change..

Another fairly common consensus is that the growth of adjustment
-

mechanisms and the sometimes difficult Jabot-rbanagement-negotiations

resulting from the introduction of new technologies.haVe not retarded.the

adoption of technological improvements in most areas of the United States'

economy. The use of restrictive:work rules and narrow job protection

provisions is light in most. sectors of the economy and tends to 'be- con-

centrated mainly among the Skilled-crafts groups. Many writers have

pointed out that the continued introdlictiok of.new technologies in industries e

and occupations such- as railroads, longshoremen, steel Wand grincing has

generated a great deal of discussion concerning restrictive work practiCes1---.',
,------<

Often- these restrictive practices' have been gredtly modified in return

for the introduction of other adjustmerit programs. The only area of
C

4) , ,
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the economy which receives much attention concerning' the possibility of

detgimental effects resulting from restrictive 'work rules (i.e. , lower

productivity and higher cost) '-s41ie construction industry

Polleiltecommendations in the Recent Literature

Much of the literature reviewed in, Chapters II and III of this

pare-of the report either explicitly present poliCy recommendahons for

aiding worker adjustment to technological change or strongly imply, policy

'directions . In this section the policy recommendations frcn the various

writers are consolidated and present. The literature ci d in this section

will be limited to the material published over the last six years (1968

through W78), since the various policy ideas published before then have be &n

presented in earlier reviews.'

The Policy recommendations can, in general,- be grouped into the

three general views (as developed in the preceding section of this chapter).

Those who see the impact of automation and mechanization as having drastic

effects on skills and jobs naturally tend to propose policies which call for

major changes in the system. Those writers who see little impact on skills

and jobs obviously call for little additional policy beyond full-employment

policy and basis labor:management cooperation. Finally, those writers

1Prasow and Massarik (69:26.00)
Weber (68:10.00)
National Commission (66:41.00)

NICB (66:42.00)
Calif . COm.mission (64:6.00)

(Footnote number references correspond to Bibliography entries, with the
first two digits representing the year of publication, and the balance the
alphabetical order for the year.)
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and reports which were grouped into the "middle ;view" in this report

call for an extension of, present activities and some development of slightly

broader-,baged adjustment mechanipm but not for major revisions of the
.syStem.

/A considerable amount of the policy-related literature over the last./six years has been concerned with workers' attitudes toward technological

change and with developing (programs for job enrichment in order to -increase
v

worker satisfaicin . 2 These programs must be viewed as part of the total

policf "package" along with the financial and job-security programs dis-/
-

. cussed artier since' the broad goal of all adjustment mechanisms, (as

ciussel in the' conceptual chapter in Part I on welfare theory and worker

adjug tment) is to increase satisfaction for the worker on the job and for

the.worker and his family consumers.
I

Among those writers who see a need for major ,shifts. in policy

due to technological change are those who advocate nationalization of

industry3r (i.e., socialism) as the proper government response. Kelsci

4"and Hetter, however,' believe that 'the system could be improved by making

2 For eicam'ple, see:
Champagne (72:3.00),
Knecht (72'13_,,00)
Sheppard (72:18.00)
Winpisinger (72:22.00)
Cancro (71:2.50)
Davis (71:2.40)

`t

Davis (71:2 . 50)
Sheppard (71:8.50)
McNiff (70:9 . 50)
Presthus (70:13.00)
Smith (70:17 . 50)
Sheppard (69:30.00)

*3Bloice (72:1.7,S), Melachanik (69:22.00)

4Kelso and Hetter (72:11.50)
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everyone a capitalist, an owner of corporate stock. Ferkiss5 sees society

as being drastically' changed by the impaict of technology; and he sees this

change destroying the ability of the old style "bourgeois man' or industrial

man to provide leadership. Society's salvation lies in the- creation of

"technological man" who will be able to control and coordinate technological

change and thus to preserve society.

Several. other authors conclude that technological change is having

major impacts on society; however, their recommended solutions do not entail

as radical set of changes as do those expressed in the preceding paragraph .,

Most of these writers feel that past government policy has been inadequate

and based on short-sighted planning; thus the need is for greater planning

and broader public policies . 6 Some such as Seligman7 recommend the

adoption of governMent representation in collective bargaining in order to

ensure that adequate attention is being given to the consequences of automation.

An often expressed need is for enlarged public employMent programs

in order to maintain job opportunities 'and to provide needed services to

society. 8 Those authors who see technological change creating much new

leisure time have emphasized the need for new education program6 to .

5Ferkiss (69:6.50)

6Kassalow (70:8:00, Barnes (70:0.50)

7Seligman (70:13.90)

8Siemiller (70:7.20)
Sexton and Sexton. (71:8.25)

Siegel and Belitsky (70:17.00)
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teach people how to deal with this leisure time.9 Others see education

and training changing to give workers the ability to adapt to a continual

shirt from one occupation to another over their working life .because of

technological change.10 The unionists' view that American business uses

new technology along with cheap labor in foreign nations to destroy

American workers' jobs leads to their advocating more restrictive import

quotas as a job protection measure,11

Private sector adjustments advocated by these writers who see

technological 'change as having major impacts on the system include work

sharing via longer vacations and shorter working hours,12 flexible work

schednling,l3 more adapting technological change to meet workers' skills,

and behavior rather than forcing workers to' adapt with little choice.14

The writers also recommend that work'e'rs be represented on the board

of 'directors of the enterprises.15

Articles representing the opposite view, that technological change

has had. very little impact on the system and therefore little or no. policy

9Reisman (71:7.00)

1°Lee and Lancaster (71:4.60),

11Shepard (71:8.00)

12Seimiller (70:17.20)

13Best (73:0.50)

14Meissner (69:21..00)

15Delacourt-Smith (70:3.55)
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. is needed, besides full employment and basic labor-management cooperation,

are fairly sparse. Jaffe and Frooinkin16 and Weinburg171conclude that

ilittle unemployment is caused by technological change and what is caused

can be taken care of by the government actions to stimulate aggregate

// demand. An article in the Monthly Labor Review18 emphasizes the necessity

of promoting home construction and reducing restrictive work-practices in

the industry, but views legislation and/or governmental intervention as

too harsh measures to use. In relation to worker satisfaction, an article

by W. H. Form19 is representative of several articles which conclude

that considerable evidence exists which points to the major modification

or even aban,dOnment of the technological explanations of worker alienation.

The two more extreme views r positions concernidg policy for

aiding worker adjustment to technological change have been covered. and

a turn to the middle view is made which represents the vast majority of

those writers recommending policy. A number of writers have recommended

the continued, expanded use of 1gor-management cooperation and bargaining

as vital to the establishment of effective adjustment mechanisms. 20 Other

16Jaffe and Froomkin (68:6.00)

17Weinburg (70:17.85) and Weinburg does advocate more use of education
and wider use of several private adjustment mechanisms.

18DOL (69:35.00)

19Form (72:6.00)

20Rosow (72 :16. 00)
Meshel (70:11.70)

Perline and Tull (69:2' -00)
.Weber (68:20.00)
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articles have advocated the continued use of collective bargaining and cooperation

for specific industries and occupations including lojagshorerpen, 21 railroads, 22

printing23 and airlines.24 Several authors call for more planning for adjustment
.

by management25 and by personnel administrators, 26 while others point out

the need to plan with the cooperation of labor and to allow the workers (or

unions) to share in the decision process .27 The need-for advance notification

of change is often discussed28 in order to gain cooperation from labor, to

allow for labor cooperation in planning and to give workers sufficient lead

time in which to find alternative, work to other options.
ft

Most of the writers who advocate continued use of collective bargaining

and labor-management cooperative planning also epell out specific private

adjustment mechanisms they feel will be beneficial. The use of various

21Goldberg (68:5.00)1

22Rehmus (71:6.50), Levine (69:14.00)

23*Critchlow (70:3.00)

24Kahn (71:4.25)

250'Carroll (71:6.25)
Rothberg (69:29.00)

20Rezler (Z2:15.00)

27Davey (72:4.00)
Knecht (72 :13.00)
Burack and Pati (70:2.00)

28BLS , DO L (72 :2.00)
Weinberg (70:17.85)
Levine' (69:14.00)

L Prasow arid Massarik (69:26.00)

Stern (69:3.100)

Prasow and Massarik (69:26.00)
OECD ('68:0.75)
Freedman (68:4.50)

Rothberg (69:29.00)
Stern (69:31.00)
Ullman (69 :33.00)
Freedman (68:4.50)
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training, transfer, seniority and attrition programs in the private sector

receives considerable attention. Thus most writers are calling for the

continued and expanded use of the type of programs which appear to have

been used the most as adjustment mechanisms in the past.

The use of company and union training and retraining programs is

probably the most often recommended specific adjustment aid for the private

sector. 29 On-the-job training is cited 30 as the optimal method to develop

skills for specific new work activities.generated by technological change,

but it is probably tob narrow to "educate" workers for adaptation to change.

In fact, a U.S. Dept'. of Labor. study31 concludes that in-plant education

in. general often teaches a person only skills directly related to his particular

job and not skills related to increasing that worker's mobility. This is to

be expected for profit-maximizing firms, since the firm co,n,expect to recapture

the investment costs of the specific training; but the investment costs of

more generalized training which increases worker Mobility ,}nay be lost

if thiS allows the worker to change employers:

29For example, see:-
BLS , DO L (72 :2. 00)
Howenstine (72:8 . 00).
Vickery (72:21.00)
Mortimer (71:4. 90)
O'Carroll (71:6.25)
Burack and Pati (70:2.00)
Critchlow (70:3.00)

"Burack and Pati (70:2.00)
Mueller, et al. (69:23.00)

31DOL (68:9.00)

Weinberg (70:17.85)
. Levine (69:14.00)
Prasow and Massarik (69:27.00)
Rothberg (69:29.00)
Stern (69:31. 00)
Ullman (69t33.00)
Burack and McNichols

Prasow And Massarik (69:27.00)
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Rezler32 advocates the use of continued retraining and educational upgrading

for personnel managers in order to allow them to plan better for the needed

retraining and transfer of workers affected by technological change.

Much of the retraining may be combined with intraplant or inter-

plant transfer and relocation.33 Of course, transfers to identical jobs

may also be used as adjustment mechanisms if this is feasible. The use

of relocation is viewed as highly. desirable in the case of plant shutdowns.

When employment must be reduced due to automation, one recom-

mendation is to use normal attrition34 and early retirement programs35

to reduce the work force. Private counseling, placement and referral pro-

grams are recommended36 for displaced workers. These programs are

also recommended in order to reduce anxiety,in workers undergoing

retraining and job transfers.

z

32Rezler (72:15.00)

33BLS, DOL (72:2.00) Stern (69:31.00)
Rezler (72:15.00) Ullman (69:33.00)
Wolfbein (70:19.00)

34Critchlow (70:3.00) Rothberg (69:29.00)
Weinberg (70:17.85)

35 Lsvine (69:14.00), Ullman (69:33.00)

36Rothberg (69:29.00) Ullman(69 :33.00)
Stern (69:31:00)
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Other authors37 have recommended job security provisions as adjust-

ment mechanisms. Several writers have pointed out that management can

greatly reduce the impact of technological change if the rate of introduction

and diffusion of the new technology is gradual rather than sudden. 38 Wage

incentives are recommended as a method of compensating workers in order

to achieve better acceptance of technological change39 and to get workers

to accept education and training which will create greater flexibility for

change, 40

The discussion has been elaborating on' specific private adjustment

mechanisms recommended by writers in what we called the "middle view"
. -

concerning technological change and employment.. We now turn to the public

policies advocated by this group. ,Of course, full employment policy is taken

as a basic requirement,to all other adjustment mechanisms.41 A large amount

of literature 'advocates the expanded use of public retraining" and relocation

37Weinberg (70:17.85), Levine (69:14.00)

'38Critchlow (70:3.00)
Herman (70:6.00)

Prasow and Massarik (69:27, 00)
Manpower Adm DO L (68:9.00)

39Kahn (71:4.25), Mueller, et al. (69:23.00)

40Burack and McNichols (68 f0.50)

41Howenstine (72:8.00) Stern (69:31.00)
Bell (71:1.00) Ullman (69:33.00)
Wolfbein (70:19.00)

"Bell (71:1.00)
Mortimer (71:4.90)
Larkin (70:9.30)
Weinberg (70:17.85)

Wolfbein (70:19.00)
Ullman (69:33.00)
OECD (68:0.75)
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assistance programs43) and die expanded use of public education to aid worker

adjustment to technological change. This is probably thergreateSt divergence

found in the literature between mechanisms actually In use and those recom-
%

mended. 'Several writers cite the special need for public retraining programs

for technologically displaced workers in the non- unionized sect4. 44

In a review of the literature through 1967, 'Prasow and Massarik45

concluded that education must change significantly in order to aidpeople

in adjustment; just what form the education should take=-brpader, compre
.

hensive, specialized, ,or, some combination-7was not clear. The picture

is still somewhat clouded. A great many authors46 Call for more education

in order to allow greater worker flexibility to change, but there is no con-
;

O

sensus concerning the type of education this requires.

In addition to education for change, other writers have called for

basic adult education47 and vocational education48 for unskilled farm workers

The Mueller, et. al. study49 concluded that specific oh-the-job-training

Rothberg (69:2.50)43Wolfbein (70:19.00)
Canada, Dept. of Labour (69:2.00)

44Cargill and Rosemiller (69:2.50)
Fulco (69:8.00)

45Prasow and Massarik (69:26.00)

' 46Drucker (73:0. 75)
Lee and Lancaster (71:4.60)
Mueller, et al. (69:23.00)

47Cargill and Rosemiller (69:2.50)

48 Fulco (69:23. 00)

Zeisel (68:21. 00)

Ullman (69:33.00)
Bell (71:1.00)
Manpower Adm . , DO L (68 :9. 01,
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seemed to prepare workers for new jobs better than vocational education

does. Other studies5° have advocated public education which teaches the

latest applicatiOns of new technology in Order to keep management abreast

of current developments.

In order to speed up thewadjustment process and reduce the cost of

worker adjustment to technological change for the individuals involved and

for society, several studies51 have called for the expanded use of public -

planning, The. lanning 'can encompass education, retraining and relocation

problems as well as provide information52 concerning ,the impact of tech-

nological change and means of adjusting to the change. Planning and infor'

mationrprograms can also lead to the effective utilization of public counseling

and placement programs53 to aid the re-employment effort of displaced workers.

Stern54 concludes that information, -placeihent, and counseling programs

combined with a full employment economy are ,effective methods for handling

the adjustment of, ost displaced workers.

50Burack and Pati (70:2.00), Burack and McNichols (68:0.50)

5IBell (71:1.00)
Burack and Pati (70:2.00)

52Larkin (70:9.30)
Stern (69:2, 50Y

53Larkin .(70 :9.30)
Cargill and Rosemillet (69:2.50)

54Stern (69 :31. 00)

Stern (69:31.00)

Manpower Adm. , DO L (68:10. 00)

Zeisel (68:21.00)
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As pointed out earlier, the basic private and public adjustmernt

mechanisms discussed above are thought to be all that is needed to aid most

workers in adjusting to techn$logical change; however, special additional

aids are recommended for special groups of workers in our economy:
. O he

such special group is the AsIcilled, non-unionized workers. Studies. of the

farm workers and textile illitrworkers can `'demonstrate the policies recorn-.

mended for these workers who are being displaced by new.technologies.1

Basically the recommendations are for expanded public programs

and service,s. Schmitz and Seckler55 point out the need for policies to

distrfbute the benefits and costs of.technologiCal change more equitably';

A study edited by Cargill and Rosemiller56 recoimmends enlarged public

programs for farm workers, including adult basic education, retraining,

public* employment, extended-uneriiploymentsbenefits, and rural b deIGIOp-,..

meet. Fu1co57 8,1616 argues for public retraining of the MDTA type for farm,,-
."..;

,

workers: 13dt believes that farm mechanizatliin will lead to larger farms where

unionization will be easier to establish. For textile mill workers, Zeise158

urges expanded public programs, of retraining, unemployment benefits and

placement, She argues that this will be especially beneficial to Blacks who

will be relatively the hardest hit by technological displacement in the industry.

55Schmitz and Seckler (7(0:13.40)

56Cargill and Rosemiller,(69:2. 50)

57Fulco (69:8.00)

58Zeisel (68:21.00)
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Young59 believes Black workers will suffer relatively more tech-
-

nOlogical displacement in the economy as a whole and argues for guaranteed
9

, annual incomes and public employment to- aid these dispossesied, Agassi60

19

believes- women are also likely to suffer relatively greater displacement

due to technological change. She stresses the need for lawsgiving women,

ecfuality of opportunity in private programs such as'seniority, pension rights,

job, security, promotion and training in order to allow women workers to- .

benefit equally with men from technological change. She also recommends,

9

a large increase in public ;child care centers and other social services to ,

with special attention being given by the4ederal government,to ensure a

the working,wdman;

ffected by automation, These inc de proVision for early retirement,,61

Several authors have r ommended Policies Sp
,

ific for older workers'

livable retirement income and adequate h.'ffuSig and recreational facilities. 62

Dalton and Thompson63 belieye older workers cakb,e_aided in maintaining

employment by private programs for refreshr educat n and training, by

better coordination job assignments and ills available counseling,

59Young ''(70:20.00)

60Agas si (72:1.50)

61-Levine (69:14.00)
Mueller, et al, (69:4 00)

ernational Colloquium (70:0.10)
-"\63 a\a-- Thompson (71:2.60)

Goldberg (68:5.00)
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. . .and by,vesting of pension rights to enable. older workers to change jobs more

. ,, .$ ,

To summarize this section, most of the literature concludes that
. .' ..

p 1 liciegrof full-employment and labor-management ,cooperation including

advance planning for change, will handle the vast majority of worker adjust-
.

ment problems=, although some improveinentkis, needed in the non-union sector.

Private a Justment mech niSms should include a multiple nufnber of adjust-

ment oRt ons to give,workers alternatives to best fit their own needs and

preferences. Public 'adjustment mechanisms include a recommended expansion

ofzretraining and education for adapt-RAI-to -technological change; however,

just what type of training, and educationbroad, narrow, etc. --that will

bbst aid worker adjustment is not clear, Public adjustmerprograms also

need to b9,'6Xpanded to aid Oarticular groups in the work force including

minoritties, women, older work

Gaps the Existing Knowledge
in the !Literature,

s and the unskilled.

,'he discussion of the gaps in the literature will be confined to issues

at the aggr4ate-level rather than at the level of particular industries or

occuaptions : Fe of the underlying theoretical relationships discussed in

Part I among technolo al change, production processes, cost, output and

employment levels are inco

a"feQq the discussions concernin adjustment mechanisms are based on

orate6in the existing studies; likewise, only

a welfarfra work in which the pros d cons of differing approaches

157
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are weighed and compared.. 'As pointed out above, the most common' assumptiOn

is that an economy which maintains a full-employment growth path will

minimize the need for elaborate adjustment meoiiarisms by minimizing the'

impact of technological change on job opportuni s. 'Few studies attempt

to analyse- the effect that different types of adjustment mechanisms have 011

the potential,non-inflationary groWth rate of the economy.

.There is a serious gap in the knowledge concerning the actual effect

technological change is having onsernployment. This is witnessed by the

many diverseopinions found in the literature. There has been little empirical

evidence developed concerning shifts in the production function resulting

from technologicai improvements; that is, are these shifts labor saving,

or using or neutral, and what is the quantitative effects on labor needs?

Perhaps more important, little appears to be know n concerning the
6

effect of technological changes on the skill-mix required by employers. Has

it tie aVerage, increased the skill levels required or decreased the require-

ments? Has 1 iriated some. skills while creating a need kir new ones/
/ .

/ -..
N, It

How large has been the ahift in the skill-mix? Many authors, but not all,

( conclude the shift tends to be irn.all in most cases, allowing for easy worker

flexibility in adapting to the slightly erent work activity; In relation

to this skill-mix shift, several authors argue that the skill requirements

are lowered over the longer-run, after attechnological innovation, as employers

attempt to break,up and to routinize the job duties inorder to Lower lablr

/50
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costs. Little empirical evidence concerning this short run-long run skill-
.

mix shift has been developed, however.

Even if technological changes reduce labor requirements in general

or for specific skill groups fot a given output level, the change may also

reduce costs. If this leads to lower prices and greater sales, then the

derived demand for labor will inctease which will help to offset any reduction

in labor demands caused by the initial technological change. As has been

--,
pointed out in an earlier study, 64 however, little is known about the relation-

54

ship between cost changes and price changes and thus about the effect of

technological change,on the expansion of sales and employment opportunities

in the plant.

Another area where little research appears in the current literature ,

concerns shifts in the relative input price ratios of capital and labor as

new technologies are introduced. This input price shift could occur as a

result of the use of new capital equipment, as a result of shifts in the skill-

mix needed In. the new technology and/or from reactions to the change by

unions which affect labor costs.

Still another apparently unresearched topic is the effect a technological

change in the production of one commodity has on the sales of goods and

services which are complements or substitutes to the original commodity.

If the technological change creates increases or decreases in the sales of

other commodities, then this would lead to increases or decreases,

64Manpower. Adm. , DOL (68:10.00)
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respectively, in employment in these industries. Unfortunately, virtually

nothing appears in the literature concerning the size of these indirect effects.

Several studies have researched the question of which worker groups,

by levels, demographic characteristics, industry and degree of unionization,

have made successful adjustments to change and which have not, The surveys

tend to have been limited in sample size, to have been specific to particular

industries or occupations, and/or to have used net statistics rather than

using statistics pertaining to individuals involved. Thus several authors

have called for further research in these areas using larger, more compre-

hensivesample sizes. 65 The Mueller, 66 et al. study group also called for

more research covering labor-farce dropouts as related to technological

change and the welfare loss incurred by these ex-workers. They also

advocated more research on the effects of technological change on workers
. im

during periods of slow or stagnant economic growth as comparetitb eir

study (and others' studies) based in the strong full employment period of

the late 1960's.

Much of the literature on'worker adjustment is related to what types

of adjustment mechanisms are found in labor contracts and in other agree-

ments. Considerable work has been done to dete-rmine which of these adjust-

ments techniques are mosti. ised and preferred by various worker groups;

but there still app ars-b be onsiderable room for more research into which

65Mueller, et al. (69:23.00), International Colloquium (70:0.10)

66Mueller, et al. (69:23.00)
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mechanisms are viewed as most satisfactory before technological innovations

occur and after the actual change takes place, in the short-run and in the

long-run. 67 Related to this is the question of how much choice among various

alternative mechanisms do individual workers have, and how good is the

. information on which they must base their decisions. In addition, more

research is needed concerning the benefits and costs of the various adjust-

ment mechanisms to individuals, firms and society as a whole. 68 This

must be done before rational studies of cost and welfare effectiveness of

the various proposals can be attempted.

In the public sectors, questions still need to be answered concerning

what type and how much education and training is optimal for aiding workers'

adjustment and maximizing societal welfare. The literature calls for ex-
O

panded public programs of education and retraining; but it also promotes

many, often contradictory approaches. As discussed earlier, several writers

believe that full employment can be maintainer) only through the use of

public employment programs; however, a greater number see no need for

publics employment as a long run or permanent feature. Finally a few studies

called for more public representation in private labor-mana ment negotiations.

Unfortunately, national goals and priorities and even info on needed

to establish goals are either not available or not unanimously agreed upon

in the current knowledge. Likewise; methods for controlling private sector

°Manpower Adni. , DOL (68:10. 00)

68Lee and Lancaster (71:4.60), Manpower Adm. , DOL (68:10. 00)
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agreements to make them fall more in line with national policies have not

been greatly researched to date.

/57
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CHAPTER 2

TECHNOLOGICAL. IMPACT ON

WORKERS AND JOBS

Introduction

Risking overgeneralization a summary of the findings of this chapter

shows that in the aggregate economy, as long as full employment growth

is maintained, technological change has riot increased and is not increasing

the percentage of the eligible work force Who are unemployed. In specific

regions, industries, occupations and worker groups, problems do appear

to exist. No specific conclusions about these problem areas and about

the value of specific adjustment mechanisms exist unanimously in the

literature. Tt e actual empirical research is spotty and usually localized

in scope.' Much of the "factual" research on industries is based on repo ed

contractual agreements and arbitration decislions.

The occupational studies tend to use national aggregate3tatistics;

using these obscures the effects in local labor markets and on individual

workers. Many of the conclusions reached concerning the impact of tech-
;

nological change and the value of adjustment mechanisms are somewhat

11
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tentative. Contrasting results and recommendations can' be found for most

industries and worker groups studied.'

The remainder of this chapter is divided into five sections. Section

one will present evidence dealing with the general view of technological

change and jobs. Section two will contain material based on effects by skill

level and blue-collar versus white-collar jobs. Section three will review

the current state, -of -the -arts for various ethnic groups, sexes and age groups.

Section four will contain the various industry and occupation studie's: Section

five will present general material on technological change and job satisfaction,

and on employment with changing technology in differing economic systems.

Technological Change and Aggregate Employment

At the aggregate level, the majority viewpoint is that technological

change is not creating massive unemployment nor increasing the percentage

of unemployed in the economy. This was the basic finding of the National

Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress in 1965;

and it has tended to be re-enforced over the last eight years. Weinberg in

a 1970 article2 stases that technology has not been responsible in and of

itself for increasing unemployment; the views expressed by Silberman,3

'The same basic conclusions were reached in a study reviewing the literature
from 1956-1967. , See Prasow and Massarik, (69:26.00). The number in
parentheses is the article index number by which the article is listed in thc,-
bibliography at the end of Part II of this report.

2Weinberg (70:17.85)

3Silberman (66:56.00)
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Mueller, and in a U.S: Dept. of Labor publication agree with Weinberg's

opinion. Weinburg feels that the pace of technological change has been

quickening without affecting aggregate employment adversely; however,

Silberman stresses that there simply has not been as much automation, in

reality, as is often supposed. Silberman feels that social commentators

have overplayed the growth of automation and its impact on acutal jobs.

Felix Parkert, in an article concerning Western European employment and

technological change, goes a step further and argues that in the aggregate

unemployment has actually been decreased as a result of the introduction

of new technology.(,

One of few empirical studiqs dealing with technological impact on

workers in all regions and occupations was conducted at the University of

Michigan by Eva Mueller et al. The study surveyed 2,662 workers in 1967

to determine the effects of technological change. The results showed that

very few workers had been unemployed or had worked shorter hours because

of technological change, although 10 percent reported their jobs had been
sr.

affected. The study did show that better-educated workers may have been

influencing the rate of technological change (as discussed in Section one,

Chapter III of Part I of this report). Mueller et al. also reported that

4Mueller, et al. (69:23.00)

5U. S. Dept. of Labor (68:10.00)

6Parkert, (68:13.00)

7Mueller, (69:23.00)
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most workers appeared to like working with improved machines because

doing so improved their chalices for increased earnings. The Mueller

. study was perhaps biased by not including labor force dropouts and by

using a relatively .small sample size.

As stated in the introduction; contradictory views on just about every

position or conclusion can be found in the literature. Exceptions to the

view that there is little impact on aggregate employment from technological

change are represented by Deutsch, 8 Seligman9 and Page.10 Deutsch found

that 60 percent of the union leaders interviewed believed that automation

increased unemployment. Those leaders who were somewhat confused about

the concept, of automation tended to show more apprehension about change.

This study does not, of course, pick up the aggregate employment effects,

but only the possible employment effects within the industries or firms

represented by the interviewed union leaders.

Seligman and Page feel that technological change leads to serious

employment problems in the economy. Page was particularly concerned

that by the time the statistics revealed the employment, effects, it might

be too late to change the process. It should be noted that the articles

expressing fear of technological change were generally written in the earlier

half of the 1960's or the late 1950's. The fear of automation eliminating

8Deutsh (68 :2 . 00

9Se ligman (66:52.00)

10page (64 :25. 00)
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jobs thus appears to have lessened since the mid 1960's. This may be due

partially to the, long sustained full-employment growth the American economy

experiericed in the 1960's. Mueller et al. did recommend that more studies

be made during periods of slow economic expansion.

Technological Change and the Skill Mix

Probably the most popular idea associated with technological change

is that is has significantly lowered the demand for blue-collar, low-skilled

workers. This view is expressed often in the literature (as represented

by King, 11 Moo rei 12 Michael13 and Killingsworth14 ). Kihg in his 1972

Ph.D. dissertation reviewed arbitration cases froM 1960, to 1970; therefore

his results wohld be for the unionized sector. He found that unskilled jobs

were being eliminated; however, he also found that if the jobs were covered

in current contract provisions, an attrition scheme was usually established

by the arbitrators.. These authors all saw unskilled positions as being

eliminated in favor of more skilled activities

"King (72 :12.00)

'12Moore (70:12.00)

13Michael (67:13.00)

14Killingsworth (64:17.00)
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Contrqry to the above position are arguments expressed by Per line

and Tu1115 and by James Bright16 who feel that automation may actually lower

the average skill levels required in industry. Bright feels that the skill

upgrading will be necessary only in the maintenance-worker area where

more sophisticated machinery must be maintained.

A Bureau of Labor Statistics study17 covering twelve plants in six

basic industries reported little employment impact caused by the introduction.

of computerized production systems. Some jobs demanding higher skills.

were created, but little employment reduction occurred at any of the skill

levels. Prasow and Massarik18 interviewed workers in six aerospace firms

and found little fear of job loss from automation; however, these were

more skilled than average industrial workers, and in these firms effective

on-the-job retraining was being used extensively. Prasow and Massarik

also felt that technological improvements were creating jobs for higher-

skilled workers and, technicians. Rosenburg19 and Kendrick2° agree that

technological change will, in general, raise skill requirements in all

occupations throughout the economy.

15
Perline and Tull (69:25.00)

16Bright ( 66;8.00 & 66:9 . 00)

17B.L.S.., U.S. Dept. of Labor (70:6.00)

18Prasow and Massarik (69:27.00)

19Rosenburg (66:51.00)

20Kendrick, (64:15.00)
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Seligman, 21 like Bright, believes automation and mechanization will

eliminate many skilled workers. El-Shanawaui22 agre s with Seligman

that many skilled jobs will be eliminated; however, he sees the decrease

occurring in the traditional, more physical-skilled, blue-worker jobs, with

an increase occurring in demand for new skilled jobs requiring more per-
.

ceptual and conceptual abilities. Weinberg and Ba1123 feel that q11 skill

levels will have to become more flexible and adaptable to change as tech-

nological change continues and, perhaps, quickens. This need for adapt-

ability is stressed in a 'study of the housing construction industry in Europc;

by Howenstine. 24 He found that the shift prefahricatedhousing was

transferring many work activities from the conatuction site to the factory

and reducing the need for some traditional craft skillvihile creating a
r.

demand for a new occupation--assembling., Theshift has ,also changed.

the type of occupational safety and health hazards faced by workers in home

construction.-

, Many authors express the belief that in the general upgrading of

skills, the number of blue-collar jobs in decreasing while the number of

white-collar jobs is increasing. This belief is expressed in articles by

21Seligman (66:52..00)

.2E1-Shanawaui (62:0,50)

23Weinbdg and Ball (67:23. 00)

24Howenstine (72:8.00)
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assalow, 26 and in an art e in the Oil and Gas

idles stress that the move relatively more white-

a reduction in the percentage of employ represented by

h believe the change will have adverse effects

vidence for his case from government reports and s 'sties,Kasalow

unionism.

from case studies an rom otherartic es.

In the late 1950's and,teces many studies expressed th,ebelief
.

that the trend of blue-collar to white-collar;jobs was having adverse effeeM,

n unions and unionization in the Un' ed States.' Representative of this
,.,,, \
posi are rti es from that ti 'e period by the following authors: Rezler, 8

19- t

We er, 29 h30 and Stern, 31 These authorS held that the union movement

htd to enter the w collar occupations in order to remain viable, and

this would be ext ely difficult.

771.---The chapter on adjustment mechanisms will deal with the use of

collective bargaining as a device to establish adjustment mechanis

25
Clark (66:16.00)

2 6Kass aIow (7,0 :t8. 00)

270i1 and Gas Journal (69:9.50)

2 8Rezler (66:50. 00)

29Weber (66.:63.00)

3°Barb'ash--(63,:i.00)

31Ster -63:15.50)

.
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but, a quick note at this point appear appropriate. 0 expressed

by Barbash and Stern, is that unions will be weakened by tec

change which eliminates blue collar jobs. Unions .will thus be les

to defend workers affected by change and will have to take mainly a de

stance. The opposite view is expressed by writer's (such as Kirsh32
..\,.

feel that unions. And collective bargaining have dealt successfully and will

deal successfully with technological change and will be able satisfactorily

to aid worker adjustment.

In the late 1960's and early 1970's, the literature Is 'almost devoid of

any concern that technological change might adversely fect IFfionization.

Perhaps this is because there was growing evidence to the ontrary. Perhaps

it is because the full employment growth which occur -d over the 1960''s

(as compared to 'the growth over the period 1958 to 1963) simply created so

many jol'ps, blue collar and white collar, tha ess threat was felt by unions.,

Qoncern ay havel lessened because of t growing trend toward unionization

in whit collar, service and public-sector occupations. 33

While many studies point to the growth in white collar, non-production

job adcording to several articles, these jobs are also undergoing considerable

change 4 a result of technological change. 'Burack and Pati34 and Rezler35

32Kirsh ( :19. 00)/
33Golodn (73, :1.00)

34 ck and Pati (70:2.00)

ezl (64 :27.50)
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e many management functions becoming obsolete as automation occurs

land new functionS become necessary. Drucker36 sees the emerging white

collar worker as a "knowledge worker", a person who produces and distributes

information amlideas. Carter37 believes the decline in demand for production-,

type workers will be accompanied byin increase in demand for workers

who can coordinate and integrate activities, as technological change generates

largei- and more complex-systems. Davis38 continues this line of thinking,

but he suggests that the new manager functions will have to include broader

activities (socio-technical) than were present in the manager functions of

the traditional industrial sector. Rezler39 feels that personnel managers

will be particularly affected by technological change. It, will require them

to become more and morQ involved in'anticipating the possible employment

effLts of automation and in establiShittkadjustment mechanishns to aid

workers' and firms adaptations to" the

Two writers ;point to a decrease in.demand for middlei.managers,
4.

supervisors and clerical staff, as computers take over many of their tra-

)ditional activities. Michae14° sees a general.upgrading of skills in both

white collar and blue collar jobs, with more demand for paraprofessionals,

36Drucker (73:0.75)

37Caiter (66:14.00)

38Davis (71:2.40)

39Rezler (72:15.00)

40Michael (67:13. 00)
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but with a decrease in demand for supervisory personnel, 'including middle

management, as cybernation moves into these activities. Whisler41 studies

the impact of computerization on supervisors and cle4s in life insurance

firms. He concluded that computers narrowed and made routine the job

content for these personnel and reduced the number of persons required

for these activities.

Technological Change and Age,
Ethnic, and Sex Groups

In general, studies conclude that older and younger workers, minority

groups and female workers suffer employment problems because of technological

change. For older workers the problem is mainly one of skill obsolescence

and inability to adjust readily; howager, many writers see older unskilled

workers as being displaced primarily because unskilled workers in general

are being displaced. For younger workers, minorities and females, the

normal view is that they relatively more as unskilled workers-in
a

general are displaced, because they tend to be more heavily concentrated

in the unskilled areas. Exceptions to these views do exist and will alsole

discussed. v.

Dunldp, 42 Froomkin43 and an International Colloquium44 all expressed

the view that older workers are encountering employment problems as a

41Whis ler (70:18.00) ,

42DunloP (66:20.00)

43Froomkin (66:23.00)

44Age', Work, and Automation (70:0:10)
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result of increased automation and mechanization. Dunlop believes the

two major problems encountered by older workers are increased educational
I 1

requirements fo,r jobs and the personal and socia costs of occupational1/4,

and geographic movement. The International Colloquium concluded, on

the basis of statistical evidence, that automation is' making it progressively

more difficult for older workers to adjust their life styles to meet changing

employment requirements. Dalton and Thompson45 looked at 2,500 design

and development.engineers affected by technological change in 'six technology-

based firms and found that the skills of older engineers were becoming

obsolescent earlier and earlier in their careers.
. -

Schultz and Weher46 andGerber, 47 and Burack and McNichols48

all found automation affecting older workers and younger workers. Gerber

found both older workers and younger workers in automated companies,

as compared to these groups of workers in non-automated companies

expressed greater job alienation and dissatisfaction. The only difference

was that older workers found their work somewhat more meaningful than

did younger workers. Burack and McNichols 'found older supervisors and

younger technical workers to he significantly affected by technological

change.

45Dalton' and Thompson (71:2,00j

46Schultz and Weber (64:29.00)

47Gerber (65:6.00)

48 Burack and McNichols
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Nelson, Peck, and Kalachek,49 and Meshe15° found older workers

encountering employment problems due to technological change; but, contrary

to the conclusions in other studies, their conclusion was that younger workers

were not being adversely affected. Nelson, Peck, and Kalachek found the

labor market to be quite flexible and able to handle the re-employment of

displaced workers, except for older worker's' whose Skills are specific

for current jobs and who are not quickly rehired. Meshel found older workers

to be at a disadvantage to younger workers a have acquired more tech-
/

nological sophistication.

Faunce, 51 Kheel, 52 53ee , and Herding all feel that younger workers

are affected in their employment opportunities by technological change.
kr

Faunce feels that teenagers are possibly the only group whose employment

has been adversely affected. Kheel feels that younger workers have been

affected because they are more heavily concentrated in low or semi-skilled

jobs which automation has been eliminating.

Many writers have concluded that minorities, especially Blacks,

have suffered significant employment problems due to automation because

49Nelson Peck and Katachek (67:14.00)

50Meshel (70:11.70)

51Faunce (68:4.00)

52Kheel (66:32.00)

53Herding (72:6.50)
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of their lack of skills and education. These writers include Kheel, 54

Bloice, 55 Young; 56 Zeisel, 57 Puryear58 and Porchkis. 59 Young draws

a his conclusions from studies which show that automation will eliminate

unskilled and service-type jobs in which Blacks are heavily concentrated.

Porehkis feels that non-white workers' lack of education and the fact that

seniority clauses tend to favor more established white workers will hurt

the employment chances of non- whites as automation eliminates jobs.

Zeisel, for example uses textile mill data which points to automation,

eliminating simple jobs held by unskilled workers and thus adversely affecting

the employment of Blacks.

Padfield and_Martin60 conclude that the employment opportunitiek of

Blacks, Indians and Mexican-Americans are all lowered by technological

change in agriculture. Their results are based on, an extensive study of

the citrus, cotton and lettuce industries in Arizona*. Minorities will suffer

as demand for farm workers is, lowered; because of their lack of skills and

cultural differences they cannot easily find re-employment in other activities.

. The study -looks at tbe problems of each ethnic group separately.

54
Kheel (66:32, 00)

55Bloice (72:1.75)

56Young (70:20.00)

57Zeisel (68:21.00)

58Puryear (66:48. 00)

59Porchkis (66:47.00)

°Padfield and Martin (65:13,00) /7/
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Not all writers are as pessimistic as Padfield and Martin are in

their outlook on technological change and jobs for minorities. Shultz and

flfWeber found that Mexican'-Americans and Blacks had successful retraining

and rehiring experiences after a plant shutdown., Boggs, in a speculative

article, 62 actually predicts that Blacks will benefit in employment from

cybernetic advances. He eels that cybernationis decreasing the number

of technical jobs held largely by whites and creating more political-social

interaction. He argues that the Blacks have been the largest group to move

into education and into social service and civil service jobs and these jobs

will be enhanced by cybernation, thus the Blacks,, will gain by change.

If the area of female employment and technological change, Baker63

concludes that over the last two centuries changing technology has led to

the creating of more and more job opportunities for women. In a 1972

article, Agassi64 concludes that t e trend toward automated plants is a

danger to job opportunities f women, because women possess inferior

skills and are concentrated in industry's most backward Sections. A 1970

study by the Women's Bureau, Wage and Labor Standards Administration

of the U.S. Dept. of Labor65 concluded, from various industry studies,

61Shultz and Weber (64:29.00)

62Boggs (66:5.00

63Baker (64:2.00)

64Agassi (721'11.50)

65U.S. Dept. of Labor (70:17.70)
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that while job opportunities have increased greatly for women, it is difficult

o credit this change to technological advance,

Technological Change and Jobs
by Industry and Occupation

,,
This section will present representative studies ncerned with the

impact of technOlogical change on employment in speci is industries and

occupations. Three studies analysing several Industrie _shoU the employ.:

ment impact of technological advance to be'very slight: A U.S. Dept. of

Labor study66 concluded this after studying 36 industries in mining, con-

struction, manufacturing and transportation, A University of California,

Berkeley study67 of steel, aerospace and banking industriesi reached similar.

concl4sions. Horowitz and Ilerrnstadt68 concluded that the impact on skill

requirements of technological 'etrange had been remarkably small in the

five industries studied-- Meatpacking, Rubber Tires, Machine Shops, Banking,

and Medical Services. They found'considerable change in skills needed

fat various pecupations ; but they found that, in the aggregate,_ these tended

to balance out and give a small net 'change. 00.

Studies by Shultz and Wcber69 and Young70 of workers displaced by

meatpacking plant shutdowns in the early 1960's show that while many workers

66U . S Dept. of Labor (66:12.00)

671.1riiv. of Calif., Berkely (66:13,00)

68llorowitz and-Herrn:it adt (66:28,00)

69Shultz and Weber (64:29.00)

70Young, (63:19.. 00)
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found re-employment quickly, displacement problems persisted for many

workers. A study in the Monthly Labor Review71 'concerning the Studebaker

plant shutdown in South Bend, Indiana found substantial re-employment problems

existed for displaced workers five months, after the shutdowns occurred in

the early 1960's, before the economy had regained full employment growth.

Three studies--Bureau of Labor Statistics72 in 1972, Rehmus73

in 1971 and Levine74 in 1969--concerning railroad employment concluded

that technologic-al change has contributed greatly to a declining number of

jobs in the industry; but because of successful adjustment mechanisms,

little unemployment has' resulted. Similarly; three studies of longshoremen's

employment--two by Goldberg75 and one by Hartman76--concluded that

while technolo ad greatly affected work activities, it had not caused

displacement of workers, because of the use of good adjustment mechanisms..

Hartman points out that union members were better off after technological

change: their work had been transformed from casual, hard, physical

labor into partially mechanized activities. Goldberg also concluded that

employment among regular seamen had remained constant; but Warner77

71Monthlir Labor Review-(64:22.00)

7213. L.S. , Dept. of Labor (72:2.00)

73Rehmus (71:6.50)

74Levine (69:14.00)

75Goldberg (71:3.50 & 68:5.00) .

76Hartman (69:10.00)

77Warner (65:21.00)
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found that job opportunities were decreasing for unskilled seamen while

increasing somewhat for higher skilled seamen, (The Warner study of 1965

was six years earlier thao the Goldberg report.)

Three reports on die printing industry agree that technological change
.

has caused major changes in job content and needed skills; but it has caused

little unemployment because there have been both growth in demand for

output and successful adjustment mechanisms. Critchlow78 used several

case studies, while Kelber and Schlesinger79 relied on past, present and

projected employment trends for American printing trades. The third report

was for printing trades in Australia,8° and it relied on case studies. TwO

studies of the automation of the Internal Revenue Services, Atlanta office,

found little displacement of worke s, mainly because there had been advanced

/' planning for adjustment. This w s, true in the early stages of change. (as

reported by a Bureau of Labor St tistics bulletin") and also at the final

stages of the change (as reporte by Rothberg82 in 1969).

Lewis83 points out that mechanization of coal mining has increased

the employment opportunities and-improved the working conditions of younger,

78Critchlow (70:3. 00)

79Kelber and Schlesinger (67:11.00)

8°Australia, Dept of Labour and National Service (69:0.75)

81B.L.S., Dypt. of Labor (63:4.00)

82Rothberg (69:16.00)

83Lewis (69:16.00)
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better educated workers. Vickery84 conclides that for laundry and cleaning

firms growth in the industry will more than offset any decreases in number

of jobs caused by technological change. 0'6arro185 finds that technology

is eliminating jobs in the nonelectrical machinery industries, and the rate

of expansion of the industry is expected to decline; therefore, manpower

needs can be expected to decline.

All studies seem to agree that technology has significantly displaced

workers and resulted in unemployment in agriculture. Schmitz and Seckler, 6

Cargill and Ro*semiller, 87 Bishop88 and Day89 all report declining demand

for farm workers and/or migration of workers' in various regions and for

various crops. Fulco90 and Dow91 agree on the employment effect for

unskilled farm workers; but they point Out that the demand for skilled

workers has increased and will continue to increase, perhaps as much as

100 percent. Fulco also states that the demand for, women and young persons

will be increased for employment as sorters in field she&

84Vic)sery (72:21.00

850'Carrol (71:6.25)

86Schmitz and Seckler (70:13.40)

%-7Cargill and Rosemiller (69:2.50)

88Bishop (67:4.00)

89Day (67:8.25)

90Fulco (69:8.00)

91Dow (70:3.65)
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In 1963, Fox92 expressed fear that automation was decreasing

clerical-worker demand; however, in 1971 Robinson93 found that clerical-

worker demand had increased, although he conceded that it might have

increased even more had there not been automation. A study in The Office,94

based on a poll of 200 personnel officers, predicted that the number of jobs

for office workers in general would increase as a result of automation.

in

Two studies show technological change reducing the number of jobs

o of the transportation industries. Levinson95 found some displacement

o teamsters because of technological advances in trucking; however, he
.e1

found the workers and'unfan to be very favorable inclined toward accepting

technolc4cal improvements Kahn96 concludes that technological change

has been rapid in the airline industry and has greatly reduced the need for

non-pilots on the flight decks of airplanes.

These industry and occupation studies point out the different impacts

produced by technological advances on various areas of the economy, while

they express the differing opinions of writers concerning the actual impact

of change on employment. OneTAithat stands out is that while many areas..

show no decline in the number of jobs becuase of automation, little is known

92Fox (63:5.50)

9 3Robinson 71:7.25)

94The Office (65:12.00)

95Levinson (71:4.75)

96Kahn (71:4.25)
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about how many jobs which might have been generated were not generated

because of the change. Many studies are based on net employment figures

which do not show what happened to individual workers during the automation

phase; however, many studies do indicate that early, forecasts greatly over-

estimated the extend to which technology would change skill andl job requirqr--e

ments.

Other Relationships between
Workers and,Technology

An article in the American Federationist97 develops the thesis that

for the American worker, apsignificant part of the employment effect produced

by technological improvements created,(Aen American business.exports

the new technology. The use of the advanced technology and capital in

lesser developed nations/kith low-wage workers is said to undercut the

American workers' jobs.

From a comParative systems view, several article argue for the

ability, of planned economies (such as the U.S.S.R. economy) to handle the

re-employment ofdisplaced workert much more easily than capitalistic

eco omies can. Representative of these arguments are articles by Korsakov98
4

anc Maevskii.99 Korsakov discusses the successful adjustment of Soviet

workers displaced by automation of seaport activities. Maevskii argues

his case on a general conceptual basis..

9Samuel (71:8.00)

98Korsakov (72:14.00)

99 Maevskii (69:18.00)
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Finally, a short discussion needs to beideveloped concerning worker
. 4-

satisfactio' and psychological well - being restating from technological ''
. ..

change.. These matters are not tbe concern of this .study; but they obviously... .,p
. -

are close,ly connected; since they _affect worker welfare and community,
... ,

-

--/
wellobeing, Severabrefereacn were jade earlier in this paper to workers' .

,

I .acceptance of technological. chanke.; s4 now a feW articles concerning worker,
a, . ,

dissatisfaction with change will be noted. Severaaarticles point out the

potentialfor increased worker insecurity and lessened psychologiCal sat-
*

. tr Gay

isfaction. 9Knecht expresses the view in.the American FederationistP°

th4the human impact of change most be carefully considered before change'

dade, because it will be too.late to help after the fact. Winpisingerilll,

points out that dissatisfaction is greatest with 'younger workers and least

with older workers. Sheppar dm2. concludes that job alienation is greater "

amodg bhie-collar'than,among white-collar woifkers, because blue-collar
,

jobs"have 'beep made Moi-y and routine by automation. Finally, MCNiff"3
l0,

/1 ,po'icifts out that displaced workers who successfully adjust a d remain employed

or are re- employed can undergo tremendous trauma and stress in the process.

'a

160Knech,t (72:13,,00)

1°1Winpfsinger (72-72200)

.-102
ShePpard ,(7n. a , oo).

iO3MCNiff (70;9.50)
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CHAPTER 3

ADJUSTMENT MECHANISMS
.

EXPERIENCE. AND 'VIDENCE

Introduction .

The purpose of this chapter is to review discussions of and critiques

of the value of various public and private adjustment mechanisms used to

aid, workers affected by technological change. The basic conclusions, as
°

presented in Chapter II of the review of the literature concerning tech-

nological change and employment was that massive or even substantial

unemployment had not occurred as the economy experienced technological

advances over the last two decades. Some authors thought this was because

the impact of technological change on actual skill requirements and work

activities was not nearly as great as many had predicted it would be. ENieri

if job content and activities were affected. technologidal,ohange did not

result iv any significant change in the skills needed to perform the "new"

job. \Also, several studies pointed to a reduction in the level of actual.

skills ngeded (at least on the average) on the job as technology advansced.

Other writers found that the miminal employment effects were due

to the Mobility and flexibi-lity of the labor force and to the presence of a

number of good adjustment mechanisms. An essential feature needed to
a
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allow labor mobility and adjustment mechanisms to facilitate labor adjustment

is full employment, Many studies have stressed that full} employment growth

is a basic requirement, because workers must have effective and approximately

equal employment opportunities before labqr mobility and adjustment mechanisms

will function smoothly.

Several articles gave a great deal; of attention to the importance of

promoting full employment growth as. a means to negating the.impact of

1 2
1

technological change.- Weinburg,
*

Jaffe and Froomkin, Mangum 3 and

Goodwin4 are representative of these views. One.of the main conclusions of
I

Weinburg and of Jaffe and Froomkin is that any unemployment caused by

technological charge can be offset by increasing levels of aggregate demand in

the economy.. Goodwin argued that is there is effective demand for labor,
4'3

A

E existing national programs of kounseling and information can be effective"

in facilitating the adjustment of many displaced workers. As a specific

example, Critchlow5 concluded that there have been large, labor-saving

effects of new technology in printing; but the growth in demand for the product

has balanced out these savings, Takahashi's6 study found that technological

1Weinburg (70:17, 85).

2Jaffe and Froomkin (68:6,00)

3Mangum (6.6:35.66)

,
4
Goodwin (65:6.50)

5Critchlow (70:3.00)

°Takaliashi (69:19,00)
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-advance in Japan. from 1955 to 1965 had a drastic impabt on the female job

sturctures; but_because of the high rate of economic growth, little dislocation

of women workers occurred. Nelson, Petk and 1Calachek7 concluded that

during'the 1947-1965 period, evidence indicates that enhanced technoldgical

change, itself, usually led to more rapid economic growth and increased

employment.

Many other studies, while advocating use of additional public adj.ust-

ment mechanisms, have stressed the importance of maintaining a full-employ=

meni goal and policy.8 These studies ,include that of the National Commission

on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress9 and that of the National

Industrial Conference Board. 10 The,Ltter study criticized the Commission

for not giving more attention to private adjustment mechanisms but agreed

on the need for full employment. Siemuller,11 believes that technological

change had a large effect on employment and jobs, but that it was neutkalied----f'j

by high economic growth rates spurred by large defense expenditures and

a population, heavily skewed toward young adults-who have high consumption

7Nelson, Peck, and Kalachek (67:14.00)

8See, for instance:
Bell (71:1.00)
Kassalow (70:8 p 00)
Barkin (66:4.00)
Wolfbein (70:19.100)

1

9National CommisSion (66:41.00)

10NICB (66:42.00)

11Siemuller (70:17.20)

Froomkin (66:23.00)
Eckstein (66:21.00)
Buckingham (66:11.00)
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rates. Crispo12 and the Department of Labour13 in Canada have advocated

full employment policy to help neutralize the employment impact of tech-

nological change for Canadian workers.

Many studies and writers conclude that if full employment has been

maintained, collective bargaining and labor-mangement cooperation has

taken care of and will 'continue to take care of all or a vast number of the

employment problems generated by advances in technology. Aronson14

while stressing the need for full employment and recognizing that automation

rarely radically changes occupational structures, concluded that private

collective bargaining has been able and.will be able to handle by far the largest

part of the adjustment activity. Perline and Tu1115 found-that collective

b rgaining is the only viable route available for labor to take as it attempts

to ameliorate the prdblems caused by automation. Davey,16 Weber17 and

MacDonald18 all concluAded that collective bargaining plays, a vital, positive
-

role in the successful adjustment to technological change. Davey does;

caulion, however, that the use of restrictive, outmoded work practices are

12c rispo <68:1. 00)

13Candda, Dept. of Labour (67.:7.00)

"'Aronson (65:0,50)

15Perline and Tull (69:25.00)

l'S,Davey (72:4.00)

7Weber (68:20.00)

18MacDonald (67:12.50)
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not in the best interest of unions nor of the economy. MacDonald states

that, while not perfect, collective bargaining has shown remarkable flexibility

and adaptablility to new and often trying circumstances.

Many articles have pointed out the ability of collectie bargaining to

handle- the .impact of technology on workers in specific industries The

transportation industries are among the most studied areas of the economy.

For the transportation group as a whole, Levinson19 concludes that collective

bargaining has achieved a reasonably high degree of success in dealing with

the problems of labor displacement and manpower adjustnient presented

by the technological developme'nts of the period covering 1940-1970. C,oldberg20

.

and Fiartman21 both find union-management negotiation to have been and

to be a good methodof handling adjustment to change in the merican

longshoremen sectors. Levinson22 argues that bargaining at the national

level is best-suited for the teamsters and trucking industry and allows

for the absorption of technolOgical change within the industry.

Rehmus23 and,Levine24 point out that while the railroad indu`Stty

has had bargaining difficulties and recurring crises., The 'Unions and industry

19Levinson (71:4. 70) (

2°Goldberg (71:3. 50 & 68 :5.00)

,Z1Hartman (69:10.00)

22 Levinson ,('71 :4. 75)
. .

23Rehmus (71;6.'50) ,

24Levine (69:14.00)

r. 1
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have accommodated through an array of contract clauses, the smooth adjust-

ment of the existing work force to automation in the face of large decreases

, _ in the number of jobs available. Rehmus also pointsfout that these probletys

and negotiations have not impeded in any sigricant way the introduction

of improved technology: also, these adjustments have been accomplished

in a unique collective bargaining setttng, in that public policy does not

acknowledge the right of wqrkers in the railroad industry to strike. Kahn25

and Bowers26 find. t,t0Svidence shoVvs collective bargaining to have been

an effective instrument for working out methods of handling technological

displacement on the flight deck in the airline industry, some of the gains

from increased productivity have been used to compensate those affected

Studies in the printing indtdtry27 discussed in Chapter I case

studies of telephone operators by the .U.S . Dept. of Labor, 28 and a study

of electriel and gas utilities by the U.S. Dept. of Labor29 and an analysis

of the non-electrical machinery industry by O'Carro1130 have shown thy

union-management agreements and cooperation have -n-egated-or-largely

softened the impact of technological change on workers. A number of these

25Kahn (71:4.25)

*26Bowers (65:3.00)

27Critchlow (70:3.00) Kelber and Schlesinger (67:11 00)
Australia, Dept. of Labour and National Service (69:0.75)

28U.S. Dept.; of Labor (68-19.50,)

2 9 . S. Dept. of Labor (65:20.60)

3130'Carroll (71:6.25)
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In many areas of the economy, studies show collective bargaining

and management labor cooperation to have handled and to be handling

adjustment problems, quite satisfactdrily. Many writers seem to feel

that all that is needed to establis'effectiye adjustment mechanisms for

technological improvements is the private collective bargathing process

(akng with full employment growth); but not all workers are unionized, and

not all unions are reported as being effective vehicles for establishing smoot

working adjustment mechanisms.34 In fact, some authors feel that unioni-
e

zation in general has suffered from automation.and that unions cannot

effectively aid/workers displaced by new technology.35 Some studies point

out and caution that privately established adjustment, mechanisms have or

could haVre damaging effects on theeconomy, the industry and workers,

at least in the longer run.36

Many writers have pointed:out that public policies have been developed

and need to be further developed in order to augment and strengthen private

adjustment mecJaanisms which attempt to aid workers in regions, industries

arid Occupations and of demographic groups that have suffered from tech-

nol gical displace.ment. These writers also wish to guard against private

34For example see: Buckingham (66:11.00); Aronson (65:0.50); and Herding
(72:6.50) plus ref o material in Chapter I on minorities, ages and sex
groups, on iqultu5e, and plant' closings.

a

35F example, t-ee:.
etzler (66:50.0P), King (72:12.00)

6For example, see:
Mortimer (71:4.90), Davey (72:4.00)
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solutions that they believe are detrimental to the economy as -aZtvhole.

Section two of this chapter will discuss various public policies and programs

that haVe been used and will cite evidence concerning the contribution these

public mechanisms have made to aiding displaced workers' adjustments.

Public manpower programs are discussed in detail n a later chapter.

Section three of this chOter returns to privately established adjustment

mechanisms.. It contains discussions of various s4ific types of adjustment

mechanisms .and cites evidence concerning the relative value of and use of

the differing methods.

Publicly Established Aids
to Displaced Workers

For discussion purposes, the various public policies and programs

to aid workers displaced or threatened by new technology will be divided

into five basic groups as was done in the discussion of conceptual public

policies in Part I The five groups, are aggregate demand and job creation;

labor market information, placement and planning; education, training and

relocation; income and work opportunities; and union-management relatiofs.

1. Aggregate Demand and Job Creation

The role that full employMent growth plays in the adjustment process

as discussed in the literature has been reported on in the first section of

this chapter. Many writers and study groups have advocated, as did the

Report of the National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic.

/87
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Progress, 37 the continued active use of fiscal and monetary policy to promote

economic growth. These include Bell, 38 Gordon;39 Kasba-low,4° Wolfbein,41

Jaffe and Froomkin, 42 Sheppard, 43 the National Industrial Conference

Board, 44 and Bolz.45

The California Commission on Manpower, Automation, and Technology°

also stressed the need for active use of fiscal and monetary policies to

support economic growth; but this commission 'concluded that then current

efforts, public and private, were inadequate to deal with, the current or

projected problems to be generated by new technology. Nathan47 argues

for the use of fiscal and monetary policies, and he also stresses the need

for income redistribution to aid economic growth and worker adjustment

37National Commission (66:41.00)

38Bell (71:1.00)

39Gordon (65:6.60)

40Kass alow (70;8.00)

41Wolfbein (70:19.00)

42Jaffe and Froomkin (68:6.00)

pard (66:55.00)

44NICB (66:42.00)

45Bolz (66:6.00)

46Calif. Commission (64:6.00)

47Nathan (66:40.00)
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to change. Jaffe and Froomkin48 also discuss the use of automatic stabilizers

as an aid to maintain aggregate demand and growth.

, One fiscal policy would be the direct creation of jobs by the govern-

ment in some form of a publiC employment program) many articles include

this as means of worker adjustment to automation:19 Puryear59 feels a

public works program is essential to aid Blacks who, he finds, are hard hit

by technological change. Some writers such as Nelson, Peck and Kalachek51

believe the labor market is flexible enough to handle most adjustments,

so public employment as an aid for displaced workersrwill be needed only

in. short periods of extremely rapid technological change. Other writers

such as Sheppard52 predict a general decrease in job opportunities as higher

levels of technology and see public employment as a growing permanent

feature of the economy.

48Jaffe and Froomkin (68:40.00)

49See for instance:
Sexton and Sexton (71:8.25)
Siegeland Belitsky (70:17.20)
Jaffe and Froomkin (68:6.00)
Michael (67:13. 00)

National Commission (66:41.00)
NICB (66:42.00)
Calif.Commission (64:6.00)

50Puryear (66:48.0b)
51

Nelson, Peck and Kalachek (67:14.00)

52Sheppard (66:55.00)
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0 To augment national, ggregate programs and full employment

policies. 531nany studies ave pointed to the use of regional urban programs

61

and policies which h= p ensure that all areas of the economythenefit. Goodwin, 54

while discussing several national programs which aid worker adjustment to

technological hange, points out the need forJocalizedplans and programs

to be used,Sintultaneously to meet the individual and community needs

caused by displacement. Salner55 points out that displaceinen't from automation

often hith one area harder than it hits others; thus a need for regional policies

and programs exists. He feels that the local U.S. Employment Service

Office should be the agency'to meet those particular community needs.

Several writers and studies56 have also mentioned the use of, shorter

work weeks, job-sharing arid early retirement programs to be established by

the government to help maintain employment opportunities for atl workers

or fot younger workers. These writers are usually assu ming that techno-

. logical improvements lead to fewer job opportunities. Dunlop57 discusses the

use of silorter working hours and job sharing as other methods of helping

6

5/See, for example:
Maikov (69:18.00)
National Commission (66:41,00)
Sheppard (66:55.00)

54Goodwin (65:6.50)

55Salner (17.00)

56Calif. Commission (64:6.00)
National Commission (66:41.00)

57Dunlop (6420.00)

Eckstein -(66:21.00)-;,
NICE -( 66:42,00)
Calif. Commission (64:6.00)

Maikov (69:18,00)
Rosenberg (66:51.. 00)
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maintain employment for older workers, who, he feels, are particularly

hard hit by automation. -Michae158 in his discussion of shorter war king

hours states that increased leisure time will cause readjustment problems

for many people who are unaccustomed to large amounts of free time,

These studies discussing the use of a shorter work week and job sharing

as a method of handling labor displacement problems tend to be concentrated

in time up to the mid 1960's; Only a few references published since the mid

1960's have discussed shorter work weeks as an adjustment mechanism fo'r

automation. This may have resulted from the strong full employment growth

ithe economy experienced over the 1-960's, which is taken as proof that job
. . .

sharing is really not needed if proper\ aggregate demand can be maintained.

2. Labor Market Information, Placement, and Planning

A large number of studies59 have discussed the need and value o

public counseling and placement programs to aid workers displaced by auto-

mation'and mechanization. Studies by the-U.S. Dept. of Labor, 6° Salner61

and Bolz62 all consider the 1Psalue of counseling for workers affected by change

58Michael (67 :13.00)

59Examples include:
B. L.S. , Dept". of Labor (66:12,00) Weinberg and Ball (67:21.00)
National Commission (66f41.00) Schultz and Weber (64:29.00)
Calif. Commission (64:6.00)

60U.S. Dept of Labor (68:19,50)

61Salner (65:17.00)

62Bolz (66:6.00)
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cite examples of its use. Puryear63 cites the need for improved public

counselkng prOgrams to aid Blacks affected by technological char Zei;e164

points to the need for enhanced placement systems. to aid Blacks who are

displaced when higher leVels of technology are introduced into textile plants.

Two studies point to the use and need for more counseling and placement

effects for older Workers. These are by Nelson, Peck, and Kalachek, 65

and Dunlop66 who point out that opoptins'eling catrbe co tied with early
u

retirement ofitions to make early retirement a feasible. 'flexible option for

some older workers.

Goodwid67 and Stern68 point.oui that counseling and placement

'programs can he very effective in aiding the adjustment and

,'of displaced workers if full employment is being maintfined. On the

other hand, early counseling conducted by trained, experienced

personnel can do much for the morale and general welfare of displaced

workers, even if it makes little difference in their chances of finding

immediate re-employment.'
e' "4

63Puryeat (66:48.00)

64Zeisel (68:21.00)

65Nelson, Peck and Kalachek (62:14.00)

66Dunlop (66:20.00)

°Goodwin V5:6. 50)

68Stern (69:31.00)

19Z
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In order for placement, r7ferral and counseling to be of benefit
r

to displaced workers seeking re(- employment advanced planning and information

systemS are essential. Planning and information are obviously basic fOr

manpower training and relocation.programs (to be disciissed in the next

section) to be successful. Several studies discuss Planning and information

flows;69 others concentrate more on the planning aspect70.or on the in-

formation system needs . 71

Stern72 in his study of a meatpacking plant shutdown concluded that

preshutdown planning is vital to the °success of any manpower adjustment

pro,gram: Salner 73 too, expresses the need for plarThing by the local

U.S. Employment Seivice in ()icier to establish effective counseling and

placement services for displaced workers. Dow74 points out that while

mechanization will cause much worker displacement in' the Florida citrus...

69For instance:
Bowers (65:3.00)
Porschkis (66:47/00).

70For instance:
Reisman (71:7.00)
Bell (71:1.00)

71For instance:
NICB (66:42.00)
Wolfbein (70:19.00)
Aronson (65:0.50)

72Stern (69:31.00)

73Salner (65:17.00)

74Dow (70:3.65)

Puryear (66:48.00)
National ComMission'(66:41.00)

Walker (66:62.00)
Barkin (66:4.00)

Larkin (70:9.30)
Nelson, Peckand Kalachek (67:1& 00) .
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industry, the time lead is sufficient for planning, if used, adequately to overcome

the adjustment problems. Goodwin75 points out that with full-employment,

existing information flows allow present counseling programs to be an

effective adjustment tool. Maevaskii76 discuSses the need for planning for

the use of manpower resources in a-plant-red economy'such as the U.S.S.R.

3, -Education, Training anld Relocation

The relationship between technological change and the role of education

in aiding worker adjustment is one of the most discussed and, to a much
r.

'lesser extent, most analysed areas. The recommended goal of education

in relation to technological change is 'to provide a good basic, broad education

for all in order to maximize the individtial's potential for acceptance and

successful adjustment to change. 77 Dunlop78 advises that continuing education

for all workers is necessary to achieve this goal. Rosenburg79 feels that-
4.

,

education. should be directed towards familiarizing students with automation

and its effects, so they would be prepared to deal with it; however, Prasow.-

and Massarik" in\their 1967 review of the literature, while agreeing with

'75pood-win (65:6..50)

76Mae,yaskii(69 :18.00)
. . \

77For example, see:
Manpower Adm. , U.S. EtL (68:9.00)
Kassalow (70:8,00)
BLS, U.S. DOL (66:12.00)

78Dunlop (66:20.00)

7?Rosenburg (66:51.00)/

80Prasow and Massarilc (69:26.00)

NICB (66:42.
NatiOnal Co mission (66%1.00)
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the need for education to aid workers' adjustment, pointed out that there-

seemed to be little agreement as to whether the education should be broader,

,

more comprehensive, more specialized, or somecombination of these.

Mueller et al. 81 . ir survey of 2662 workers from all industries found

that having higher levels of formal education make workers in general,

more adaptable to new technology. Several studies82 in this area urged

the expanded use of basic adult education and broader education to aid

unskilled and minority workers and their children to. adjust better when

threatened by automation and mechanization.

Burack and McNichols83 advo ate the use of refresher university

programs to update managers on advanced teclielogicaVinnovations, and

Drucker84 points to highly educated professionals as the men at the fore-

front of the technology revolution. Drucker does warn, however, that work

.-
activities and demands must live up to the expectations of the highly educated

people. Bright, 85 on the other hand, wap:Fg" against "excessive educational

responses" to automation: if thy, ucatiton received is not needed, it will

only builddisillusion and; resentment among workers.

ler et al. (69:23.00)

82 Puryear (66:48.00)
Poi,chkis (66:47.00)

Burack and McNichols (68:0

"Drucker (73:0.75)

85Bright (66:9,00)

rsayov (72:14.00
Padfield and Martin (65:13.00)

O
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Several writers86 have, looked at voaction.al education as an aid for

displaced workers and as a hedge against their displacement;owever,

several warnings concerning the use. of vocational education have been

published. Fulco87 concludes that public vocational programs have missed

those hardest hit of the disadvantaged, the rural farm worker, Bishop88

goes further and states-that vocational education Tor farm workers has been

largely misguided, with too much emphasis placed on farm-oriented aspects.

The 0E)CD89 warns that specific vocational education may be obsolete by

the time the training is completed. Finally, the Mueller et al. study"

concludes that specific, on-the-job training seems to prepare workers

better for new jobs than does general vocational education.

Reisman,91 Michae192 and Laucks93 all write in a futurists vein

and recommid the use of education to adapt man to the successful use

of his growing leisure time in the post-industrial societyiyMichael feels

86For instance;
Faurice (68:4.00), Levine (69:14. 60)

7Fulco (69:8. 00)

88 Bishop (67:4.00)

89OECD (66:45.00)

9 0Mueller et al,.(69:23.00)

91 Reismin (71:7.00)

. 92Michael (67:13,00)

93Laucks (64:34,00)
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education must ecome more of a continuous life-long process, both for job

retraining and or personal fulfilment to make leisure more meaningful.

Laucks feels hat education should not be directed only towards making a

living, but lso towards stimulating the person's curiosity to explore his

universe. /Nathan94 also believes education needs to take on a new,role; but

for hi it must be revoluntionary changes in education that will lead society

4wardS a socialistic system.

The use of public manpower programs and training to aid worker .

'adjustment, to technological change is Often encountered in the literature:

however, differing views are encountered concerning the actual role manpow er

programs can and should take in aiding workers' adjustnient to change.

The literatiire on manpower programs is not concentrated in any one time

period, but ratttyr evenly distributed over the early, middle, and late 1960's

and in the early 1970's-. Most of the literature concludes that full-employment

arid collective bargaining can handle most of the displaced worker problems,

and that manpower programs, placement, counseling, and broader education

can be aged as complementary-tools to handle the remaining problems,

especially the outside of collective bargaining.95 Many of these studies,

such as Berenschoes96 while agreeing on the peed for improved training,

"Nathan (66:40.00)

For instance, see:
Aronson (65:0.50)
National Commission (66:41.00)
Weinberg (70:17.85)

9613erenschot (67:3.0

Mangum (66:35.00)
Wolibein (70:19.00)
Berenschot (67:3.00)
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argue that sufficient training facilities of the proper type are not yet available

here or in Europe.

Kassalow97 concludes, contrary to others, that automation is seriously

hurting the ability of unions to use collective bargaining to establish adjust-

ment mechanisms, lie feels this means public policy should do more,

including retraining, to aid the development Ofthe supply of labor, A

U.S. Dept. of Labor, Manpower Administration''study98-conclud'es that if

technology is adopted on a gradual basis, it usually will not require any

outside aids for worker adjustment; however, if a drastically different

technology is implemented manpower prdgrams will probably be needed to

aid some displaced workers. .Bright99 cautions against focusing on just one

narrow aspect of technology chhnge such as skill requirements, and against

excessive training to upgrade skills; he feels the new technologies being

adopted are not significantly increasing skill requirements.

Several studies have concluded that manpower programs are a

necessary part of the adjustment mechanism for certain more disadvantaged

workers such as older workexs100 and Blacks. 101 Zeise11°2-concludes that

97Kassalow (70:8,00)

98Manpower Adm. , DOL (68:9.00)

99Bright (66:9.00)

MINielson, Peck anclKalachek (67:1400)
Dunlop (66:20. 00)

101Puryear (66:48.00)

102Zeisel (68:21,005

/

Meshel (70:11. 70)
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the federal government must play a major role in helping unskilled workers,

especially Blacks, who will be displaced by technological change in the textile

industry. A major part of this aid should be in the form of retraining programs

for the industry. Bishop103'also advocates the use of manpower programs

to aid in the adjustment of displaced farm workers: hdwever, he concludes

_tit at to. date there has been no explicit manpower policy for farm labor,

and most of the training efforts have been inappropriate since they were not

geared to training for outmigration to non-farm jobs.'

Fulco, 104 in his study of farm workers, states that public manpower

programs will continue to be the main vehicle for retraining farm workers,

and he is optimistic about the use of programs such as MDTA. Goodwin105

concluded, after studying several natiorral manpower programs, that the

Manpower Deyelopment and Training Act has been effective in retraining

technologically displa6ed workers, Korsakov106 discussed the successful

retraining of unskilled dockworkers in the U.S.S.R. which helped them

make a smooth transition to more mechanized work procedures.

1031Sishob (67:4.00)

104 I,ulco (69:8.00)

105Goodwin (65:6.50)

106Korsakov (72:14.00)
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A number of studies107 have discussed the use of public relocation

proKams as an additional adjustment to technological change. The basic_

concept involved is that technological change and aggregate demand stimulation

affect job opportunities in an unequal manner among various regions; therefofe

workers need to be mobile. When the literature that discusses public

upported relocation is reviewed, the almost complete lack of material

in the latter 1960's and 1970's, especially material in the United States,

conies as somewhat of a surprise. This is true despite discussions concerning
. .

the need for relocation by the National Commission Un Technology, Automation,

and EC-mm.11k Progress, 108 the National Industrial Conference Board l"

. and the.Qalifornia Commission on Manpdwer, Automation, and Technology. 110

,flelocatidn supported by public agencies and funds has been a rarely used
N,

adjustment mechanism in the United States a nd, based on preseht literature,

appears still to have a low priority.

. Two studies, one by Seligmanill published in 1964 when'ilieeconomy

had experienced a long high unemployment period and the others by Wolfbein112

107 For example, see:
; Dunlop (66:20.00)

Mangum (66:35.00)
OECD (66:45.00)

108Natiogl Commission (66:41.00)

109NICB (66:42.00)

110Calif. Commission (64:6.00)

1 -11Sel (64:31.00)

112wolibein (70:19.00)

Puryear (66:48,00)
Aronson (65:6.50)
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published in 1970 when the economy had experience a long full-employment

growth period, agree that technologicathange has caused and will caus'e

serious worker displacement in some sectors and regions of theeconomy,

and that public relocarionprograms are essential to facilitate adjustmentt.

Two studies discuss the relation among technological improvement, economic

growth and labor mobility in other nations. Onestudy, In the Canada-Crepart-.
.ment of Ltour, 113 concerns Canada; the other; by Mdevski1.114 concerns

the U.S.S.R. Both article:', conclude that mobility is ,required along with
,

technological change for industiial growthtooccur, and that workers a-nust

become accustomed to the idea of mobility, They also stress thatgotvernment

as a.responsibilay to aid the required worker -relocation. The Canadian '

art' le discusses the use of governMent assistance loans to displaced,

estabfis ed auto workers asset up in contract agreements including the

U.A.W.,, auto producers and the government.

4. Indomelind Mork Opportunities-

\\;--
Various discussions and proposals for income maintenance systems

(negative income tax, gUaranteed annual income, unemployment compensation)

.are found in the literature. 115 These writers argue that technological

I I3Canada Dept. of Laboui (69:31.00)
gr,

114Mdevskii (69:18.00)

115Jaffe and 1400mkin (68:6.00)
Michael (67:13.00) .

National Commission (66:41.00)

. Seligman (66:52.00)
N1CB (66:42.00)
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change will cause unemployment, possibly for, long terms or permanently,

and that to help the ex- worker and stablize the economy income maintenance

is needed. Not only is income maintenance advocated for those unable to

find employment, but also it is proposed for those who are unable to be

fully or adequately employed.

Unemployment compensation is discussed as ,a measure to help-

maintain displaced workerS' earnings as they search the labor market seekirrg

reemployment and/or to aid displaced workers in meeting their spending

neeels during cyclical doivntuvns in the economy, 116 Issues related to

unemployment compensation concern the number of workers covered, the

payment size and the number of weeks the payments should be continued,

including the use of any extended unemployment benefits periods.

The use of minimum wages as an adjustment for technological change

has not received a g-reatdeal of attention in the literature, although its use

is propoSed in 'efew articles.IF Poschkislia suggests the somewhat novel

idea of le to pre\rent moonlighting in order to increase employment
,

opportinities, especially for non-whites.

116Barnes (70:0.50)
Kassalow (70:8.00)
Crispo (68:1.00)
Zeisel (68:21..00)

117-For example, see:
Markin (66:13.00)
Padfield and Martin (65:13.00)

118Popchkis (66:47.00)

Dunlop (66:20.00)
OECD (66:215.00)
Goodwin - (65:6.50)
National Commission (66:41.00)

1

Calif Commission (64:6.00)
National Commission (66:41.00)
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5. Union-'Management Relations

Several studies1.19 haVe discussed Publieinvolvement'in the collective

74

bargaining'procedures and/or changes in the legislation affecting the bargaining

process. One view is expressed by °Seligman, 120 who concludes that unions'

responses to technological change have been inadequate and the answer
- #

lies in tripartite bdrglining involving labor, business and government.

The almost opposite view is expressed by Aronson, 121 who concluded that

collective bargaining appeared to be handling most adjustment problems,

although the use of third party assistance was used in more difficult cases.

Levinson122 concludes that collective bargaining has achieved a reasonably

high degree of success in dealing with labor displacement in the transportation

industries. To strengthen the collective bargaining,process; he suggests

that labor legislation should be consolidated s; that it is applicable to all

major transport sectors. More broadly based bargaining units'(perhaps

national) should be encouraged and public policyin this area limited. Finally

he recommends, the standardization fo the scope and applicability of unfair

labor practices provisions to improve die knowledge of all parties involved

with respect to their position in the bargaining proVisions.

119For general reference, see:
National Commission (66:41.00)
N1CB (66;42.00)

120Seligman, (70:13.90)

1.21Aronson (65:0.50)

122Levinson (71:4.70)

Calif. Commissior$(64:6.00)

e;.3
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Privately Developed Adjustment Mechanisms

This section presents the current state-of-the-arts concerning

40

the various types of adjUstment mechanisms that have been developed at

'a' the firm and industry level by management and labor. Included are discussions

of the relative use and value of the different mechanisms to the workers

and to society. The various adjustiiient instruments and methods will be
. -

grouped in the presentation as they were in Part I: transfer, relocation,

and retraining meastires *,, job protection measures; work sharing mechanisms;

_income security plans; re-employment aids; and bargaining'procedures.

Chapter II of Part II and the first section of this chapter outlined

the many studies and writers that have concluded that fechhological change

was not creating substantial displacement. of workers in the economy. This

was attributed to full employment growth in the economy (technological

changes having had less impact on skill requirements than had been assumed),

to the flexibility of the labor force and to-the number of effective adjust-

ment mechanisms that have been d veloped by labor and management.

The number of adjustment mechanisms and the various combinations'of these

in use in differing industries and firms in the economy is quite lengthy

and impressive. While these adjustment aids are' missing in some areas and

their effectiveness and optimality sometimes questioned, the general conclusion

must be drawn that these mqchanisms htive helped a great many workers

in a vast. segment of the economy to adjust to the impact of new technology.

Management and labor, through cooperation, negotiation and, sometimes

*through conflict, have allowed the introduction of new technologies while

en
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minimizing the po'tential displacement of Workers anal compensating many

`1:
who were displaced, either temporarily or permanently.

1

Transfer, Relocation, and Retraining

The amount of worker adjustment to technological change that is

handled`by in-plant transfers, transfers between plants and relocation and

3by on-the-job and in-plant retraining appears to be vast. 12These more

traditional approaches, while not receiving the attention which some of the

more dramatic mechanisms such as early retirement, guaranteeckann

wages, extended vacations , "profit sharing, etc.;receive, seem toi3 handling

a much larger amount of the adjustment process. Related issues are main-

tenance of paygraAs. 'with the tratisfer,- plus the us of wider seniority;, ;'

ults and reiloa ft allowances to encourage transfer and relocation.'

Aronson,1.24 concludes that technological change has continued to

cause declining employmearopbortunities bdt that(iii-plant transfers arer

more iMportant-tlian labor turnover in worker adjustment to technological'

-hange.' The 0.E:C.D. 125 recomment,

1231n addition to the literature tolqe
represents the literature si
Delanmotte (7!3,00)
Stern (71:9.00)
'Herman (70:6.00)
KillingSworih (70:9.00)
Wolfbein (7Q:1,9.00)
Perline and Tulf (69:25.00)

124 Aronson (65:0; 50)

1250 CD (6:45.00)

industry aids to worker atustment,
sr

ited individually, the f011owing. material

Prasow and Massarik (69-.26.00)
Rothberg (69:29.00)
Stern (69:31.00)
1111m-a n (69:33.00)"
Burack and McNichols (68:0.50)
Crispo 8:1.001
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especially through intra-plant programs of retraining and transfer, as a

method to reduce government needs in this area, As a specific example,

a U.S. Dept. of Laboxstudy126 found that orderly transfer to another j-ob

was the adjustment ultimately achieved for nearly all displaced employees

in a large electric and gas utility firm whose original jobs, were affected

by a technological change

The use of between-plant transfers and relocation as adjustment

rnech'anisrilS can be highlighted by reference to several specific studies.

Pichler, in reporting on a case study, 127 states that although here were

some_mobility problem's, the transfer pption appears to have affordedrthe,,

most effective mechanisms for adjustment to plant shutdoWns. He found

Blacks more likely to transfer thafn to retrain: this he attributed tb,frustration

with.dtscriminat.ing job security bariers'and school practices in their

local areas. He also found that formieni over thirty the distribution of those
4

.accepting transfer Showed aftit distribution;- this finding contradicts the

0

theory that mobility and acceptance of transfer is negatively related:to age.

Pichler-also found that those workers 'who chose the transfer option were most

satisfied. Lipsky128 in his s `of ylant shutdown found that those workers

who leaSt needed the aid of adjustment mechanisms were the more likely
.z,

to relocate, while those workers most likely to benefit from the use of tl-e

the inter-plant transfer system were less likely to relocate,

U DOL (65:20.60)

127 Pi-
.

chler (66:46.00,8- 67:18.00)

128 Lipsky (70:9.40)
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Robinson129 and .Walker13° both found significant use of relocation
.

plans to aid dffice workers displaced by technological change, Walker's

conelusions were based on a review of data,.surveys and investigations

for, office workers and telecommunication non-manual workers in. Western

Europe, United States, Japan,Ganada and Australia. Freedman131 in a

study of telephone operators found consideiable use of transfers to,other //
. ,

offices. This was aided by the-various offices' keeping information on each

other's needs for replacements and using this information as a basis for
/

transferring workers.

In an earlier study based on several case studies (1963), Weber132

reported few workers chose the transfer option, but those that did were

satisfied with the move. He did.find that workers were much more disposed

to inter-plant transfer within the same labor market than they were to

relocation to a more distant area. A Canadian Department of Labour study133

based on 471 collective bargaining agreements concluded that the two most

important provisions that were drawn up to meet the impact of technological

change were retraining and relocation.

129Robinson (71:7.25)

136Walccer (67:22.50)

131Freedman (68:4,50)

132Weber (03:18,00)

133Canada Dept, of Labour' (67:7.50)
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One of the deterrents encourttered in getting workers to use inter-

,
plant transfers involving relocation is the cost incurred in moving. This

cost is both psychological and financial. The psychological costs involve

leaving family, friends and a known community_ in return-for the uncertainty

of a new job and a new community. The financial costs and, perhaps,' part

of the psychological-costs can be fully or partially offset by the use of relocation

allowances by the-firm. A number of studies over the last ten years have

aiscusSed the value of relocation alloWances134to stimulate and aid relocation

in Pesponse to technological change which reduces employment opportunitie8.

The firm in return for this ontjay receives les4 union resistance to change

and retains an experienced worker with trai g specific to the firms activities.

The use of seniority rides affects workers' use of transfers in two
/

ways. First, the use of wider seniority unitszi`s one form of job prostection

for older workers (to he discusse in the next section), because it gives them

the highest priority for job' tranqfer and the ability to "bump out workers

with less seniority. Second, t nsfers which do not include continuance of

y discourage' established use of the transfer

option. Several studies135 have iscussed the importance of seniority

old seniority levels and rights j*

134B. L.S . x DO L (72:2.00)
Kassalow (70:8.00)
Kheel (66:32.00)

ig (64:8.50)

13-1'Killingsworth (63:9.00)
Nelson, Peck, and Kalachek

(67:14.00)
Taft (63:16.00)

Barbash (63 :L00)
Killingsworth (63:9.00)
Nelson, Peck and Kalachek ((67:14.00)

Pichler (66:46.00)
Aronson (65:0.50)
U.S DOL (65:20.. 60)

OO
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transfers. Weber136 and baN:fey137 both specifiCally'

point to-the disposition of senipxity rights as an importanit factor in determining

the effectiveness of interplant transfer systems..
,

,V Another method by which workers may be encouraged to accept job

transfers (intra-or inter-plant) atigl by which union resistance to change can

be lowered is for labo nd management to agree on themaximuni.number
6.

of paygrades'a worker mar be loweredif he. accepts transfer-to a new work
. ,

activity. Nelson, Peck, and Kalachek138 advocated the use of a limit On' .

4.

S

, paygrade decreases as a method of aiding older-worker adjuajnent. The U.S.

Dept. of Labor report139 on the impact of new technology in a gas and electric

utility pointed out that maintenance of pay--with job transfer eliminateda

major source of employee anxiety.

The second half of this section contains material concerning retraining

effofts in the private sector as 'a Means of aiding worker adjustment to

technological change. The use of retraining-within the firm appears to

be extremely widespread, more so probably than any other form of adjustment

mechanisms discussed in the literature, Retraining occurs in formal

programs and, evidently, to a greater extent through informal on-the-job,

activities. Retraining ks often used in conjunction with job transfers since

new skills are often required for a new work ,activity.

137 Davey (72:4,00)

\* 138Nelson, Peck and Kalahek (67:14.00)

139U.S. Dept. of Labor (46. :20.60)
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The amount of literature iiving evidence of private retraining and/,or

advocating private retraining as a method to cushion substantially the

impact of technological change on workers is extensive from the early

1960's though the early 110's.149 Several areas of disagreement or differing

views concerning the use of retraining do exist in tho literature and these

will also be discussed.

To begin the discussion of specific material, two articles that conclude

there has been relatively little impact on needed skills_ from automation,
c

discuss the proper role for retraining to aid the small number of workers

who are affected. Ai-Orison"' found that for displaced low=skill workers,

retraining was the best solution; however, he found that only the highly skilled

jobg need extensive retraining. Ilerman142 in a study of twelve plants that

had implemented computer control systems, concluded there was little

impact on most skills including lovier skill levels. Some higher-skill-level
IA

140In addition to the articles to be
B. L.S , DO L (72:2.00)
Davey (7-2:4; 00)
Robinson,(71:7.25)

'Stern ('71:9.00)
Kassalow (70:8..00)
Killingsviorth (70:9.00)
McNiff (70:9.50)
Meshel (70:11.70)
Weinberg (70:17:85)
Wolfbein (70:19.00)
Levine (69:14.00)
Ullman (69:33.00),
Burack and McNichols (68:0.50)

141 Aronson (65:0.50)

1421-lerman (70:6.00)

discussed individually, see:
Freedman-(68:4.50)
Manpower Adm. , DO L (68:10: 00)
Takahashi (68:19.00)
Weber (68:20.00)
I3arkin (67:2.50) ,..
Canada, Dept. of Labour (67t.1.50)
Kelber and Schlesinger (67:11.00)
Nelson, Peek 'and Kalaehek (67:14.06)
Weinberg and Ball'(67:23.00)-
OECD, (66:0. 50)
Khee14(66:32.09)
National Commission (66:41.00)

g/0
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jobs were created,' nd--workers retrained for esg positions:ehjoyed higher'

wages. -

Fiore 143, a study based on extensive interviews in eleven industries,
,

fouhd informal on-the-job training to take place as technoloOcalch'ange

occurs, 'during the process of innovation, inseallatibn, and debugging of

the new equipment; training, innovation, and production then should be viewed

as joint products. lie also corrcluded that informal on -the -job training appears
"r

to be a much more important source of skills than are schools, apprenticeship,

the armed 'forces, or company.classroom-training for almost all blue-

collar 'manufacturing occupations. Sim ilarly, the Mueller, et all" study ",

,concluded that specific, on-the-job training seems to prepare workers better

for new jobs than generalpd-Thittandeducation does:,
Pichler reported in two arAcles145 on the use and effect:of-retraining-

for workers- displaced by plant shUtdowns. 1-1" found that acceptance of

retraining.shOwed a negative relation with age and educational achievement.

Unskilled workers and those with skills not transferable across industry
1 0 : " . ,

441 4
lines were4nore-likely to use retraining programs. In attempting to measure

the impactitif retraining, he found various results according to .the criteria

used./ Retraining lowered the unemployment'rates only if high labor demand

was.present after retraining was finished. Post Shutdown earnings did not

143Piore (66:14-00)

. .144 Mueller, et al (69:23;0))
,

'145Picliler (66:46.00 1: 67:18.00) ' 1,
1-
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appear to be affected immediately by training; however, trainees did enjoy

greatei'upward -skill mobility than did nontrain'ees, so their long run wage

prospects may haye been enhanced.

a

Several studies for specific industries.haVe shown the value of

retraining-for both on-the-job training and,special programs, Goldberg 146

..discusses the wide use of training programs to upgrade skills in longshoremen,

in order to allow them to handle the new equipment, Pras.ow. and Massarik147

concluded that in the aerospace industries unskilled people can he hired at

low levels to b0. trained via on-the-job methods to work with new equipments,

A study148 of an electric and as utility found that training was a key measure ,

in facilitating the successful adjustment of erpployees assigned, to new work.

41r7 0

Training was almost atways provided on-the-job, dUring working hours.

Critchlow, 14 in a study of the d,s. printing industry, and an Australian

Dept, of Labour and National :Service s udy150 of the printing trades found

that rather extensive retraining had allowed for smooth adjustment to

- technological change by most affected workers, Vickery, 151 in a study of

"New Technology in Laundry and Clenning*Services," recommends that

146Goldberg (71:3.50)

147Prasow and Massarik (69127. 00)

148U.S. DOI, (65 :20. 60)

149Critchlow (70:3.00)

150Australia Dept . Of Labour (69:0.75)

151 Vickery (72:21. 00)

/
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unions and management implement training programs to augment some

existing retraining for foremen,' maintenance men, and administrators,

A number of studies h4e recommended the use of expanded use of

retraining programs to aid worker adjustment to new technology, 152

13erenschot153 argues th-at specialized training on the job should be coordinated

with public education and pre-vocational training, He feels that capabli4.,-,

employees should be given opportunities for training in stages throughoUt

their working careersand that a career would then'-,becomea dynamic process

of retraining. Bolz154 argues that it is management's responsibility to

persuade workers to undertake retraining so that technological change can

he to their advantage. Critchlow15\and Warner156 have advocated expadded

union sponsorship of retraining programs for members{

Several writers urge greater retraining opportunities in the private

Sector for special worker groups. Agassi157 stresses that the private

sector must provide greater labor mobility and opportunities to women

by giving them more technical training. Two studies recommend the

152For exa*ple, see: Q,

Mortimer (71:4.. 90) Warner (65:21.00)
Howenstine (72:8.00) Calif. Commission (64:6.00)

153

if

Berenschot (67:3.00)

154 Bolz (66:6.00)

155 Critchlow (70:3.00)

156Warner (65:21,00)

157Agassi (70:3;00)
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. expanded use df training-opportunities to aid older workers. DunLop158

speaks. for older workeTs in general, while Dalton and Thompson159 argue

for innovation in retraining methods to aid older engineers whose skills

have been made dbiolete.
4 .

Various warnings concerning the use of retraining also exist. An

O. E.C.D. study1P0 and a study by the Manpower Admi istration fo the U.S.

Dept. of Labor161 counsel against to narrow skill or j b training which

may be outmoded as soon as it is completed. The manpower_administration.-

study also points out that when technologies are altered a great.deal, the

potential for successful, comprehensive on-the-job mining is diminished.

'Padfield and Martin, 162 in their study of farm workers and mechanization,

discuss various ways in which retraining tould be used; but.they warn that,

on the whole, rehabilitating Anglo-isolates (Native AMericans and Mexican

Americans) by retraining is not possible. This would be proposing vocational

solutions for social and emotional problems. yinally, I3right's163 warning

against too.much skill-upgrading in public programs can be repeated for

private sector programs. Bright believes that automation will no significantly

158Diin lop (66:?0, 00)
.

`1.59Dalton'and Thompson (71:2.00)

160OECD (66:45.00) .

161' Manpower Adm. .D01, (68:9.00)

162 Padfiela ind Martin (65:13.00)

163 Bright.(66:9 . 00)
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inc./I-ease required-skill levels for corkers, except, perhaps, for some persons

in the maintenance areas.

2. Job Protection Techniques

When the introduction of new technology threatens-to-reduce employ-

ment levels., vataious methods*of protecting the jobs of all or parf of ther,r -

present workers have been established by management and by union-manage-

ment cooperation andjornegotiation. One very commonly.usA, means Of

maintaining the jobs t)f the existing work force has been to let normal attrition

(quits, retirements, deaths) reduce the work force to the new, loWer required.

level, This is another apparently widely us'bd adjustment mechanism that

has received little attention in the more popUlarized literature but its discussed

in a great many professional articles. 164')'

A. few specific examples can help point out the widespreadeuse of

attrition. Walker165 reports.on the use of attrition plans for non-manual

workers threatened by technological change in Western Europe, the United

States, Canada, Japan and Australia, Gomberg166 reports on the use of

1641n addition to the articles
Davey (72:4.00)
Rehmus (71:6.50)
Delamotte (71:3.00)
Critchlow (70:3.00)
Horrigai (70:6.'50)
Shils (70:15.00)
Weinberg (70:17.85)

.
165Walker (67:22.50)

166Gomberg (65:6.30)

discussed individually, see:
Rothberg (69:29.00)
Takahashi (68:19.00)
Weber (68:20.00) .

Barkin (67:2. 50)
MacDonald (67:12.50)
Nelson, Peck, and Kalachek (67:14.00)
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normal attrition as an adjustment mechanism for longshorerfien, for railjoad

workers, and for steel industy workers. Robinson167 found that most

firms allowed normal labor turnover to absorb any impact of automation

on clerical jobs. Freedman168 reports the use of attrition to aid the adjust-
.

meet of telephone operators as the industry automated. A Business Week

article169 reported on the use of attrition to aid worker adjustment at a

newspaper printing plant.

Attrition may lead to problems, as pointed out in the Business Week

article discussed above where a union charged the firm with attempting to

increase work loads.thtough the attrition scheme by releasing more employees

than they shnuld'haye. Wolf1;ein170 and Khee1171 point out that attrition due

to automation is a threat to the labor force because it creates no new jobs.

Kheel alsO points out that attrition hurts organized laborby reducing the

number of workers involved,

The use of seniority as a basis for retention during periods of

decreasing employment is a standard practice in much of the business and

industrial world, Widening and broadening the seniority base appears to

be fairly commonly used and 'advocated method of maintaining the employment

167Robinson (71:7.25)

168
Freedman-(68:4.50)

169 Business Week (73:1).25)

170Wolfbejn (70:19..00)

171Khee1 (66:32.00)
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of older, more established workers when firms, implement new technology

which displaces workers .172 This involves spreading the workers' seniority

to include workers in all sectionsfo the plppt or perhaps in all plants owned by

the firm. Barbash173 and Killingsworth174 both point out the growth in

union pressures for broader seniority units as workers' fear of displacement

by technological change increases. Herding, 175 in a study primarily of

automobile and steel industries in the U,S, and Wegt Germany, found that
,

attempts to gain effective seniority and other job protection clauses in

bargaining have often failed, largely because the international federation

.of the unions involved are more concerned with wages, fringe benefits and

earnings stabilization.

Davey176 argues that workers forced to transfer to another plant

in order to retain employMent should have their seniority protected. Weber, 177
a

'in his study concludes that thd disposition of seniority rights is an important

17214- addition to the article
Golodner (73:1.00)
King (72:12.00)
Rehmus.(71 :6.50)
McNiff (70:9.50)
Shils (70:15.00)
Mueller et al (69:23.00)"
Prasow and Massarik. (69:26.00)

cited individually, see:
Freedman (68:4, 5O)
Goldberg (68:5.00)
Zeisel (68:21.00)
Barkin (67:2.50)
Canada Dept. of Labour (67:7.00)
MacDonald (67:12.50)

173Barbash (0:1.00)

174Killingsworth (70:9.00)

175Herding (72:6, 50)

176Davey (72:4.00)

177Weber (63:18.00)
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factor in determining the effectivenessoof'irlter-plant transfer system's.-

On the other hand, arguments against broader seniority have been raised

by some. Porchkis178 believes that seniority clauses pro0tect white .workers

while. they displace non-whites 'ho do not get to build up seniority sufficient

to protect them. Younger workers, in general, may object to broader
a

seniority systems, because such systems Alows)older workers to take jobs

even if the jobs are in other plants or sections than where.the bider workers

are presently located.

1n/specific industry studies, Killingsworth179 discusses the use and

negotiation for broader seniority units among workers in the automobile,

rubber, steel, and railroad industries And among longshore.men. More
t.

recently, .Levine180 also discussed seniority systct h for railroad workers °

while Goldberg181 discussed seniority use among longshbremen.
. _

Transfer based on seniority and ability of displaced workers in a

gas and electric utility was discussed in a U.S. Dept. of La-bor report. 182

Finally, 'Nelson, Peck and Kalachek183 argued for the widest possible seniority

.
178 Porchkis (66:47.00)

179Killingsworth (63:9.00)

180Levine
(69 :14.00)

,18 'Goldberg (71:3.50)

1820.5.. DO L (65:20.60)

1§3Nelson, Pecic and Kalachek (67:14.00)
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- base in order to aid older workers displaced by technological change, since

these workers encountered thp greatest re-employment problems.

Ope elf the most controversial and emotional-adjustment mechanisms
.

discussed in the popular and professional literature is job protection through

various types,of job security provisiOns involving work ruli3s; job task

assignments, "featherbedding;" job flexibility, guaranteed employment,

etc)." Basic to many of the-job security discussions is the concept of the

worker's property fight to his jOb.(as discussed in Part I of this report).

Gomberg185 has developed the logic behind the worker's property right to

his job, and he argues that this right must be accepted by management and

the public in bargaining agreements. He does point out that unions also

have'the'responsibility, not to take an anti-techndlogy position; so -he associates
.

job security with a growing, vigorous national economy.

As Killingsworth186 points out, one of the results of automation

appears to be an, increased emphasis on job security in collective bargaining,

including attempts at "job freezes" and at more restrictive work rules.

Several labor disputes such as the highly publicized ones in the construction

1$4 In addition to he articles. cited
Davey (72:4,00)
B. L S , DO L (72:2,00)
Jenson (71:4.00)
Kassalow (70:8.60)",
Moore :12.00)
Weinb rg (70:17.85)

185G mberg (65:6,30):

1861£illingsmOrth (70:9'. 60)

individually, see:
Mueller et al (69:23.00)
Mann and Williams (68:8.00)
Kelberg and,_Schlesinger (67:11.00)

. MacDonald ((17:12.56)
(67:13:75)-
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mdustry187 in the steel industry arid in the railroad industry188 have" occurred
ti

Over the issues of job security and work rules. StrOng work-rule and woric-
,

preservation clauses do exist or have existed in some areas such a' the

printing and publighipg trades2189 Kasier Steel,.190 railroads, 191 and among
O

longs horeme.n 192

Yhe general impression from the literature is that the number of

"restrictive.work*led in practice in the United States it small and somewhat

isolated to certain organized fieldS: The effects on the U.S. economy
.er ,,

appear kol,he,,slight-2, am qest. Cerfainly the effec-ts in the U.S. cannot be

compaed to those'in Great Britain; where a common contention has been
, 1

that British' trade unions' restrictive practices have been partially responsible

for the poor economic performance of that nation. Mortimer193 argues

that the unions even in Britain have adopted more productive approaches.
1r-Af .

Kheel194 believes that 'While organized labor has, at times, resptifiEW to

automation with featherbedding techniques, this is not the usual approath,..1,

187Smith (72:19; 00)

Killingsworth (63:9.00)

189Critchlovi(70:3,Q0)

190
David (M:8.507)

191David (64:8.50)

192Killingsworth (63:9. 00) Goldberg (71:3-. 50)

191\48rtimer(71:4.90)

194Kheel (66:32.00)
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because society resents this technique and because many unions promote

automation to reduce drudgery and increase incomes. Thus he concludes

that unions usually seek other forms of adjustment mechanisms. Herding195

feels that unions have -'not been successful in job control because of lack

of support at the international union level. King',.196 in a study of arbitration

cases, concludes that unions have been quite aggr ssive in attempting to

counter the move to advanced technological Methods; but they have been

successful in oly-22 percent of the cases, The unions, however,

have rarely violated "no-strike" clauses in their-disputeS. Arbitrators

have been firm on :the riltentiOn of present workers covered in existing

contracts clauseson.work arrangements...

In specific organized labor contracts, little evidence of the existence

of disruptive work rules' or even the extensive existence of restrictive work

rules is found in the literature. Rehmusl° concludes that the railroads'

disputes with the railroad brotherhoods have not in any significant' -Way

impeded the introduCtion of changed a gIimproved technology nor have

the disputes impeded the general dispersion of the resulting gains- from

improved technology. Killingsworth198 fOund few work rules in existence

195Herding (72.:6.50)

196King (72:12, 00)

197Rehmus (71:6.50)

198 Killingswo rth 63 :9. 00)
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in the rubber industry and in the auto industry outside of those rules of

the skilled trades groups, Hartman,199 Goldberg200 and Killingsworth201_

point out the switch from very restrictive work rules to much more flexible

job assigninents that was accepted in 1960 by the longshoremen. Hartman

concludes there was a very substantial annual savings to the induStry as a

result of the elimination of the restrictive work practices, andhe expresses,

the opinion that the union members were better off with better wages and

easier physical'Work. Godberg points out that the regular longshoremen

labor forces have been kept in balance by upgrading tb.senior, regular

positions only as needed; and by limited entry to less- senior categories.

A U.S, Dept, of Labor study202 points out,that restrictive practices can
,

often be justified on the basis of safety and must be considered in relation

to the particzular industry in which they are established.

Weinstein203 disgasses how management -must anticipate the cost

of potential labor resistance to technological change and include this cost

in calculating the expected rate of return from the investment. If the

investment will not pay because of labor' resistance, Weinstein points out.

that firms may choose to implement the new technology in such a way

199HLtman (69:10.00)

200Goidberg 71:3.50)

201Killingsworthl 63 :9.00)

202U.S., DQL (69:35.00),

203Weinstein (65:21.60)
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as completely to eliminate thetroubleso

94

ne woziker groilp and union, As an

example of this', Killingsworth204 points out that the rubber industry when

faced with wildcat strikes and organized shntdowns by labqr countered, in

the late 1950's, by building completely new modernized plants and letting

old plants suffer.

. Several authoits have pointed out that managemant-cpn reduce the
Or-

employment impact of technological change.by not overstating the skill--

level requirements for jobs andy making bettefmatthes betWeen workers'

skills and existing work needs. Bright205 pointed out the danger of over-

skill specification in industry in general as industry automates. Burack and

IVIcNichols206 ,,,and Dalton and Thompson207 have discusded the idea that the

better coordination of available skills and job assignments can lessen the

impact of technological change on older managerial personnel and on older

engineers.

Several articles208 discussed the ways in which management could

affect the employment impact of technological change by the timing and/or

204 Killingsworth (63:9. 00)

205Bright (66:9.00)

206Burack and McNichols'(68:0, 50)

207Dalton and Thompson (71:2.00)

208
See; for instance, the following

Women's Bureau, DOL (70:19.50)
tim=an (69:10.00)

nlueller et al (69:23.00)
Prasow and Massarik (69:26.00)

plus those cited individually:
Crispo (68:1.00) -
Kelber and Schlesinger (67:11.00)

(67:13.75),
Weinberg and Ball (67:23.00)
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type of, innovation introduced. Studies such as the one on the Atlanta Office

of the IR,S have shown that a slow, gradual introduction of new innovations

to be much less disruptive on employment than is rapid conversion. If

a choice in the form or type of innovation is available, then it may be possible

to choose a. type that better fits present employee skills, Herrnan209 found

little labor displacement had occurred in twelve plants in various industrie4

as,:computer-controlled systems were installed gradually over time, Prasow

and Massarik210 and Welsh, 211 in their studies of the aerospace industry

and the retail food industry, respectively, found that gradual introduction

of change allowed for smooth adjustment; Welsh, in the study mentioned

above, and Barkin212 emphasize the need for_planning for the innovation

and for communication among management, union and labor concerning the

iprojqted.chantfe.

The information of multicraft unions or union mergers is another

techniq'to enhance labor's powerto promote job protection and other

adjustment mechanisms; this'technique,has been reported on or advocated

in several articles. One reason for the.wider union base is to overcome

problems in union jurisdictional lines and functions created by new technologies

2091-lerman (70:6.00)

210Prasow and Massarik (69:27.00)
. .

211Welsh (65:22.00)

212Barkin (67:2.50)

s,
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when these problems tend to blur old craft, and job.distinctions. 21'3 Weinstein214

points out another reason for_multicraft unions. If companies attempt to

eliminate one skill or ,craft line by the technological change and thus eliminate
. .

that union group, the use of multicraft or union merger will counter this

movement. This would allow for a broader seniority base and a common

bargaining group. In a similar manner, Khee1215 and Weber216 argued

that technological change was causing a decline in the relative size and strength

of unions and that a-broader union base would aid unions in restoring their

bargaining powers.. Weinstein, however, points out that as of the mid

1960's, no significant move towards the use-of multicraft unions or union

mergers had appeared.

The use of white colla'r unions to aid worker adjastment to technological

change is discussed and reported on by several writers. 217 'ThiS gives

white-collar workers an organized base from which to bargain and a means

to promote their own job security. It may.also aid blue collar workers by

213See, asexamples:
Meshel (70:11.70)
Warner (65:21.00)

214Weinstein (65:21.60)

215Kheel (66:32,00)

216w6bef. (66:63.00)

217See, for instance:
Weber (66:63,00)
Kheel (66:32,00)
Mann and Williams (68:8.00)

Critchlow (70:3.00)

Shils (70:15.00)
Golodner (73:1,00) "0
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giving a larger and broader base of workers represented in the bargaining

process much as a multicraft union Would.

3. WorkSharing Arrangements

The industrialization process in western economies,

Australia was accompanied by reduced hours of yvork per day and per week

and more vacation time and holidays. Thus with the "automation revolution"

of the late 1950's and early 1960's, many writers speculated that the tech-

_.nological change would lead to further decreases. in working hours. Other

writers thought that work sharing arrangements would be necessary to keep

unemployment from increasing as a result of automated processes. While

.1

some evidence ofNwork sharing and shorter working hours is found, this

appears to be occurring in a few rather isolated areas; it is not clear that

the shorter working hours are always the result, either wholly or partially,

of technological change.

Two othermethods of sharing the work that have been dismissed at

fvarious lengths are reduction of overtime and extended vacations. Aronson, 218

in his study of the general economy, found that reduction of overtime was
. ,

,..

seldom used as an adjustment to technological change. Khee1,219 in his

study of the 25 hour work week for New YorkCity electricians, found the

218Aronson (65:0, 50)

219/01ee 1 (64:16,00)

5.
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shorter work week had not caused much overtime (and,had caused fewer new

jobs to develop than was expected). Several

use of extended vacations and have reported

bargaining procedures; hOliever, outside of
.

articles220 have discussed the

discussions of it in collective

a few headline athering settlements

such as the steelworkers' contract, few references are found to the use of

extended vacations, especially as an adjustment to technological change.

The use of early retirement plans can be viewed as a means of increasing
. s

employment for younger workers. "(These systems will be discussed in

the next section under Incoine Securities.)

As pointed out above, a large number of speculative discussions of

the use of work sharing and shotter work weeks as adjustment mechanisms

for technological change exist in the literature. Dates opublication of

these more speculative discussions are clustered in the early and mid 1960's

up through 1966,221 and they appear again in the early 1970's. 222 It is

tempting to speculate on the effect of the recession of 1958-1962 on the

appearance of the-later articles, and of the strong economic growth of

220Weberen (68:20.00) Sheppard (66:55.00)
Froomkin (66:2-3.00) Siemiller (70:17.20)

221see,
Fgunce (62:1.00)
Calif. Commission (64:6.00)
Weber (66:63.00)
Sheppard (66:55,00).

222see,
Women's Bureau, DOL (70:,19.50)
McNiff (70:9,50)
Reisman (71:7.00)

National:Commission (66:41.00)
Froomkin" (66:23.00)
Allen (66:1.00)

Jensen (71:4.00)
Delamotte (71:3.00)
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the latter 1960's on the lack of work sharing discussions for that period.
,

Exarhples of these Speculative'discussions include Siemiller's223 statement

that .collective bargaining can reduce the impact of automation by-s-eeking,

among other things, a shorter work week, and Kheel's224 discussion of

unions reacting by seeking, in many cases, a shorter work week. DunlOp225

argues for shorter hoprs and job sharing to aid the adjustment of older workers,

while Baker226 points out that part rime work will enable men and women

to lead .private lives as .well as careers:

Work sharing provisions have been encountered and discussed in the

literature. Stieber,227 in a 1961 article, discusses the use of work shtiring-

in several manufacturing industries during the late 1950's; and Weber, 228

. -
in a 1968 article, discusses work sharing as one means to lessen worker

displacement that is found in labor-management agreements. Khee1229

discusses the 25.hour work week for New York City electricians. Walker230

found some work sharing in reaction to automation in banks and insurance

223Siemiller (70:17:20)

224Kheel (66:32.00)

225Dunlop (66:20.00)

226Baker (64:2.00)

227Stieber (61:1.00)

228Weber (68:20.00)

229Kheel (64:16.00)

230Walker (67:22.50)

228
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firms in the U.S. and other developed economies;, and Killingsworth231

reports on the union acceptance of work sharing in the rubber industry.

Considerable evidence in the.literature points to the lack of use of work

sharing..agreements in the vast i'tajority of businesses as a means to adjust

to techhological change. Mueller, et a1,232 in their survey of workers

in a cross-section of. U.S. industries, found only a small percentage had

worked shorter hours because of changing technology. Aronson, 233 in

his study of industries and firms in the U.S. found that the reduction of ,

work hours was seldom used. In Canada, a study of 471_ contract agreements234

found that provisions for work sharing were seldom used in response to

problems relating to new technologies.

4. Income Security Measures

This section will present a review af evidence and discussions concerning,

the use o.f income security programs as adjustment mechanisms for technology

change. The measures which include early retirement, guaranteed annual

wages (GAW), supplemental unemployment benefits (SUB), severance pay,

profit sharing and other pay incentive approaches have received a large

amount of publicity and have generated a considerable amount of controversy,

231Killingsworth (63:9.00)

232Mueller et al (69:23,00)

233Aronson (65:0.50)

234Canada, Dept of Labour (67:7.50)
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as have the various "restrictive" work rules approach to job security,

Income security provisions are controversial because they extend employer-
)

employee relations beyond the_tralitional wage payment" for labor-services-

rendered concept, to a broader basis, The employee is given a share of the

gains from technological change; that i§, he is compensated for being

displaced from work by forces beyond his control OT, in the case of profit

sharing or pay incentives, he iscompensated for accepting change which

'alters the work activity and may threaten eventual displacement, As explained

in Part I, the rationale for this is that society as A whole gains from tech-

nological improvements; thus labor demands income securities'to make

sure file cost of the improvement -is not imposed on onp small segment of

society,
- ,

,
Concerning the Use 6fincome security measures as adjustment

mechanisms, the general impression from the literature is that they are

used far less than retraining, transfer, attrition and wider seniority are
a a

used but far more than work sharing and restrictive work rule arrange-
,

ments are used, This would be true for probably. all the income security

approaches except the guaranteed-annual=wage system, where the publicity

seems to far outweigh the use,

The first income security to be covered is early retirement programs,

since this is one form of generating greater attrition:and sharing the work

with younger workers, Related issues with early retirement are the pension

and fringe benefit rights and amounts, A great many articles have cited

230
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the use of early retirement plans and/or advoated their expanded use. 235

A relatively large amount-of the material was published in the latter 1960's
,.f

and early 1970's; thus early retirement plans, or at least, interest in them

was not dulled by the long full employment growth period of-the middle and

late 1960's.

Stieber, 236 Weber237 and Kassalow238 point to the broad use

and expausion of early retirement plans in labor contracts in a great variety

of industries. Killingsworth239 points out the development of early retire-

ment programs in the auto industry, in the steel industry and for longshoremen.

Ullman240 discusses the early retirement provision as an aid to older 'worker

adjustment to a plant shutdown. Critchlow241 discusses° the development

of early retirement provision in the printing and publishing industries: .

Faltenmayer242 agreed that the provision for early retirement was becoming

235In addition tothe articles referred
Davey (72:4.00)
Goldberg (71:3, 50)
Horrigan (70:6,50)
Women's Bureau, DOL (70719; 50)
Perline and Tull (69:25.00)

236Stieber (61:1.00)

237Weber (68:20.00)

238Kassalow (70:8.00)

239ICillingsworth,(63.19.00)

240Ullman (69:33.00)

241Critchlow (70:3.00)

242Faltenmayer (65:5,70)

to individually, 'see:
Freedman.(68:4°. 50)
"Khee1166:32.00)
Weber (66:63.00)
Calif. Commission (64:6.00)
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wider-and wider spread; but, at least in the mid-1960's, it was not being*

used by a great many workers, Mo St older workers eligible for early

retirement chose to stay on the job.
U.

Two studies do report on the use of early retirement in specific

areas. A U.S.. Department of Labor study243 conchides that due to workers'

'retirement , job openings in railroads remained, even with declihing employ-
,

-ment. Owen and 13elzuhg244 didcuss the use of early retirement at a specific

petroleum refinery,. They found-that many workers would choose early

retirement if the income-were great enough. Those wlio had retired from

the refinery seemed to be enjoying it, had excellent mental health,. and

good family relations; and many had sought other part-time or full-tithe work.

Several artictes discuss the need for -early retirement and some of

the issues early retirement generates.. 24 Siemiller246 believed that the
...

impact of automation on jobs will continue to increase and that measures

such as early retirement will become more and more necessary -An

international colloquium2.47 concluded that automation was makiilg it.increasingly

more difficult for older workers to adjust to changing employment requirements;

243
, DOL (72:2,00)

2440wen and Belzung (67:16.00)

245'For example, see:
Gerber (65:6.30) ,

246Siemiller470:17. 20)

247. International Colloquium ('70:0. TO)

Dimlop (66':20.00)
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, and the colloquium suggested.that early retirement would be one viable

alternative. Od. 0.1248 concludes that if early retirement is to be encouraged

then a,great manyprograms for the retired must be developed so that

retirement can give a life o dignity and se,curity
.

andAs mentioned above; the pension amount and rights are very important

in the decision to use early retirement; so is the availability of other fringe
.

enefits such as health insurance. The effect that accepting early retirement

has .On /octal security payments and "normal" ension', payments when the
. .

regular retirement age is 'reached is important These issues are discussed.

many reporis and studies .249

In addition' to the rela on of pension plans to early retirement, the

disposition of per-Talon, righ

acceptance of job chang Dunlop, 25° Se r1251- and Warne,r252 all pOint

to the need for vesti g the'pension rights with the wOrkers when he transfers

s can affect labor adjustment by influencing workers'

jobs.. In this way the older w

2480dell (65:11.50)

249For example, see:
B:L.S , DO L (72:2.00)
McNiff (70:9.50)
Levine (69:14,00)
Goldberg (68:5.00)
Barkin (6b:2.50)

250Diinlop (66:20.00)

251Sega1 (64:30.00)

252w-ar er (65:21,00)

er does not' lose pensiodpayments if he is

Canada, Dept. of Labour (67;7:00),
OECD (66;0.50)

. Bolz (66:6.00)
B. L.S. , DO 'L (66:12.00)
Froomkin (66:23.00)
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f6rced to change jobs- and, one courd hope that he would be more receptive.

,.41Nto emplovnat changes. Aronson253 cOncluded that)the vesting of pension
0

rights increased attrition while Providing. better security for older workers.

Agassi254 argues that women must have equal access to all job protection

and security measures, including pension rights; women,need these protections

in order to allow them to have equal access td and incentive for seeking

new jobs being created bytechnological change 2-55 .

When automation displaces workers and early retirement is not

feasible solution, ;some form of income -maintenance over the short run

or long run is often proposed and used. This income maintenance may.be

a guaranteed-annual-wage or income, if the unemployed workers' skills

are viewed as gehthrally rednndant-in the economy (and the union is in a

mg position), or, ir rnay be supplemental unemploymentstrong bargai

benefits (SUB) or severance pay received due to technological displacement

'The SUB or severrice-pay is meant to be a compensation to allow workers

to maintain experiditures and lifestyles while finding re-employment.

The guaranteed annual wage and the supplemental unemploymbnt,
. .

benefits programs have received -wide coverage and have been ,a source

253 Aronson (65:0. 50)

254Agassi (72:1.50)

255'For other references to pensions
Golodner (73:1.00)
Jensen (71:4,,00).
Shils (70:15.00)
Hartman (69:10.00)

oI.

and technological change, - see:
Stern (69:31.00)
Crispo (68:1.00)
Kelber and Schlesinger (67:11.00)
Pichler (66:46.00)

23 t
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. -of conflict, as the actual need or rationale for .thege types of payments is.

debated, and.the effects these compensations have on people's willingness
. .

to accept employment and to be mobile in the labor market is analysed.'
, .

The use of 'severance pdy appears to be much More widespread and_to Have

a much longer tradition Vian either of the Other more glamorous income.

compensations for displacement. -256

Taft 7 discusses the development of several dismissal compensation.

plans in the 1920's and 1930's; and he argues that the use Of geyeran -e pay'

helpe.eaSe the burden for tbe digplaced worker who not a risk tak*er in

oilt.systern and who is to be:treated as a cost-of-business, including invest-
,

rne'rit in new technologieS. Aronson,258 Kheel,259 and an OECI) stud,y260

all report on the use of severenc'e pay in the ecoabmy as a means of aiding
;

P

.displic.ed workers. Weber261 also reports on the use of severance pay, -..

256
In addition to the

Golodner.(73:1.00)
Ddvey (72 :4,00)
Horrigan (70:6.50)

.Sierniller (70:17.20)
Herding (72:6.50)
Delamotte (71:3.00)
Stern (71:9.00)
Lipsky (70.:9.40)
Moore (70:12.00)
Stern (69:31.;-00)

7Tqft (63:16.00)

258Aronson (65:0. SO)

259Kheel (66:32.00)

?OECD (66:0.50)

20Weber (68:20.00)

articles discussed individually,. see:
Takahashi (68:19.00)
Barkin. (67:2.50)
Canada,'Dept. of Labour (67:7.00)
Canada, Dept. of Labour (67:7.50)
NAM (67:13.75) ,

National Commission (66:41.00)
B L.S., (66:12.06)
Pi le9r (66:46.00)
Weber (66:03.00)
Freedman (68:4.50)

23 1. a
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Which is q,ne of the mechanisms he groups undeithe "buy-out" approach to

ng adjustment. He states that management gains from the "buyout"

technique, since with this approach its moral responsibility to workers is

translated into financial terms; and then management has almost a free hand

in increasing efficiency. .A U.S. Department of Labor report262 discusses

the use of severance pay in railroads and airlines; Levine263 discusses

its use in railroads; and Killingsworth264 discusses its use in the rubber

industry.

Pichler, 265 in his case study,' found that those workers who received
, si

a large severance payment showed some tendency to accept re-employment

later than those With a lesser payment. King,.266 in his study of arbitration

cases over the 1960's, found that arbitrators held that severance pay should

be paid only if workers-moved completely out of a plant and not if they

transferred jobs, within a plant. Nelson, Peck and Kalachek267 stress

the need-for severance pay compensation for displaced older workers who

face particularly difficult problems in finding re-employment.

262D0L (64 :8.50)

263Levine (69:14.00)

264
Killingsworth (63 :9.00)

265Pithier (67:18.00)

2 66Kivig (72:12.00)

267Nelson, Peck and Kalachek (67:14.04)
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Many articles have discussed the use and issues surrounding the use

of supplementary unemployment benefits (SUB). 268 The impressiori from the

literature is that the use of SUB is less frequent than the use of severance

pay (although greater than guaranteed annual wages), but that use of SUB

plans has inc ase4 substantially over the last ten to fifteen years, especially

in the well organized industries.269 Several studies discussing the use

of SUB plans in specific industries are found in the literature. These

include studies on the railroads, 270 longshoremen,271 and on the automobile,

steel and rubber industries.272

Comber g273 argues that the establishment of SUB, early retirement

and normal attrition plans- maintain worker security while allowing management

to pursue efficient production .iethods; thus they help to maintain strong

268Goldberg (71:350)
Stern (71:9100)
Critchlow (70:3.00) ,

Killingsworth (70:?.00)
McNiff (70;9.50)
Canada, Dept of Labour (69;2;00)
Perline and Tull (69:25.00)'
Canada, Dept. of Labour (67:7.00)

269
717, For duscussions of SUB use in the

Weber (fi8:20.00)
Kheel (66:32.00)

270B.
L .S . , DOL (72:2.00)

Levine (69:14.00)

271
Hartman (69:10.00)

-
. 272

Killingsworth (63:9.00)

273Gomberg-(65 :6.30)

MacDonald (67:12.50)
Bolz (66:6.00)
OECD (66:0.50)
B.L.S., DOL (66:12.00)
National Commission (66:41.00)
Weber (66:63.00)
Weber (63:18.00)

economy, see:
Aronson (65:0.50)
Stieber (61;10.00)

David (64:8.50)
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growth in our economy. Barbash274 concludes however that unions demand

SUB plans only after attempts 'at blocking change and maintaining jobs have

failed. All the references to the use and establishment of SUB plans were

for industries where labor was organized, in fact, well organized. Schmitz

and Seckler275 conclude in their study of the mechanization of tomato harvesting

that the displaced workers could have been compensated for wage loss, and

the net social returns from mechanization would still have been highly

favorable. Because tomato pickers weie unorganized, no compensation

was demanded or paid.

The use .and misuse of a guaranteed annual wage (GAW) as an adjust-

ment mechanism is an often discussed topic.276 The GAW proposals are

,very controversial because they require employers to pay wages to a minimum

number of employees, whether the employees are needed or not py the firm

regardless of whether or not the displaced worker can find re-employment

elsewhere. As mentioned earlier, the actual use of GAW systems appears

to bp very restricted, and the literature covering its use tends to limit

74
. Barbash (63:1.00)

275Schmitz and Seckler (70:13.40)

276Delamotte (71:3.00)
Jensen (71 :4. Ot1)
Rehmus (71:6.50)

. Stern (71 :9.00)
. Goldberg (68:5.00)

Weber (68:20.00)
Perline and Tull (69:25.00)
Barkin (67:2.50)

MacDonald (67:12.50)
OECD (66:6.50)
Bolz (66:6.00)
National Commission (66 :41.00)
Webel (66:63.00)
Calif. Commission (64:6.00)
Stieber (61:1.00)

38



its discussion to the GAW plans in the steel indust

Ross,279 in a study of 471 labor agreements in Canada for ffi'ms with 500

or more employees, found that the most used method of compensation for
o

110-

and for longshoremen.278

the effects of technological change was some form of income-Maintenance.

Profit sharing and pay incentive progranis are methods by which

management compensates wbrkers in order to get their cooperation in

implementing new technologies. Obviously those workers who are notdisplced
,

by technological change gain the most from these systems, since the displaced

worker gets only the compensation received, if any, while he was employed.
.

Weber28° points out that two of the best known applications, of this method

are those of the United Mine Workers and the, Kaiser Steel Plan,'

Th7 Mueller et al study281 pointed out that workers arp willing to

accept technologidal 'change because this raises the chance of increased

wages for Most groups. Walker282 found that automation of clerical work

has led to some extension of work shifts but that this extension was compensated

forby extra income. Burock and McNichols283 advocate the use of salary

277Killingsworth (63:9.00), David (64:8.50) '

Goldberg (71:3.50 & 63 :9. op)

279Ross (68:15.90)

280Weber (68:20.00)

281Mueller et al (69:23.00)

282 Walker (67:22.50)

283Burock and McNichols (68:0.50)
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incentives to older superVisors and younger technicians in order to promote

per onal development and thus better accomodate technological change in

th= firm.

Re ployment AidS 4

One method of aiding the search for re-employment for workers

displaced by technological change is ID give the threatened employees an

advance notification several weeks or months before the actual layoff is to

occur, so that they may consider transfer, retraining and/or start to seek

re-employment. Many references can be found which discuss the use of

advancp layoff notification and termination procedures to aid. displaced

workers. 284 KilLingsworth285 points out the development of advance-

layoff proVisions in collective bargaining as a result of automation.

Usually the advance layoffnotification is linked to a general advance
i

notification of..a coming technological change and to planning for that change.

Uilman286 and Stern, 287 in studies of plant shutdowns, both conclude that

284For examplc, see;
Rehmus (71:6.50)
Horrigan (70:6.50)
Lipsky (70:9.40)
Shils (70:15.00)
Canada, Dept of Labour (69:2.00) .

Zeisel (68:21.00)
Canada, Dept. of Labour (67:7.00)

285Killingsworth (70:9.00)

286Ullman (69:33.00)

287Stefn (69:31.00)

Canada; Dept. of Labour (67:7.50)
Solz (66:6.00)
Kheel (66:32.00)
National Commission (66:41.00)
Aronson (65:0.50)
Goodwin (65:6.50)
Calif. CoMmission (64:6,00)
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advance notification with an adequate lead time can allow planning to take

place that will aid the adjustment of workers who must be terminated.

A major feature of the adjustment process for" telephone operators was the

planning, well in advance,. for the estimated number of operators who would

be needed after the technologicarchange and the adva,nce layoff notification

given those who had to be displaced.288

The necessity and value of advance notification of technological change

C
for adequate planning and for labor-management cooperation has been repeatedly

stressed in the literature over the last decade.289 Barkin,29° in a report

based on 29 casestudies, in several countries emphasized that advance

planning with complete, open communication between management and

'workers is essential for successful adjustment,to technological change.

Two studies 291 of the railroads concluded that the successful adjustment

mechanisms used by that industry included advance notice of maj9r changes.

A study292 of the successful conversion to new technology at a utility company.
pointed out that management_prOvided advance notice of- charitge to the union

288Freedman (68:4.50)

289See,
for instance:

c'Stern (71:9.00)
McNiff (70:9.50)
Weinberg (70:17.85)
Perline and Tull (69:25.00)

290 Barkin (67:2.50)

291B.
L .S , DO L (72:2.00), Levine 09:14.00)

Prasow and Massarik (69:26.00)
Rot berg (69:29.00)
Crispo (68:1.00)
OECD (66:0.50)

292 DOL (65:20.60)
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and employees as much as two years in advance of the actual changeover.

Much of the planning was carried out jointly by management and the union
4.

and began froth six months to two years ahead of the technological conversion.

In addition to the advance notificatiota of layoffs, the soon-to-be-

displaced worker can be aided by counseling, -.placement and referral services

established before dismissal time by management and unions.293 The

National Commission on Technology, Automation and Economic Progress294

and Rothberg295 stressed the need for additional counseling and for placement t

activities in the firm to aid displaced wc kers. Dalton and Thompson296

believe that part bf the observed technological obsolescence of older engineers

could be eliminated with better counseling services. tJllman297 and ithee1248
b

report on the_development and use of eounselinwand placement services

to aid displaced workers.

Little mention of preferential rehiring as an.adjustment mechanism

for technological change was found in the literature; however, prcfcrentihl

rehiring practices feature of collective bargaining agreements and of manyo

293For example, ace:
Prasow and Massarik (69:26.00) Bowers (65:3.00)
N.A.M. (67:13.75) Calif. Commission (64:6.00)

294National Commission (66:44.00)

295Rothherg (69:29.00)

296Dalton and Thompson (71:2.00)

297Ullman (69:33.00)

298Kheel
(66:32.0(Y)

7142
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managerial rehiring practices following layoffs; and workers displaced by

technological change would be covered in these arrangements also. Finally,

Porchkis,299 who believes automation hits minorities, especially Blacks,

relatively harder, argues for preferential hiring of minorities to offset this.

6. Bargaining Procedures

Some writers lia-ve discussed the use of third parties to be participants

in the bargaining prdcess in order to promote smoother and more effective

transitionsto technological change."° These third parties may be arbitrators'
14.;--3-'

mediators or other "Outrals," such as the labor-management committee

set up'in the steel inaustx-y301 or the public-labor-management committee set up

for railroads."2 Levinson303 argues that the use of national bargaining
0

levels in the trucking industry has allowed for rapid absorption of technological

change into the industry; and he argyles for the-acceptance of national bargaining

in all the transportation industries, 304

rt
a

299Poichkis (66:47.0 )

300KassalOw (70:8.00)

Shils (70:15.00)

301Killingsworth (63:9.00)

302Killingsworth (63:9.00), Rehmus (71:6.50)

ti

Stieber (61:1.00)
Canada, Dept. of Labour (67:7,50)

303Levinson (71:4.75)

304 Levinson (71:7.70) 0
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Conclusion

A large number of studies have concluded that labor-management

cooperation, especially when combined with advance notification Of change

and advanced planning, has worked well to establish a number of effective

adjustment mechanisms. These adjustment mechanisms in the private sect©r
.

are most effective when full employment grdwth is being maintained in the

economy. Many writers have stressed dat the use of a variety of adjustment

mechanisms is best.3°5 .This gives displaced workers alternative's and

reduces the chance of wdrkers being left out or being forced into taking

an unsatisfactory method of adjustment. Among the private adjustment

mechanisms, the most used appear to be intraplant and interplant transfer,

retraining (especially on-the-job), attrition and seniority. On the public

side, the use of retraining, public employment, public job information systems

and government involvement in labor-management negotiations have all

been discussed to some extent. in addition,' the large amount of literature

pointing oft the need for.full employment has been reviewed.

The literature, to a large extent, concludes that the actual amount

of technological displacement that is occurring is below what it could be,

as. a result of the use of largely Private adjustrrtent mechanisms. Views

4

on,just how much effect technological change has had and is having on
ti

n.

employment and required skills is highly debated, however, as is the ability

305For example, see:
DOL (72:2.00) Stern (69:31.00)

Weinberg (70:17.85) Ullman (69:33.00)
Levine (69:14.00) Weber (68.:20.0Q)
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'of unions to cope.with the problem. ;Some authors feel unions are not performing

.well in establishing adjustment mechanisms, and these authors cite evidence
9

attempting to support this position. This view of lack of union development

of effective 'adjustment mechanisms is thought by some to be due to the decrease

in union power resulting from technological change; others feel it results

more from lack of union concern for displaced workers.
. -

Non-unionized jobs appear to be the hardest hit by new technology

because of the-lack of adjustment mechanisms, compensation and-planning

for change in this sector. This has been documented the most in relation

to unskilled farm workers but white collar, professional, and technicians
1

jobs arc not free from displacement by technological change either., Some-
-

non-unionized sectors have been shown to have used advanced planning

for change and adjustment quite effectively to reduce the employment impacts r

of technological change.

Part 1 of.this report attempted to cover the essential, conceptual
O

issues' related to worker adjustment and technological change. This began

with a rather technical,rliscussion'ofproductigh function shifts, Cost.

changes and resultant employment effects', in theaggregate and, lw skill

group. PartJ concluded with a discussion of adjustment mechanisms viewed

through the perspective of formal welfare thoory in which various policies

issues were outlined.

Part II outlined the current state-of-the-arts concerning the actual

Itppact of technological change on employment.,and the various mechanisms

JO.
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that have developed, in the public sector and private.sector, to aid worker
1' . . .... ,I.

adjustment to change. The literature does point out, in general, the wide

-spread use of adjustment mechanisms in the private sector and the need

for full employment; however, as can be seep by the diverse policy recom-

mendationsfound in the literature, consider ble difference of opinion does

exist as to the actual extent of technologic 1 displacement and'as to the

value of various approaches to aiding worker adjustment. These differences

can be explained, in part; by the many areas of incomplete4cnowledge and

the inconclusive evidence found to exist in the current state-of-thearts.
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